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CIA.K!ST9MLRSI®R8gm
Comments Oto Book V, SSC Final Report, The;
Investigation of the Assassination of president
Kennedy: Perrormance of the Intelligence Agencies

T. Forwarded herewith is the report of a review that Mr. 
Knoche requested last fall - The undersigned was des ignated^ as 
chairman or coordinator of an Agency ’working group that was te 
conduct, the study;. It proved a more ambitious undertaking than 
had been; anticipated. The extensive files of CI Staff on the 
Warren Commission iinqutry into President Kennedy's assassination 
were reviewed in; detail, as; were the very large file holdings of 
LA Division on its Cuban operations during the period preceding 
and fol lowing; the death of President Kennedy. The most pains
taking review and analysis was required, and the files proved: to 
be so; extensive that the -research: became a miajoc task. The files 
of the 'Office of Security and the; Office of the Inspector General 
presented a less. formidable; problem.

2:. The attached report, with its annexes,: is the; formal 
result of the effort, if the attachment’s seem bu;l;ky, it is 
noted: that additional back-up materials are being; held for the; 
record in the event of future inquiry;. These papers represent 
the re Stolt of .a conscientious and painstaking effort ,r tonduc ted 
with high standards of review and testing kept foremost irrmind,. 
We' believe that there is little; likelihood of oversigntqor omission 
in; coverage; the work was so extensive and carefully done that we 
feel there is; small chance of surprises remaining in CIA files on 
this subject.

i
;3. Im brief, we found, that many of the presentations of 

Book V of the Final Report of the Senate; Select Committee were 
'based. On incomplete' information or distorted pe rc ept io ns.: While 
the record of CIA was not perfect, the performance at the time, 
under the understanding: of the period, seems reasonable.: The fact 
remains that evidence of a Castro: conspiracy t®' assassinate Preside^ 
Kennedy still has: not beep discovered:. The Warren Commission and
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CIA could well have perceived the usefulness of inquiring into 
specific sources of possible provocation of Castro at the time of 
the 1964 investigation; it is clear that the general consideration 
was recognized by all concerned, and pursued, but the concept of 
specific possible provocations was not. A review into such possi
bilities Jias now been conducted, with essentially negative results.

4. The report is not to be considered a report of the 
Inspector General, as such, being the result of a representative 
working group. However, the report should be considered as being 
for internal CIA consumption only. It contains third agency reports, 
liaison reports, and involves sources and methods materials, as well 
as evaluation and comment of a nature that is advisory to manage
ment. Any release of this report and its annexes outside the Agency, 
even in classified form, would require considerable sanitization. 
It is recommended that this report be held against future inquiries, 
providing a basis for appropriate responses, and that it not be 
volunteered at this time.

S. D. Breckinridge

Attachment:
As Stated

D/IG/S.D.Breckinridge:js (23 Aug 1977)

Distribution:
Original - Addressee w/Copy #1 of Att.

1 - SA/DCI (Robert D. Williams) w/Copy #2 of Att.
1 - SA/ADDCI (Lewis D. Lapham) w/Copy #3 of Att.
1 - ADDO w/Copy #4 of Att.
1 - Asst. Public Affairs (Mr. Hetu) w/Copy #5 of Att.
1 - Chief, LA w/Copy #6 of Att.
1 - Chief, CI Staff w/Copy #7 of Att..
1 - D/OS w/Copy #8 of Att.
1 - IG (John L. Leader) w/Copy #9 of Att.
1 - D/IG (S.D.B. Chrono) w/Copy #10 of Att.
1 - IG Subject w/Original Copy of Att. (UNNUMBERED)
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SUBJECT: Comments on Book V of the Final Report of the U.S. Senate 
Select Committee to Study Governmental Operations with 
Respect to Intelligence Activities

1. Book V of the SSC Final Report, titled The Investigation 

of the Assassination of President John F. Kennedy: Performance of the 

Intelligence Agencies, presents a number of issues that address themselves 

to the conscience of the Agency. The criticisms of CIA are based on a 

series of presentations of how various investigative leads were handled, 

and on the non-reporting of various Agency operational activities that 

the SSC Final Report judges to have been relevant to the Warren ' 

Commission inquiry.

2. A stated thesis of the SSC Final Report is that the operations 

of the intelligence agencies against Cuba exercised a negative influence 

on the quality of their support for the Warren Commission investigation. 

The following statements appear in the Report:

"It (the SSC Report) places particular 

emphasis on the effect their Cuban opera

tions seemed to have on the investigation." 

Page 2.

"They (senior CIA officials) should have

1 realized that CIA operations against Cuba, 

particularly operations involving the 

assassination of Castro, needed to be con

sidered in the investigation. Yet, they 

directed their subordinates to conduct 

an investigation without telling them of 

these vital facts." Page 7. 
• • . - <
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The significance of these statements, to the authors of the SSC 

Report, is highlighted as follows:

"Certainly, concern with public reputation, 

problems of coordination between agencies, 

possible bureaucratic failure and embarrassment, 

and the extreme compartmentation of knowledge 

of sensitive operations may have contributed to 

these shortcomings. But the possibility 

exists that senior officials in both agencies 

made conscious decisions not to disclose 

potentially important information." Page 7.

A central feature of the rationale is the concept that if Castro 

had learned of these activities it would have provoked him into 

retaliation against President Kennedy. The SSC Final Report makes 

it clear that it feels this theory should have been perceived and 

accepted at the time by the intelligence agencies (not to mention 

the Warren Commission) leading to a review of the various anti-Castro 

programs to see what it might reveal.

The provocation theory, in the specific form postulated by the 

SSC Final Report and the press, is of more recent vintage than the 

perceptions that prevailed in 1964 when the Warren Commission was con

ducting its investigation. There was a general concern in 1964 that 

the USSR or Cuba might be behind the assassination of President

2



Kennedy. .This was based on a more broadly recognized understanding 

of the tensions that existed between the Kennedy administration and the 

Soviet and Cuban regimes. The Bay of Pigs in 1961 and the Cuban 

Missile Crisis in 1962 must have appeared remarkably provocative to 

Fidel Castro, along with the array of.American anti-Cuban programs. 

The humiliation of the USSR in having to retreat in the Cuban Missile 

Crisis cannot be dismissed completely as to how it might have been 

perceived by a foreign power as a provocation. To note these events 

serves only to remind the reader of the tensions well recognized at 

the time. The SSC Final Report has elected to emphasize instead CIA 

operational activity against Cuba as requiring specific attention. 

This emphasis on CIA's Cuban operations as a possible source of 

provocation of Castro represents the result of an evolution in percep

tions. In response to it we undertook an extensive review of the 

various operational activities against Cuba and Castro.

Organization for the Review

As there are no persons now in CIA who were directly involved 

at a senior level in the investigation of 1964, it was felt necessary 

to organize a fresh approach to the matter. The persons who, in 1963 

and 1964, knew the details of the various operational activities are 

no longer available, for the most part, to provide the current and 

detailed factual familiarity that existed at the time of the investi

gations. Primary reliance had to be placed instead on the records for 

3



the period preceding President Kennedy's death and the period following 

it.

It was determined that a special research effort would be mounted 

to review those Agency files that might relate to this problem. The 

organization for this research is sumnarized at Tab A of this paper. 

It required not only the meticulous review of all Cuban operations, 

it necessitated careful analysis of the content and nature of the oper

ations with special attention to their security. Files relating to the 

Warren Conmission inquiry were reviewed as well as those relating to 

plotting against Castro.

The results of the efforts of those assigned to the task are 

contained in this covering report and in the separate annexes to it, 

Tabs B through G.

CIA has now conducted such a review — looking at "the other end" 

of a possible chain of evidence, where things theoretically could have 

started. This has produced no new evidence bearing on the assassination, 

although it has produced the basis for new lines of speculation. In 

fact, the review sometimes seemed to become a futile exercise in trying 

to fit facts to the provocation theory rather than being able to 

identif-y evidence actually bearing on the assassination of President 

Kennedy. The emphasis sometimes became one of asking if this activity

4
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(whichever was under review) could have provoked Castro to order the 

assassination of President Kennedy, had he (Castro) learned of it. 

The SSC, in its Final Report, fell into this very trap, trying to make 

the AMLASH operation actually fit the theory for which the SSC's 

presentation seemed to be tailored. (See Tab D.)

We have looked at other operational activities with the SSC's 

theory in mind, but have been unable to provide tangible substance 

in support of the theory. In the final an’alysis the reviewer is 

compelled to fall back on the evidence. A wide variety of theories 

can be—as they have been—advanced in strident and challenging tones. 

Not all of them are susceptible to conclusive answers; the primary 

possibility of finding such answers was lost with the death of Lee 

Harvey Oswald. The fact is that the Warren Commission considered the 

possibility of Cuban or Soviet involvement, but could not find evi

dence of it. Were it known at the time of the Warren Conrnission, it 

would have been reported and dealt with then; that it was not is a 

simple reflection of the fact that it did not exist at that time in 

the minds of Americans knowledgeable on the subject. To hold dif

ferently would be to accept uncritically a social paranoia often 

prevalent today, which would hold that a significant number of 

government employees could engage in such a well-disciplined con

spiracy to suppress evidence.

5



Operations Against Castro

The-AMTRUNK Operation, starting in 1963, sought to develop a 

capability to join dissident elements among the Cuban leadership into 

a group that could oust the Castro regime. It was conceived by Cuban 

exiles and sold to the Kennedy Administration, which assigned it to 

CIA. The program was very slow in developing substance and momentum, 

with little concrete progress during President Kennedy's life. At a 

later date, in 1965, it was believed to be compromised and CIA withdrew 

from its association; the key members were arrested later and tried in 

Cuba. There are basic questions about the security of the activity 

from its inception, due to the involvement of personalities who are 

suspected of having pro-Cuban sympathies, including possibly having 

been foreign agents. While the suspicions cannot be verified, the 

reservations are sufficiently basic to consider the possibility that 

Castro knew of the operation from its earliest days. Its long range 

objectives--the overthrow of Castro and his regime—would have been an 

irritant to Castro; its inability to develop any substance and momentum 

until long after President Kennedy's death suggests that it is unlikely 

that it, of itself, would have moved him at that time to resort to 

assassination in retaliation. This is discussed at Tab C.

Operation AMLASH centered on a high-level Cuban official, AMLASH/1, 

who had expressed his opposition to Castro and to the Castro regime. 

The SSC Final Report undertakes to demonstrate that the operation planned 

Castro's assassination during the period preceding the murder of



President Kennedy; to the contrary, a full review of the operation 

shows that.prior to the President's assassination not only had CIA 

not agreed to give any support to AMLASH/1, but had rejected his 

proposals to assassinate Castro. When evidence supporting this view 

was offered the drafters of Book V of the SSC Final Report, it was 

dismissed out of hand as false, despite confirming evidence. The SSC 

Report, instead, having asserted that assassination was the character 

of the operation at that time, then undertook to show that AMLASH/1 

was at least indiscreet in his conduct, risking exposure of the plot. 

Alternatively, it suggested that he may have been acting for Castro 

as a provocateur, to lead the United States into a plot against 

Castro's life which in turn was then to provide Castro with the 

justification to order President Kennedy's assassination. In either 

event, had Castro learned about the relationship between AMLASH/1 and 

CIA he would have known only that there was an inconclusive association 

that certainly had not progressed to the point that it constituted the 

basis for the postulated provocation. This is discussed in some detail 

at Tab D of this paper.

The SSC Final Report discounts (at page 68) the possibility that 

actual plotting by CIA with the criminal syndicate served as a source 

for provocation for Castro to have President Kennedy murdered. There 

are new considerations that developed in the course of the present 

review that throw more light on the role of the criminal syndicate, 

but they do not provide a basis-for taking issue with the judgment of 

the SSC Final Report, which dismissed the activity as having provided 

Castro with the postulated provocation. This is discussed at Tab C.

7 TO/noiri ~—
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Items Selected by the SSC for Critical Comment

The .SSC Final Report picked out a number of selected subjects for 

treatment in support of its criticism of the thoroughness of the in

vestigation by the intelligence agencies. One of these had to do with 

the allegations in Mexico City by a man designated as "D". These al

legations were demonstrated conclusively by the Warren Commission to 

have been false; why they are discussed at all in the SSC Final Report 

is a question in itself. In another instance, reference is made to a 

reported five-hour delay of a Cubana flight from Mexico City, awaiting 

arrival of a private aircraft with a mysterious passenger; not only 

was the Cubana flight on the ground for four hours (in contrast to the 

alleged five hour delay in departure) it departed an hour before the 

alleged arrival of the private aircraft. After CIA reported on a 

Cuban-American who departed on another Cubana flight, the FBI investi

gated the man extensively, as is revealed by the information available 

for use in the SSC Final Report; a single report that caused him to be 

dramatized is so full of1 errors as to be highly suspect, essentially 

being placed in doubt by other evidence in the record. In another 

instance considerable emphasis was given ’n^the SSC Final Report to a 

cable from the Mexico City Station, replying to a 23 November 1963 in

quiry from CIA headquarters asking for reports on contacts with certain 

named Soviets. The true name of AMLASH/1 was given in the Mexico City 

reply, but not as having had contact with the Soviets — which was the 

purpose of the inquiry -- but as the subject of a meeting in EMSSEt

S
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1960 between a functionary of the Cuban embassy with a Soviet, concern- 

ing ^■MgHb^-to be held in Mexico City AMLASH/1,

AMLASH/1's name could have been omitted from the cable 

altogether, so far as its having any relevance to the inquiry about 

persons having contact with Soviets is concerned. Ln any event, the 

meeting in^iH^^ I960 was prior to President Kennedy's inauguration, 

which removes it yet further from any possible relevance to the subject 

matter. It really is not difficult to understand why the reference to 

AMLASH/T's name did not lead to detailed research about him. This is < 
discussed further at Tab D.

Conclusions

Basically, the research effort for the present paper produced two 

general conclusions. First, the SSC Final Report contains numerous 

factual errors, both in the extensive treatment of a selected opera

tion (AMLASH) and in a number of separate incidents that it presents. 

Second, while one can make the point in principle that the Warren 

Commission could well have broadened its review to include the anti- 

Cuban programs of the U.S. Government, in trying to make the case for 

that concept Book V of the SSC Final Report went to such lengths in its 

treatment as to detract from the point at hand. It is difficult to 

characterize it more generously.

Bi a very real sense, the SSC Final Report has compounded the 

problem of public perception. On a flawed presentation it has accused 

the intelligence agencies of derelictions and worse. While it has 

reinforced the public sense of unfinished business yet to be done, it 

has so badly beclouded the issue as to have done a disservice to 



future attempts at objective and dispassionate inquiry.

While-one can understand today why the Warren Commission limited 

its inquiry to normal avenues of investigation, it would have served 

to reinforce the credibility of its effort had it taken a broader 

view of the matter. CIA, too, could have considered in specific 

terms what most saw then in general terms—the possibility of Soviet 

or Cuban involvement in the assassination because of tensions of 

the time. It is not enough to be able to point out erroneous 

criticisms made today. The Agency should have taken broader 

initiatives then, as well. That CIA employees at the time felt—as 

they obviously did—that the activities about which they knew had 

no relevance to the Warren Commission inquiry does not take the place 

of a record of conscious review. The present research effort has 

undertaken to conduct such a review; it is noted that the findings 

are essentially negative. However, it must be recognized that CIA 

cannot be as confident of a cold trail in 1977 as it could have 

been in 1964; this apparent fact will be noted by the critics of 

the Agency, and by those who have found a career in the questions 

already asked and yet to be asked about the assassination of 

President Kennedy.



TERMS OF REFERENCE

FOR REVIEW OF

ISSUES RAISED IN

BOOK V, SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE

FINAL REPORT

APPROVED FOR RELEASE 1993 
CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM

1. The Schweiker Subcommittee has two basic theses-- 
(1) the general idea that the intelligence community--primarily 
CIA and FBI--did not undertake a full review of the possibility 
of Cuban involvement in the assassination of President Kennedy, 
and (2) the idea that CIA activities against Cuba were provocative 
and may have led to the assassination of President Kennedy. The 
former by itself is not too difficult a problem to address. Either 
there was or there was not an extensive intelligence collection 
program to ascertain all possible information on the subject. 
Either there was or there was not an exhaustive review of all 
information in the Agency that might in some way relate to this 
question. Either the Agency did or did not report what it had 
to the Warren Commission Tor further inquiry and review.

2. The second portion of the Subcommittee’s presentation 
is somewhat more diffuse and complex. By way of general back
ground it summarizes Agency and U.S. operations against Castro's 
Cuba. There is an inference--almost subliminal--that these 
general activities were provocative. More specific, however, 
is the detailed treatment of the AMLASH operation as an activity 
that the report suggests could have provoked Castro into retaliatory 
action against President Kennedy. The failure of CIA to report 
this to the Warren Commission, in the context of the provocation 
theory, is advanced as a failure to report relevant information. 
Detailed treatment of the operation is given in the report in 
support of the thesis.



3. The issue of operational activity that could have provoked 
a retaliatory strike by Castro against President Kennedy cannot 
be restricted to the AMLASH operation. In itself it may be one of 
the poorer examples of something that might have proven so pro
vocative-as to stimulate a retaliatory strike by Castro against 
President Kennedy. There were other operations with the un
qualified objective of killing Castro. These contrast with the 
AMLASH affair in which the agreed purpose was not so clear and 
in which the sequence of events throws considerable doubt on the 
Subcommittee’s treatment of the activity in this respect.

a. The following questions are intended to serve as 
a guide in a records review of the extent of the Agency's 
investigation prior to the end of tbe Warren Commission.

(1) What collection requirements were issued to 
the field with regard to Kennedy's assassination?

(2) What follow-up of these requirements was 
there during 1964?

(3) What form did the follow-up take?

(4) Identify and describe the records with regard 
to this activity.

(5) What reporting was there from the field in 
response to Headquarters' requirements?

(6) What dissemination and review was this 
reporting given?

(7) Was dissemination made on this reporting to 
the CI Staff?

(8) Was this reporting given to the Warren Commission?

(9) What review of Headquarters' material was 
ordered through 1964?

- 2‘ -
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(10) What were the parameters of these instructions?

(11) What responses were there and where are they?

(12) What evidence'is there that the "provocation" 
theory was considered during the Warren Commission 
enquiries, either in CIA or the Warren Commission?

(13) What action was taken with reference to this 
concept as a basis for reviewing relating Agency programs?

(14) What records are there on this and where are they?

(15) Were there any efforts made to develop an 
Oswald/Cuban connection?

(16) What form did they take?

(17) What exchanges were there with the FBI on this 
subject?

(18) What action developed from these exchanges?

(19) What records are there on these exchanges and 
where are they?

(20) To what extent were elements of the Agency 
other than the CI Staff and LA Division involved in-in
vestigating the assassination during the Warren Commission 
tenure?

(21) What is the total CLA information on the two 
flights from Mexico City to Havana?

(22) What was done at the time to develop further 
information on this matter?

(23) Can further information be acquired on this 
matter now?

- 3 -
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(24) What is the total CIA information on "D"?

(25) Is farther information on "D" needed in view 
■ ' of the SSC Subcommittee reference to it?

(26) What information does CIA have on Oswald
FPCC relations?

(27) What does CIA know about the New Orleans 
training activity and was anything provided on this to 
the Warren Commission?

(28) What is the total CIA information on "A”?

(29) Who is the man photographed in Mexico City?

(30) What is the CIA information on the 4 December 
1963 report of an agent meeting Oswald in Cuba?

(31) What is the total CIA information on Cuban 
assassination policies and programs up to November 22, 
1963?

(32) What is the total CIA information on Castro's
7 September 1963 statements re retribution?

(33) Does the testimony before the SSC of CIA 
employees contain anything on the above questions? 
If so, what?

b. On the subject of possible provocation for the 
assassination plots against Castro, each of the known activities 
should be reviewed to the extent possible in order to determine 
any additional relevant information on this plot.

(1) What is the total information on the plots involving 
the criminal syndicates?

(2) Who was witting of the'’planning for the syndicate 
operation?

- 4 -



(3) Are there current considerations on the syndicate 
operation not faced previously (e- g. , a former Office 
of Security of ficer may-have knowledge that was not 
surfaced in the interviews with him with the SSC or 
Agency personnel. Additionally, a former LA Division 
career agent may have some insights that could throw 
light on one of the operations).

(4) There are a couple of cases based on agent 
traffic (reported to the SSC during the study of alleged 
assassination plots) indicating plans during the Bay of 
Pigs period to shoot Castro. What is the total CLA 
information on these?

«

(5) What is the significance on the subject of 
provocation in the book given Senator McGovern By 
Castro?

(6) While the AMLASH operation is subject to fairly 
detailed reconstruction from a very complete record, 
there are points that should be addressed particularly, 
because of their treatment in the SSC Subcommittee report. 
For instance, is there significance in the fact that CIA 
contacted AMLASH/1 in September 1963 after such a 
long time? Or was it simply that this was the first time 
the opportunity had presented itself since earlier meetings?

(7) Just what did the case officer tell AMLASH/1 
when making plans for the 22 November meeting?

(8) What was the security of the relationship with 
AMLASH/1 during the period preceding the assassination 
of President Kennedy?

(9) In what time frame was Fitzgerald's Executive 
Officer speaking when he stated his judgment that the 
AMLASH/1 operation was an assassination plot?

5 -



c. What other action might CIA have taken in connection 
with the investigation? An effort should be made to list 
these, including consultation with surviving officials to 
determine not only what they considered the requirement 
at the time, but what was omitted and why.

4. In conclusion, these "Terms of Reference" undertake 
to address the entire question of possible provocation of U.S. 
policy and CIA programs in the period preceding the assassination 
of President Kennedy. An aspect of this is the SSC Subcommittee's 
apparent view that CIA assassination plotting could have instigated 
a retaliatory strike by Castro against President Kennedy, which, 
therefore, should have been reported to the Warren Commission. 
Just as importantly, the final paper should reflect findings in the 
area of what the Agency did in response to Warren Commission 
requirements (both stated by the Warren Commission and those 
that could have been conceived by the Agency), and how it pursued 
these lines of action and reported them to the Commission. This 
will include consideration of specific new and unanswered questions 
raised in the Schweiker report

- 6 -
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Organization for and Conduct o* the Review

1. Many years have passed since the inquiry by the Warren Com

mission. The persons who were most familiar with the activities 

of the Agency during the period preceding the death of President 

Kennedy, and during the investigation of the Warren Commission, are 

no longer in place in the same work. Some*of the employees have 

retired or have been transferred to other work. Some have died.

2. To respond to the questions raised in Book V of the SSC 

Final Report, it was necessary to review old files and to assign to 

this undertaking personnel not really familiar with the activities 

of the Agency during a period of a dozen or more years before. A 

study group was established to consider the size of the problem and 

to develop a plan for conducting the review. Chaired by a repre

sentative from the Office of the Inspector General, the group also 

consisted of members from CI Staff, LA Division, and the Office of 

Security. Terms of Reference for the review were agreed upon in 

early August 1976. Points emphasized for the review, because of the 

thrust of Book V of the SSC Final Report, were (1) to conduct a full 

review of information and operations on the Cuban target to identify 

any activity that might relate to the assassination of President Kennedy, 

and (2) to review the possibility that CIA activities against Cuba 

did, by their nature, cause Castro to order the assassination of



President Kennedy. A copy of the Terms of Reference is attached.

3. The two main holdings of files for the period in question 

were in LA Division and CI Staff, of the Directorate of Operations, 

with less voluminous files being held in the Office of Security and 

the Office of the Inspector General. The organization for the review 

of those files is described below.

4. LA Division: LA Division was the repository of the files 

for Agency operations conducted against Cuba. These files were known 

to be extensive. Under the Terms of Reference those files for'the 

period 1 January 1961 to 1 January 1965 were selected for review, 

covering a three-year period prior to the death of President Kennedy 

and the following year. A research group was formed composed of 

five full-time researchers, a group leader and a task force supervisor. 

An additional four researchers participated in different phases of 

the research, which continued to mid-May 1977.

5. Reference to material for this research was obtained from 

the LA Division registry, the Cuba Desk machine runs, and a special 

comprehensive file listing prepared for this purpose by Information 

Services Staff (ISS). On the basis of this it was originally believed 

that material pertinent to the search would number approximately 900 

operational folders, plus numerous related 201-files. It was later 

determined, however, that a thorough review should include additional 

operational and subject files which brought the total to well over 

two thousand files. In view of the date of the material, much of it,
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both operational and subject, had been retired to Archives

The remainder is held at Headquarters in the 

files or archival material of Information Processing Group. This 

material is easily retrievable through the use of specific job 

numbers and file reference numbers recorded and retained in the 

LA Division research group files (too numerous to cite herein).

6. Following is a breakdown of the types and numbers of files 

reviewed, criteria employed in the research, the findings, and 

organization of the material:

a. Types and Number of Files Reviewed

(1) Operational 1,729
(601 with findings and 1,128 
with no findings)

(2) Subject Files 547
(186 with findings and 361
with no findings)

(3) Cuba Policy Files 101

(4) Chief, WH Division Chrono Files 
(Task Force W Chronos) 37

(5) Official 201 Dossiers 100-plus

Total 2,514

b._ Criteria Used in the Research

As a guide the research group followed the Terms of

Reference referred to above. In addition to the Terms of

Reference, the group remained alert to other items of interest



brought to its attention by the-IG Staff, on an ad hoc basis, 
* 

and to additional questions raised in the course of the 

study. A name trace was always run, and/or the 201-file was 

reviewed, if available, on any individual allegedly involved 

in an assassination plot against President Kennedy or Fidel 

Castro. This task was made somewhat easier as the result of 

a memorandum prepared by the Cuba Desk, in August 1975, 

based on traces of the names in the so-called Black Book 

that Fidel Castro passed to Senator McGovern, which dealt 

with individuals the Cubans alleged were involved in assassi

nation attempts against Castro.

c. Findings and Organization of the Findings

Each researcher submitted a draft paper noting the 

subject of the folder(s) reviewed, a brief description of the 

activity, and a copy of those document(s) or findings which 

contained information believed to be pertinent to the review. 

Also included were job numbers, official file numbers, 

inclusive dates of material researched, and the number of 

volumes reviewed. Beginning in January 1977, at the request 

of the IG Staff, the researchers also began noting FBI and/or 

other government agencies knowledge of information, to the 

extent recorded in Agency files. Separate finished memoranda 

were prepared, on the basis of these data, including the 

heading Findings. This heading lists the specific document 

number(s) and other pertinent data, and a few lines providing 
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the.g-ist of the document(s) for-purpose of easy and quick 

reference. These memoranda, with a copy of the document(s) 

attached, are filed in alphabetical order, by project and 

subject, in hard-back green folders as part of the official 

LA Division research group fi 1 es

Volumes XI through XX). Also 

included in the records are two folders (Volumes IX and X) 

containing 1,439 draft memoranda with negative findings. 

These records are restricted in LA Division.

7. The LA Division research effort proved to be far more 

complex than originally estimated. Research continued to lead to new 

files, and the requirements for meticulous analysis and correlation 

of material further extended the time required to complete the under

taking. By completing this exhaustive review of files the Agency 

can speak with considerable confidence as to what the records of 

Cuban operations show, so far as they relate to the question of the 

death of President Kennedy.

8. CI Staff: CI Staff assigned one senior officer to review 

its files on Lee Harvey Oswald, working under the general Terms of 

Reference referred to above, and also to generate papers on points 

not covered by the guidelines but pertinent to the general subject.

9. Since December 1963, the CI Staff has served as the point 

of record for all questions relating to Lee Harvey Oswald and the
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Agency's role in the investigation conducted by the Warren Com

mission. The so-called "Oswald File" now fills 57 volumes comprising 

some 142 file folders and portfolios. In addition, the Staff has 

accumulated some 50 supplemental files including the master copy 

of those documents released under provisions of the FOIA to the public 

in March 1976 (first series) and those documents (second series) 

released in September 1976 and March 1977.’

10. By necessity the documents in the file are held in chrono

logical order; however, the file has become much more than just a 

chronological file on Lee Harvey Oswald. It has now become the 

Agency's central repository for information and documentation that 

it holds on:

a. The life of Harvey Oswald;

b. The Agency's role in the investigation conducted 

by the Warren Commission, 1963—1964;

c. The testimony by various Agency officers before 

the several connnissions and committees set up to review 

the validity of previous investigations. (NB: It should 

be pointed out that this portion of this file is not 

complete); and

d. The point of record for Agency action taken in 

response to requests submitted to the Agency under pro

visions of the Freedom of Information Act.
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11. In order to come to grips with the voluminous material in 

the Oswald files, it soon became obvious that, in order to be in 

a position to respond effectively and expeditiously to the Terms of 

Reference and to allegations and accusations in Book V of the SSC 

Final Report, it would be necessary to copy much of the file and to 

place these copies in folders set up according to general and specific 

subjects. In order to check charges that this Agency had withheld 

information from the FBI and the Warren Commission, and that there 

was "no evidence that the FBI asked the Agency to conduct an investi

gation or gather information," the following files were set up:

a. Correspondence from the Warren Conrnission;

b. Correspondence from the Agency to the Warren 

Commission;

c. Agency disseminations to the Intelligence Community, 

particularly the FBI;

d. Correspondence from the FBI to the Agency requesting 

assistance and information;

e. Chronological summary of information on and actions 

taken relating to Silvia Tirado de DURAN; and

f. Chronological summary of information on and actions 

taken relating to Gilberto ALVARADO Ugarte.

These files provided a basis for checking statements included in the 

SSC Final Report and to determine what the Agency actually did do 

in relation to the Warren Commission inquiry.

COWHOI1AL
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12. The approach to the problem at hand was to assemble by 

chronological and statistical compilations the Agency's record on 

the matter, (a) its initiation of collection requirements for infor

mation, and the papers it originated on various aspects of the 

investigation for passage to the Intelligence Community, particularly 

the FBI and the Warren Commission, and (b), its response to require

ments and requests levied upon it by the Intelligence Community and 

the Warren Commission. Certain parts of the record were summarized 

to record what actually happened in those instances in which it 

differs from representations in the SSC Report.

13. Office of Security: The Office of Security assigned one 

officer to identify material in its records believed to have some 

possible relation to the Kennedy assassination. During the course of 

this review, approximately fifty subject files were identified as 

containing material of some relevance. This material amounted to 

the equivalent of approximately two safe drawers. The files reviewed 

included volumes on Lee Harvey Oswald, AMLASH, various individuals 

connected with the Criminal Underworld Plot, and a collection of 

files containing the results of name traces conducted at the time 

of the "Garrison Investigation."

14. Office of the Inspector General: The Office of the Inspector 

General held the report that it produced in 1967 on plotting against 

Castro, as well as related materials accumulated subsequently. It 

also received files developed in 1973 in response to a 9 May 1973

CONPlWlAL



request by. the DCI to Agency employe.es concerning questionable

activities. Two members of the Inspection Staff were assigned to

the project, responsible for overall coordination of the research 

effort. Additionally, because of the emphasis given to events in 

Mexico by Book V of the SSC Final Report, the Office of the Inspector 

General employed on contract a retired employee who had served as 

a special case officer in Mexico City during the period preceding 

President Kennedy's death and during the investigation afterwards. 

The retired employee recalled for this task conducted an extensive 

review of all Mexico City files and materials held in Headquarters 

or retired to Archives. The result of her research is found in 

Tabs B and F.

15. The file holdings in the Office of the Inpsector General 

are less than one safe drawer. However, the AMLASH file, held by 

LA Division/Directorate of Operations, was reviewed by a member of 

the Office of the Inspector General, as were parts of the AMTRUNK 

file, also held by LA Division. These two activities are discussed 

in Annexes D and C, respectively.

16. There were a limited number of interviews to clarify 

specific points.

Detailed records of the research undertaken are held in the 

respective components participating in this effort. Selected back

up material for the final report is also held in the Office of the 

Inspector General.
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1 AUG 1975

TERMS OF REFERENCE

FOR REVIEW OF

ISSUES RAISED IN

BOOK V, SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE

FINAL REPORT

APPROVED FOR RELEASE 199? 
CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM

1. The Schweiker Subcommittee has two basic theses-- 
(1) the general idea that the intelligence community--primarily 
CIA and FBI--did not undertake a full review of the possibility 
of Cuban involvement in the assassination of President Kennedy, 
and (2) the idea that CIA activities against Cuba were provocative 
and may have led to the assassination of President Kennedy. The 
former by itself is not too difficult a problem to address. Either 
there was or there was not an extensive intelligence collection 
program to ascertain all possible information on the subject. 
Either there was or there was not an exhaustive review of all 
information in the Agency that might in some way relate to this 
question. Either the Agency did or did not report what it had 
to the Warren Commission for further inquiry and review.

2. The second portion of the Subcommittee's presentation 
is somewhat more diffuse and complex. By way of general back
ground it summarizes Agency and U.S. operations against Castro's 
Cuba. There is an inference--almost subliminal--that these 
general activities were provocative. More specific, however, 
is the detailed treatment of the AMLASH operation as an activity 
that the report suggests could have provoked Castro into retaliatory 
action against President Kennedy. The failure of CIA to report 
this to the Warren Commission, in the context of the provocation 
theory, is advanced as a failure to report relevant information. 
Detailed treatment of the operation is given in the report in 
support of the thesis.



3. The issue of operational activity that could have provoked 
a retaliatory strike by Castro against President Kennedy cannot 
be restricted to the AMLASH operation. In itself it may be one of 
the poorer examples of something that might have proven so pro
vocative" as to stimulate a retaliatory strike by Castro against 
President Kennedy. There were other operations with the un
qualified objective of killing Castro. These contrast with the 
AMLASH affair in which the agreed purpose was not so clear and 
in which the sequence of events throws considerable doubt on the 
Subcommittee's treatment of the activity in this respect.

a. The following questions are intended to serve as 
a guide in a records review of the extent of the Agency's 
investigation prior to the end of the Warren Commission.

(1) What collection requirements were issued to 
the field with regard to Kennedy’s assassination?

(2) What follow-up of these requirements was 
there during 1964?

(3) What form did the follow-up take?

(4) Identify and describe the records with regard 
to this activity.

(5) What reporting was there from the field in 
response to Headquarters' requirements?

(6) What dissemination and review was this 
reporting given?

(7) Was dissemination made on this reporting to 
the CI Staff?

(8) Was this reporting given to the Warren Commission?

(9) What review of Headquarters' material was 
ordered through 1964?

2 -



(10) What were the parameters of these instructions?

(11) What responses were there and where are they?

(12) What evidence'is there that the "provocation" 
theory was considered during the Warren Commission 
enquiries, either in CIA or the Warren Commission?

(13) What action was taken with reference to this 
concept as a basis for reviewing relating Agency programs?

(14) What records are there on this and where are they?

(15) Were there any efforts made to develop an 
Oswald/Cuban connection?

(16) What form did they take?

(17) What exchanges were there with the FBI on this 
subject?

(18) What action developed from these exchanges?

(19) What records are there on these exchanges and 
where are they?

(20) To what extent were elements of the Agency 
other than the CI Staff and LA Division involved in-in
vestigating the assassination during the' Warren Commission 
tenure?

(21) What is the total CLA information on the two 
flights from Mexico City to Havana?

(22) What was done at the time to develop further 
information on this matter?

(23) Can further information be acquired on this 
matter now?
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(24) What is the total CIA information, on "D"?

(25) Is farther information on "D" needed in view 
of the SSC Subcommittee reference to it?

(26) What information does CIA have on Oswald 
FPCC relations?

(27) What does CIA know about the New Orleans 
training activity and was anything provided on this to 
the Warren Commission?

(28) What is the total CIA information on "A”?

(29) Who is the man photographed in Mexico City?

(30) What is the CIA information on the 4 December 
1963 report of an agent meeting Oswald in Cuba?

(31) What is the total CIA information on Caban 
assassination policies and programs up to November 22, 
1963?

(32) What is the total CIA information on Castro's
7 September 1963 statements re retribution?

(33) Does the testimony before the SSC of CIA 
employees contain anything on the above questions? 
If so, what?

b. On the subject of possible provocation for the 
assassination plots against Castro, each of the known activities 
should be reviewed to the extent possible in order to determine 
any additional relevant information on this plot.

(1) What is the total information on the plots involving 
the criminal syndicates?

(2) Who was witting of the*planning for the syndicate 
operation?
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(3) Are there current considerations on the syndicate 
operation not faced previously (e. g. , a former Office 
of Security of ficer may-have knowledge that was not 
surfaced in the interviews with him with the SSC or 
Agency personnel. Additionally, a former LA Division 
career agent may have some insights that could throw 
light on one of the operations).

(4) There are a couple of cases based on agent 
traffic (reported to the SSC during the study of alleged 
assassination plots) indicating plans during the Bay of 
Pigs period to shoot Castro. What is the total CLA. 
information on these?

(5) What is the significance on the subject of 
provocation in the book given Senator McGovern by 
Castro?

(6) While the AMLASH operation is subject to fairly 
detailed reconstruction from a very complete record, 
there are points that should be addressed particularly, 
because of their treatment in the SSC Subcommittee report. 
For instance, is there significance in the fact that CIA 
contacted AMLASH/1 in September 1963 after such a 
long time? Or was it simply that this was the first time 
the opportunity had presented itself since earlier meetings?

(7) Just what did the case officer tell AMLASH/1 
when making plans for the 22 November meeting?

(8) What was the security of the relationship with 
AMLASH/1 during the period preceding the assassination 
of President Kennedy?

(9) In what time frame was Fitzgerald's Executive 
Officer speaking when he stated his judgment that the 
AMLASH/1 operation was an assassination plot?

5



c. What other action might CIA have taken in connection 
with the investigation? An effort should be made to list 
these, including consultation with surviving officials to 
determine not only what they considered the requirement 
at the time, but what was omitted and why.

4. In conclusion, these "Terms of Reference" undertake 
to address the entire question of possible provocation of U.S. 
policy and CIA programs in the period preceding the assassination 
of President Kennedy. An aspect of this is the SSC Subcommittee's 
apparent view that CIA assassination plotting could have instigated 
a retaliatory strike by Castro against President Kennedy, which, 
therefore, should have been reported to the Warren Commission. 
Just as importantly, the final paper should reflect findings in the 
area of what the Agency did in response to Warren Commission 
requirements (both stated by the Warren Commission and those 
that could have been conceived by the Agency), and how it pursued 
these lines of action and reported them to the Commission. This 
will include consideration of specific new and unanswered questions 
raised in the Schweiker report.

- 6 -
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CIA's Performance on the Inquiries

Book V of the SSC Final Report challenges the performance of the 

intelligence agencies during the Warren Commission inquiry, empha

sizing things that it feels should have been done but which it asserts 

were not.

It is correct to say that CIA has not produced evidence or 

analysis that addresses every theory that has been advanced over the 

years. A record of the volume of CIA reporting to the FBI and the 

Warren Commission is at Tab E. As a practical consideration, every 

theoretical question that can be conceived cannot be answered con

clusively; there simply may be no evidence at all, or if there is 

evidence somewhere it may not be accessible. The issue is what the » 
intelligence agencies did — in the present instance, what was the 

performance of CIA — with Book V of the SSC Final Report portraying 

a pattern of neglect or avoidance that is not supported by the record.

The SSC Final Report offers a number of separate subjects in 

support of its case:

a. It refers to an allegation by a person identified as 

"D" (pages 28-30, 41-42 and 102-103) that he overheard and 

saw Oswald being handed money in Mexico City for the purpose 

of assassinating President Kennedy; this was proven false, both 

by polygraph and by determining that Oswald was in New Orleans 

instead of Mexico City at the time the incident was supposed to 

have occurred. This subject is treated in a confusing and in- 

£ conclusive manner in the SSC Final Report.

OONFIBaWiL



b. A considerable portion of the Report is given to the 

AMLASH operation. The operation is described inaccurately. 

The Report assigns it characteristics that it did not have during 

the period preceding the assassination of President Kennedy, in 

order to support the SSC view that it should have been reported 

to the Warren Conmission. This is treated in some detail at Tab D 

of this report.

c. Space is devoted to two aircraft flights from Mexico 

City to Havana, on 22 November and 27 November (see pages BO

SS). The first of these flights, as described in the SSC Report, 

is based on an inaccurate report about a delay of the 22 November 

flight to meet a mysterious private aircraft; the correct story 

removes the basis for the inferences of the SSC version. The 

second of these flights had to do with a man whose significance 

arises from a patently erroneous report; the FBI investigated him 

thoroughly, as is apparent from the condensed summary in the SSC 

Final Report.

These examples illustrate the problem of commenting on the SSC Final 

Report, the question becoming that of how to deal with Congressional 

criticism presented on the basis of inaccurate factual perceptions. 

To treat the problem it was felt necessary to review the record in-depth 

and to report the findings, whatever they are.

Recognizing the possibility of error or oversight in 1964—both 

on the part of CIA and the Warren Conmission—consideration was given 

to courses of action CIA might have taken to throw some light on the



questions as understood at the time, as well as considering those 

questions that have developed since then. What would be the areas of 

inquiry? Oswald was an obvious subject of investigation.

Oswald was known to have been out of the country twice subsequent 

to his return to private life from the Marine Corps in September 1959. 

These overseas adventures were appropriate for CIA attention. The 

first of these overseas trips was when he went to the Soviet Union in 

October 1959 from which he returned in June 1962. The second of these 

trips was when he went to Mexico City in late September 1963, from 

which he returned in early October 1963.

In addition to these two areas of obvious specific inquiry for CIA, 

there is the problem of general foreign intelligence collection that 

might in some way produce information on the subject. The SSC Final 

Report adds to these considerations operations being conducted by CIA 

as part of a general U.S. program against the Castro regime. These/ i

four general areas of inquiry are covered below.

I. Travel to and from the USSR 1959-1962

On 26 November 1963 a cable was sent to Paris, Rome, Madrid, / 

‘Copenhagen, Oslo, Helsinki, Brussels, The Hague, London, and Ottawa 

giving biographic information on Lee Harvey Oswald. It noted his 

discharge from the Marine Corps in September 1959 and his travel to 

the Soviet Union in October 1959, including sketchy details as to his 

employment and marriage while in the USSR. The cable requested:

"any scrap information which bears on President's 

assassination....

3
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On 27 November the various addressee stations replied, with 

J^eTsinki and London providing additional details on the travel of 
--- " ______  

Oswald to the USSR. Additionally, London reported that a British 

journalist claimed that during his own imprisonment in Cuba in 1959 

there was a U.S. gangster there by the name of Santos, who was living 

in luxury in jail because he could not return to the U.S.; the source 

stated that Santos was "visited frequently by another American 

gangster named 'Ruby'." (See pages 24—25, Tab C.)
Also on 27 November ^tawk^reported the "delight" of the Cuban 

Embassy staff over the assassination of President Kennedy although 

the staff was instructed to "cease looking happy in public," in 

conformance with instructions from Cuba to "govern their actions by 

official attitude of Govt to which they accredited." (usro> on the 

same date, reported that the Soviets were shocked, blaming the 

assassination on extreme right-wing elements. Otherwise, the initial 

responses produced no other information.

On 29 November The Hague and Frankfurt were queried about Oswald's 

travel back from the USSR. This query was followed on 2 December by 

a similar cable to Berlin, Frankfurt, Bonn and The Hague. Various 

reporting produced details about the travel of Oswald and his wife 

from the USSR through Germany and the Netherlands enroute to the 

United States in June 1962.

The other stations involved in these inquiries had no traces or 

information on Oswald; liaison services were also queried without
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detailed results although there were some operations that

produced" peripheral information about the reactions of various groups 

under intelligence surveillance. Considerable exchanges were held 

with the Warren Commission on Oswald's Soviet record and its possible 

significance. No evidence was found tying the Soviet Union to Oswald's 

assassination of President Kennedy. Book V of the SSC Final Report, 

in not criticising the Agency's performance in this aspect of the 

investigation, seems to have accepted it as adequate, and it will 

not be detailed here.

II. Oswald Mexico Visit — September-October 1963

The visit by Oswald to Mexico City, in his attempt to get 

visas for travel to the Soviet Union and Cuba, has received extensive 

attention. The details concerning the coverage of Oswald's visit to 

Mexico is treated in another annex to this paper (Tab F). The concern 

felt by all initially for the possible significance of Oswald's visit, 

and his contacts with the Cuban and Soviet embassies, was obvious at 

the time. The following statement is in a cable to Mexico City on 

28 November 1963:

"We have by no means excluded the possibility 

that other as yet unknown persons may have 

been involved or even that other powers may 

have played a role.

5



allegations made by "D," about having seen Oswald taking*money 

Cubans in the'Cuban embassy in Mexico City, received intensive 

r.rention from CIA and the FBI, working together closely on the matter, 

jfid with the Mexican authorities. This was demonstrated conclusively 

have been a false allegation. Oswald was in New Orleans at the • 

cime of the reported incident, and the person making the allegations
Xu

>as demonstrated{dp4VQ|BQ|^p:o have been lying. After the allegations 

by "0" had been demonstrated to be false, Headquarters made the following 

statement to the Mexico City Station on 1 December 1963:

"Pls continue to follow all leads and tips.

The question of whether Oswald acted solely 

on his own has still not been finally resolved." 
ryjain, on A? December 1963 the Mexico City Station was cabled as 

follows:

to investigation of assassination, evidence

of their complicity, signs they putting out

propaganda about case.

"Pise continue watch for Soviet or Cuban reaction

17 December 1953 Headquarters forwarded a dispatch to the Mexico 

’•ty Station stated as follows:

"...Mexico City has been the only major 

overseas reporter in the case. While this

partly dictated by the facts of Lee Oswald's



life, we have not overlooked the really out

standing performance of Mexico City's major 

‘ assets and the speed, precision, and perception 

with which the data was forwarded. Here it was 

relayed within minutes to the White House, 

[Department of State] and [the FBI].

the statements of Silvia 
safe .

DURAN, and your analyses were major factors in 

the quick clarification of the case, blanking 

out the really ominous spectre of foreign backing." 

Essentially, Oswald's visit to Mexico City was investigated as 

thoroughly as possible, producing no evidence there of Soviet or 

Cuban complicity in the assassination of President Kennedy. If anything, 

events during Oswald's visit there are more subject to being seen as 

counter to such a possibility, given his troubles with both Cubans 

and Soviets. We do not offer this thought as the final word, but more 

simply that if it bears on the subject at all it is inconsistent with 

speculation that he had some special relationship with either nation.

It is noted that various allegations have been made in the press 

in connection with the House Select Cormiittee on Assassinations 

inquiry concerning CIA information regarding Oswald's Mexico visit; 

these are commented on at Tab G.

III. General Collection Requirements

On 22 November 1963 all CIA stations abroad received a cable 

from Headquarters with the following statement:

7
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"Tragic death of President Kennedy requires all 

' of us to look sharp for any unusual intelligence 

developments. Although we have no reason to 

expect anything of a particular military nature, 

all hands should be on the quick alert at least 

for the next few days while the new President 

takes over the reins."

It is appropriate at this point to observe the general reaction 

to be expected from such a communication. Without any leads, other 

than those arising from Oswald's identification, the requirements to 

field stations were necessarily general. General reporting can be 

stimulated by general requests, if there is something to report, and 

this is what was undertaken. In addition, in any event, intelligence 

assets and liaison services overseas are quick to realize the signifi

cance of important information and will report it on their own initiative. 

It is significant, in the light of these considerations, that there has 

been the most limited reporting on the subject. Were there relevant 

or significant information on the subject it would have been reported 

either in responses to the expression of general interest, or 

spontaneously, if such information was known to Agency sources.

Ff one believes that there was a conspiracy, with Oswald involved, 

one must accept the likelihood that his fellow conspirators would not 

have shared their knowledge beyond the narrow circle of those directly 

involved. Conversely, if there were no conspiracy, there obviously

8



would be nothing to report in the first place. The absence of concrete 

reporting seems to serve, regardless of which is the case, as the basis 

for the apparent SSC view that no collection effort was undertaken.

As has-been noted above, there were initial CIA collection re

quirements to the field. What they could be realistically expected to 

produce must be related to whether there was any information to collect 

at all, and if so whether it was accessible. The requirements were issued, 

but in retrospect it is doubtful that they could produce much of the who- 

what-where-when-how information that typifies intelligence collection 

reporting. A reflection of the basic nature of the problem is found in 
the Headquarters cable to Mexico City o\Cl$ December 1963 (note above) 

which contains the following comment about the limited reporting from 

other stations:

"... this partly dictated by the facts of Lee 

Oswald's life. . ."

The SSC Final Report speaks in rather unqualified terms at page 10 

about the resources of the intelligence agencies, including a description 

of "an extensive intelligence network in Cuba," suggesting that it was 

only necessary to ask to get. It is correct to say that there were 
l/U( (t htty 141 ft? 

sources in Cuba able to report on events, such as troop mdrvements, but 

there were no penetrations of Castro's inner circle, where any infor

mation on the subject in question would exist. The distinction apparently 

was missed —or ignored — by the authors of the SSC Final Report. As 

stated by the Miami Chief of Station, quoted at page 58 of the SSC Report: 

"Now if you are referring to our capability to conduct 

an investigation in Cuba, I would have to say it was 

limited."

This does not mean that such assets as there were did not have reporting 

_______,9_______ ..



requirements levied on them, in fact, there was considerable activity 

in this respect. In the course of the present review a number of case 

officers at the Station during that period have described the frenetic 

activity in this respect. The characterization by the Chief of Station 

as to passive collection by CIA inside the United States should not be 

extended to apply to what was done with reporting assets outside the 

United States, as the SSC Final Report attempts to do at the bottom of 

page 58.

The SSC Final Report has undertaken to paint this in very different 

terms than the record .supports. The extensive reporting to the FBI 

and the Warren Commission provides a truer reflection of the level of 

activity by CIA (see Tab E), even if its sources did not bear on every 

question that has been concerted since then.

IV "Unpursued Leads"

At pages 60-67, in Book V of the SSC Final Report, there is a section 

that addresses leads that were felt to not have been followed by the 

intelligence agencies. This follows the section on CIA's Performance 

on the Inquiries. This section first addresses two Cubana flights to 

Havana from Mexico City on 22 November (the date of President Kennedy's 

murder) and 27 November 1963, raising questions about passengers reported 

to be aboard those flights.

By way of background it is noted that during that period Cubana 

flights traveled on a round trip basis between Havana and Mexico 

City every other day. More specifically, there were flights at this 

time on 22. November, 25 November and 27 November. The flights on

10
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22 and 25 November to Havana were passenger flights, while the one 

on 27 November appears to have been essentially a cargo flight, with 

one passenger, the man referred to in the SSC discussion. All flights 

to Havana apparently carried some freight.-

CIA conducted regular surveillance of Cubana flights, filing cable 

reports to Headquarters. There was on&'unilateral]CIA surveillance 

that observed arrivals and departures of Cubana flights, 

reporting any unusual incidents and providing copies of flight manifests.

The 22 November 1963 Flight

At pages 30, 60, 61 and 103 of Book V of the SSC Final Report, 

reference is made to a reported five-hour delay of a Cubana flight from 

Mexico City to Havana the evening of President Kennedy's assassination, 

22 November 1963. The SSC Report describes the delay as being from 

6:00 P.M. EST to 11:00 P.M. EST. The especially intriguing aspect 

of the report was that the reported delay was to await arrival at 

10:30 P.M. EST of a private twin-engined aircraft, which deposited 

unidentified passenger who boarded the Cubana aircraft without customs 

clearance and traveled to Havana in the pilot's cabin. The SSC Final 

Report emphasized CIA's apparent failure to follow up by inquiring 

‘urther into the matter.

11



Book V of the SSC Final Report states that CIA could not explain, 

jt the time of the writing of the SSC Report, why there was no record 

3fa follow-up. In fact, the SSC was advised that the Mexican authori

ses were asked about the reported flight delay, although there was no 

■ecorded response. The current review revealed additional information 

from the surveillance noted above, which bears directly on the subject, 

[n reviewing that information below, it is noted that the conversion 

jf Mexico City time to Eastern Standard Time (EST) in the SSC Final 

leport tends to distort the time perspective somewhat. Mexico City 

times are used in the following discussion.

Records show that the flight arrived at the platform

at the airport at 1620 hours Mexico City time; presumably it landed 

a few minutes earlier.

tj

|he departure of the aircraft was

The following facts stand out, in contrast to the presentation in 

‘•he SSC Final Report:

1. The Cubana flight was on the ground in Mexico City

for a total of four hours and about ten minutes. It was not



delayed five hours, as alleged.

2. The Cubana flight took off at 2035 hours Mexico City 

time, 55 minutes ahead of the alleged arrival at 2130 of a 

private flight with a secret passenger. This also contrasts 

further with the alleged departure time of the Cubana flight, 

which the report stated to be 2200. Actual departure preceded 

substantially the reported arrival of the aircraft for which it 

allegedly was delayed.

In view of the surveillance coverage of the Cubana flight, it is 

very doubtful that the alleged activity involving the private twin- 

engined aircraft and passenger would have gone unnoticed or unreported 

had it occurred. Personnel in Mexico City at the time were aware of 

these sources and probably knew the above facts, feeling no need to 

follow further.

The report in question was in error, and misled the SSC in its 

summary of the matter.

The Passenger on the 27 November 1963 Flight

At pages 61-63 and 104, the SSC Final Report describes in con

siderable detail .information concerning a Cuban-American who came to 

the attention of the CIA and the FBI in the period following the 

assassination of President Kennedy. The introductory comments of the 

SSC Final Report state that:

"... one source alleged that the Cuban-American 

was 'involved* in the assassination."
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The SSC Report states that the CIA reported the case to the FBI "almost 

inined lately," but that the Bureau did not conduct a follow-up investi

gation "as part of (its) work for the Warren Commission." Further 

down the same page the SSC Report states that "(t)he FBI did investi

gate this individual after receiving the CIA report of his unusual 

travel." At page 63 the SSC Report observes that "...the suspicious 

travel of this individual coupled with the possibility that Oswald had 

contacted the Tampa chapter (of the Fair Play for Cuba Committee—FPCC) 

certainly should have prompted a far more thorough and timely investi

gation than the FBI conducted..." We do not know just what the Bureau 

did in this respect, nor have we tried to resolve the apparent incon

sistencies in the SSC Report noted above, but the SSC Final Report 

contains considerable detail about the man, presumably reflecting the 

results of FBI inquiries.

While this section of the SSC Report is directed primarily at the 

FBI, we reviewed the reporting because of CIA's initial role in reporting 

about the man. There is also one implicit criticism of CIA, which will 

be noted.

Book V of the SSC Final Report has the following summary statement 

at page 104, in the chronology section: 
€ 

"December 5 - Mexico Station cables that someone who 

saw the Cuban-American board the aircraft to Havana 

on November 27 reported that he 'looked suspicious'..."

At page 61 it states that there "is no indication that CIA followed- 

up on this report (that the man was "involved in the assassination"),

14
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except to*ask a Cuban defector about his knowledge of the Cuban- 

American's activities."

The presentation of this matter in the SSC Report contains some 

inaccuracies. First, the Mexico City Station did not cable Washington 

that the man "looked suspicious." There was a cable, dated 5 December 

1963, but it reported that the man had "crossed at Laredo, Texas on 

23 November," that he registered at a certain hotel in Mexico City at 

a certain time on 25 November, that he checked out of the hotel at a 

certain time and departed for Havana "as only passenger on Cubana 

flight on night 27 November,"

This was followed by a dispatch the same 

date, repeating the basic information in the cable, 

^■■tatand containing the following cryptic statement:

"Source states the timing and circumstances surrounding 

Subject's travel through Mexico and departure for Havana 

are suspicious."

This comment is cryptic, at least, and—given that dramatic moment in 

history—doubtless reflects a preliminary comment of a person who 

was on the alert at that time for anything that might be construed as 

possibly unusual. The above quotation was the Station's actual report 

of the observation by the source, and is what was reported to the FBI; 

it differs from the quotation in the SSC Report. There was an internal 

memo in the Station that was even more cryptic, but which was in the 

nature of an informal reminder, which stated that the man was reported



to have "looked suspicious"; but this formulation never found its way 

into the more careful statements that usually characterize official 

reporting. The point is that the observation was cryptic and impres

sionistic, rather than constituting a tangible basis for dramatic 

activity or final conclusions.

There is one piece of reporting that could confuse those reviewing 

the record, but which is essentially resolved when considered in the 

context of known facts. On 19 March 1964,* Men±a**rey Base cabled 

a source

jflPfe^had information on a man; the description seems to have the 

same Cuban-Amerlean in mind. The following should be noted about the 

report: it misspelled the man's name; it offered a bare statement 

that he "was involved in Kennedy assassination"; it states that he 

entered Mexico "on foot" from Laredo, Texas (according to the SSC Final 

Report, the FBI concluded that he entered by automobile); it asserts 

that he stayed at the Cuban Embassy in Mexico City (while the dates and 

times of his registration and check-out at a specific hotel in Mexico 

City, where he stayed, were known); it gave an incorrect number for his 

passport; and, it stated that his Mexican tourist card was issued 

in Nuevo Laredo (when it was known to have been issued in Tampa, 

Florida). The report, on its face, was factually incorrect on a number 

of known points. The source patently was extensively misinformed, the 

hard facts of his report being in error. The Chief of Base at the time, 

when queried about the report in the course of the present review, could 

not recall it.

16



There is one additional aspect of the matter, in which the 

record is confused. If we are to comment negatively on tie pre

sentation by the SSC in its emphasis on report, we must point out 

that the Mexico City Station's response to the Menterrey report 

contributes to such confusior| as may exist on the matter. When 

Mexico City received the Monterrey cable the Deputy Chief of 

Station replied that the information in the report "jibes fully 

with that provided Station by (Mexico City source) 4 December 63." 

It did not jibe in most respects, other than the date and place of 

entry into Mexico. The mistake of that cable cannot be explained 

today, but wrong it obviously was. It does, however, serve to 

highlight the basic unreliability of the report and indicate how 

it should be considered responsibly.

Implicit criticism of CIA's not collecting more information 

on the man is not well founded. It had no real sources with access 

to information concerning him; when a defector from Cuba became 

available with such information he was queried and the results 

were provided the authorities.

17
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CIA Operations Against Cuba

The SSC Final Report speaks of operations against Cuba and the 

Castro regime, and contends that they should have been reported in 

detail to the Warren Commission as part of the subject matter that 

it consciously took into consideration- A case can be made for 

specific considerations of these various activities by the Warren 

Commission, at least as part of the unique background of the times; 

it might have provided it additional investigative leads. However, 

to advance the general thought is not to discard the usual tests of 

evidence that must still control how the findings are treated.

It should be noted that at the time of the Warren Commission 

inquiry there was no secret about the tensions between the Kennedy 

Administration and the Castro regime. Book V of the SSC Final 

Report refers briefly to some of the more dramatic events, such as 

the Bay of Pigs in April 1961 and the Missile Crisis in October 1962 

(see pages 2, 3, 10 and 11). In fact, the totality of American 

policy and practice must have appeared threatening to the Castro 

regime, and most certainly must have been considered by it as pro

vocative.

Additional U. S. policies and programs that could have been 

viewed negatively by Castro were the breaking of diplomatic relations,.



economic and political sanctions, paramilitary operations (which re

ceived recurring publicity in the press), as well as a variety of 

covert operations that were not known publicly. On 18 November 1963 

President Kennedy — four days before his death — delivered a major 

policy address in Miami, accusing Castro of having betrayed the Cuban 

revolution; at the time the press, reportedly on the basis of what 

“White House sources" said about it, viewed it as a call for the Cuban 

people to overthrow the Castro regime.

The United States provided a haven and base for Cuban exiles, who- 

conducted their independent operations against the Castro government. 

Some of these exiles had the support of CIA, as well as from other 

elements of the U.S. Government, and still others had support from 

private sources. With or without official U.S. support these exiles 

spoke in forceful Latin terms about what they hoped to do. The Cuban 

intelligence services had agents in the exile conmunity in America 

and it is likely that what they reported back to Havana assigned to 

CIA responsibility for many of the activities under consideration, 

whether CIA was involved or not.

We do not know the extent to which the Warren Commission took 

what might be characterized as "judicial notice" of the tensions 

between the two governments and their leaders; it certainly was in 

the public domain. That consideration was given the possibility of
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Cuban or Soviet involvement in the assassination is no secret, clearly 

reflecting a recognition of the question at the time. That a request 

was not .made by the Warren Corranission, nor volunteered by the intel

ligence agencies, for extensive review of all Cuban operations is being 

faulted today. Yet, in the light of understandings at that time, it 

could well have appeared to members of the Warren Commission and its 

staff as not directly relevant, in fact, to the specific issue of the 

murder of the President. In the absence of evidence to the contrary 

a case could still be made for that view, although the evolution of 

public perceptions probably would not accept it without reservation.

The SSC Final Report has fixed on the Cuban operations of the 

intelligence agencies—primarily those of CIA—for special attention 

in considering the question. Implicitly it accepts the theory that 

there could well have been conspiracy in the murder of President 

Kennedy, and that Castro could have been behind it, having been pro

voked by depredations against Cuba or plotting against his own life. 

However, in advancing its thesis, the SSC Report cautioned that it 

had "seen no evidence that Fidel Castro or others in the Cuban govern

ment plotted President Kennedy's assassination in retaliation for U.S. 

operations against Cuba."

In response to this perception, conveyed in Book V of the SSC 

Final Report, we have conducted a major review of Agency files (the

3
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organization of that effort is discussed at Tab A of this report). This 

was for the express purpose of identifying any separate activities that 

could have provoked Castro to order the assassination of President 

Kennedy had he learned of them, and to evaluate their security.

Today, in 1977, it is difficult to reconstruct exactly everything 

that did and did not occur in the course of the Warren Commission in

quiries in 1964. Not all that happened is. a matter of record. For 

instance, in CIA at that time there were many individuals assigned to 

various aspects of Cuban operations. They were familiar in detail with 

those activities, with what they were and with their strengths and 

weaknesses. They doubtless made numerous conscious but unrecorded 

judgments about what seemed relevant or irrelevant to the considera

tions of the Warren Commission. Had they been aware of any aspects of 

those activities that may have related to the assassination of the 

President it is safe to say it would have been surfaced in some way. 

While CIA produced considerable material for the investigation (see 

Tab E) that more was not reported is a meaningful indication of what 

was known then by those actually involved, as distinguished from what 

might be hypothesized at a later date. To contend to the contrary — 

which has been suggested by some — would require a unanimous con

spiracy of many American citizens, employees of CIA, many of whom 

knew aspects of even the most closely guarded activities.

4
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Today, the knowledge of the persons involved directly in the 

various Cuban operations in the period preceding President Kennedy's 

death cannot be recaptured in the form that it existed then. Those 

persons are scattered, their memories are blurred by time, and some 

are dead. The SSC, for instance — in its attempt to capture ele

ments of the past — seems to have led some employees into expressing 

opinions on subject matter they did not know in 1964, apparently in 

response to representations by SSC staff members as to the facts; this 

illustrates at best the difficulties in resolving hypothetical issues, 

today, on a responsible basis.

The SSC Final Report devotes considerable time to the so-called 

AMLASH operation, which centered on a high Cuban official who was 

dissatisfied with the Castro regime. The Agency had only a tentative 

relationship with this man during President Kennedy's life, although 

the SSC Final Report — in trying to prove its thesis — has attempted 

to present it differently. Because the case is discussed so exten

sively in the SSC Final Report, it is treated in a separate annex in 

this paper, at Tab D. The key point is that prior to President 

Kennedy's death the relationship with AMLASH/1 was amorphous and 

without substance. Had Castro learned of it he could learn only that 

there was a contact that had not developed to the point of an under

taking. This will not be treated further in this section of this 

discussion.



In the face of the hypotheses advanced by the SSC Final Report, 

•t has been felt necessary to review in depth all records of Cuban 

operations conducted by CIA during the period-in question, 1961-1964. 

The organization of the review is described at Tab A. It was not 

possible to predict the form that information turned up by this 

inquiry might take, and special care had to be exercised in the effort 

In doing this the "provocation concept" of the SSC Report was kept in 

mind- In the months that it took to complete this extensive review, 

it is significant to observe that three areas of specific operational 

activity were found that either might meet some of the requirements 

of the provocation theory, or throw some further light on issues 

already considered. To report this conclusion is not to dismiss the 

original questions that faced the Warren Conmission as to whether 

there might have been Cuban or Soviet connections with Oswald. That 

such possibilities remain unresolved in some minds is apparent, but 

that the records of CIA, in such a review, do not add significantly 

to evidence on the subject, is the conclusion of the present inquiry.

The areas of operational activity noted above can be described 

briefly as follows:
1. Operations directed against the Cuban leadershipt^(AMTRUNI 

2. Operations involving the criminal underworld.

3. Other reports of plans to assassinate Castro.



There is one other general activity that was considered in the 

course of'the present research, which is discussed below. This 

activitvwas to develop a capability for splitting the 

leadership of the Castro regime and eventually overthrowing it. It 

never reached the point of implementation; however, because it suffered 

possible security vulnerabilities, it is treated here even though it 

never materialized. In our professional judgment this activity, 

because of its failure to ever develop substance, is not really rele

vant to the question. It is included simply because it might be viewed, 

by virtue of its security vulnerabilities, as fitting in part the 

hypothesis of the SSC Final Report; it seemed better to include it than 

try and explain at some later date why it was omitted, although the 

reasoning should be apparent. If its inclusion in this report is subject 

to question because of its lack of substance, perhaps it serves some 

purpose in indicating how little turned up in the course of this 

research to meet any of the rather loosely formulated provocation thesis 

of the SSC Report.

In early 1963 there were Cuban exiles who wished to change the 

direction that events seemed to have taken in Cuba. Two of them^j^f^ 

developed an oper
ational concept to overthrow the Castro government^hich came to be 

known as the Leonardo Plan^^Bflbbad been a public figure in Cuba, 

who had no apparent role in the activity following original inception 

of the plan.

a lawyer in Cuba he had been involved in only a minor way in 

the anti-Batista movement.
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defected to the United States in April 1961, settling

in Miami-where he associated with anti-Castro exiles. Among his 

associates was a Cuban citizen

WWII he married a Cuban national, and for a period operated his own

business in Havana. Although avidly pro-Castro he reportedly was

imprisoned for a few weeks following the Bay of Pigs invasion. As 

he held a valid U.S. visa, he left Cuba, arriving in Miami in May 1961.

He, 

i or to the fall of Batista, during which time he had

developed a wide acquaintance among Cubans. He was transferred to 

£U^PPWashington flflpn April 1961, where he claimed to have
. _________ , -ntw L i —ii—■■ TT?

an entree to the White House

m^pi^e also claimed to have a standing invitation for direct con

tact with President Kennedy, Attorney General Robert Kennedy, and

McGeorge Bundy on matters concerning Cuba. While the actual nature of 

this entree is not known to CIA, it is through his intercession that 

the^LeonardcpPlan gained government-level support and approval.

In early 1963 ®K^arranged an interview in Washington with

Mr. Richard Goodwin, a White House advisor. and then met

with Robert Hurwitch, a senior official' in the Department of State,

who presented the concept to the CIA with Department approval. CIA 

assigned it to its Miami Station, where it became known as
* *-
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_AA was conceived as first identifying disaffected key per- 

sonnel in the Cuban armed forces with the long range objective of 

uniting them against the Castro regime. On 4 April 1963 CIA cabled 

certain stations and bases orders to identify Cubans who might be 

used in the activity. During that period the CIA Chief of Station 

in Miami questioned CIA control of the operation. Noting uncertain 

security considerations, he felt it best to fund the operation gen^- 

erously in order for it to proceed independently.

MMVMMt 
;«®*S=»SSiS;a^

um tn nrnn^

In August'1963 things still had not progressed very far, A

Headquarters cable on 5 August 1963 to certain stations and bases 
»»’ ■’ .jf *•

complained about the absence of responses to the 4 April cable. It

emphasized that activity to penetrate the Cuba armed forces was a 

high priority objective. 1—

’nfri?1*:.......... xmiiuimiji rimiijii jt" 111

111 j 1111 "tw""111111 is——-

SECRET
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The AMLASH operation is

discussed at Tab D.

AnOTliriflDfd

MHBMWMlHBMMSB

ilfttftUi

In November 1963 the program was still trying to develop leads 

into higher echelons of the military and civilian leadership. The 

operation moved slowly, with preliminary infiltrations designed to 

set up infiltration/exfiltration routes. Although it had success

fully recruited some persons during 1963 in Cuba, it had made prac

tically no progress in establishing an organization or any capability 

for action. At a much later date as its numbers increased its secur

ity became less certain. In 1965 its security was believed to have 

been seriously compromised and the decision was taken to cut off re

lations with it.

10
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The reason for selecting this operation for discussion here is

just not its denouement in 1965, but possible security weaknesses 

from the beginning. £

the FB^'ecorded reports that he was ^af communi st .-^Re

ported! ynk was iry'frequent contact/with communist party 

leaders and ^dictionaries throughout Latin America. Sus- ‘ 

picions about h^L motives or/possible connections with 
foreign intelligen^kservices, have m^r been proven. 

Nicole Szulc, daughtenj&f Tad Szulo^is reportedly an avid 

communist. Phi 1ip/Agee1 sn&hside £ne Company: A CIA Diary 

credits Nicole. Szulc with ha^g\"obtained vital research 

materials in New York apu WashingkotK D.C." She is be

lieved ...to be an ager^Zcr^the Cuban D6^\Doubts about Tad 

Szulc are unconfiZnedout remain alive.Polish origin 
Szulc became a^^Z^citizen in 1954 by a special bill of 

Congress.

b.^orge Ajbuszyc Volsky. Like Szulc, he is of^ilish

oric^n. -He and'Szulc became"acquainted in 195'9-T96O*fl
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VLUJILl

middleman

el lent

Cuba. A CI Study of Volsky, dated 24 August 1964, prepare.

IAVE anal

knowle«e\of clandestine methodi of operation, together with

his Russi^Cprison background'and his ingenuity

in U.S. Goventaent/CIA activities, made him a,

candidate for a nist penetration ageny^nd that the pos

sibility existed tnW he might be a singeeton, sleeper or

stringer for the.RlS.'^^There has bee|r no confirmation of
/ Jr

these suspicions. Volskjntecamearnatural ized U.S. citizen 

on 10 Aprif’1969.

c. /jose Ricardo RABEL^Qne^k Born in Cuba, he^was the 
son a native born Ame^an c'it^mi. He was^educated both 

in Cuba and in the Stages and lat^rnfiAO) enlisted in the 

U.S. Army. After discharge he returned^Tcuba but kept 

moving back andjfarth between the U.So^and Bhba. Viewed in 
retrospect, h^career presents^/^tter\f ^^ing alle

giances. enjoined the^an^f-Batista forces in i^ch 1952 

first wJlK the Cuban exil-es in the United States andlLater 

fromInside Cuba. He joined the Cuban Army under Batista 

andlWS Qi^an I1a1<nn-.n££i^r*tfrrfr^g'll.\. Army miS-

12



period in the Cuban was involved with

(Resident army elements. RABEL Avas arrested in April 1956>Ceh 
f

he participated in an attempted coup. After a short iwrtson- 

ment he returned to the U.S. and worked with one gj/rtfs brothers. 

In October 195^he returned to Cuba and became^rnvolved with 

the 26th of July Iwement and later with thr Cienfuegos Group. 

Shortly after the Casr^o victory, Castar:a!1ed upon RABEL to 

set up a Cuban Marine Corot, a jobJre held until 1960, at which 

time he was appointed Chief ^ynviendos Campesinas (Rural 

Housing). Approached by C^f he^Lefused to work in place but 

was willing to defect, wjinch he did Ito December 1962, being 

recruited by JMWAVE Jtation where he waskused in AMTRUNK 

activities. He aetumed to Cuba on his ow^in 1965, reportedly 

to attempt tl^exfiltration of his family. Up^x. return to Cuba 

he was arreted and sentenced to 30 years imprisonment but was 

set fra^in July or August 1967. There were accusations that 

RABfitwas a Cuban_agfint-as early as^July”T963. The accusations

In view of the later roll-up of the operation the 

tentative opinion has been offered that the operation could have 

been an ingenious plan by the Cubans from the beginning, using access 

at high levels in the U.S. Government to learn the identities of

13



individuals in the Cuban hierarchy who were disloyal to the regime.

Accepting the possibility of vital security flaws in the 

operation, it must be observed that therq, was very little progress 

and no concrete planning during the life of President Kennedy. The 

eventual objective was to develop sufficient support and organization 

to overthrow the Cuban regime. It never made much progress^

r.rfl

An attempt to build support that might eventually have the 

capability to attempt a coup against the Castro regime obviously 

would have been irritating to Castro. That it never really prog

ressed very far during the life of President Kennedy is a relevant 

consideration to whether or not the tentative beginnings would have 

provoked Castro to order the assassination of President Kennedy.

New Considerations on the Syndicate Operation

Tn the course of the present review a by-line story by Paul 

Meskil in the New York Daily News attracted special attention because

14



of one statement that it contained. One of a series of stories

printed 20-25 April 1975, it quoted’Frank Sturgis

Sturgis has been something of a soldier of fortune over the 

years, having served in different branches of the U.S. miliary 

and having been in the anti-Batista movement prior to Castro's 

takeover. Sturgis stayed on in Cuba until mid-1959, during which 

time he reportedly had some role in the Castro regime's control 

of the gambling- interests. He came to the United States in 1959. 

Sturgis gained notoriety when arrested on 17 June 1972 in the Water

gate break-in. He has claimed on a number of occasions to have been 

an employee of CIA, although there is no record of any such relation

ship. He was in contact with some of the CIA Cuban employees in the 

Miami area, but had no direct relationships with the Agency.

15
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of the poison pills SRVP1n ^ate February or early March 1961.

in this connection was over when he took refuge

........Wiilliiilll^

prior to its becoming known to external investigators in 1975, raised 

the question of just what Sturgis had known, and whether he could



have been a source of information on the subject whereby Castro

could have learned.of CIA's earlier plan against his life.

Newspaper stories are not necessarily reliable sources of

information. However, because the statement by Sturgis in 1975

in the press to see^how it might fit in with other things that are

.known. What follows is subject to reservations that must attach 0

J20 the reliability of newspaper stories,y «
The New York Daily News stories (20-25 April 1975), and another

.story by the same author on 13 June 1976, refer to possible relation

ships between Sturgis and Trafficante, also mentioning
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The New York Daily News story of 1976 also reports a claim by a

Marie Lorenz that she acted in 1960 in behalf of Sturgis, in an

attempt to assassinate Castro. She had also been mentioned in the 

1975 stories. Ms. Lorenz reportedly was Castro's mistress at one 

point, and her access, so the story indicates, was used as a means 

for getting to him. The 1976 news story concludes that "soon after

»her murder mission failed the CIA recruited Mafia mobsters ... to

kill Castro ..." In the news story she claimed that the plan 

involved the use of poison pills which she concealed in a jar of face 

cream; they dissolved and could not be used.

On page 79 of the SSC Interim Report on Alleged Assassination 

Plots the following is extracted from an 18 October 1960 memorandum 

from the Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation to the CIA 

Deputy Director for Plans:

"During recent conversations with several 

friends, (Sam) Giancana stated that Fidel 

£astro was to be done away with very shortly. 

When doubt was expressed regarding this state

ment, Giancana reportedly assured those

present that Castro's assassination would occur 

in November. Moreover, he allegedly indicated 

that he had already met with the assassin-to-be



on three occasions . . . Giancana claimed that

everything has been perfected for the killing 

of Castro, and that the 'assassin' had arranged 

with a girl, not further described, to drop a 'pill* 

in some drink or food of Castro."

This seems to confirm some plot involving a woman to kill Castro 

with poison. However, the dating of events does not fit the time 

frame known to CIA. While consideration had been given to various 

schemes, there were no CIA pills for delivery until February 1961.

It suggests that the syndicate may have been moving ahead on its own.

Following collapse of CIA's access to Castro

Johnny Roselli, the man who had served as the Agency's original inter

mediary with the syndicate, stated that he knew a Cuban exile leader

who might participate. This man,

support from CIA as part of the larger Cuban operation

dissatisfied with the nature and extent of that support; Miami Station

suspected that he was not keeping his bargain with the Agency. In 

fact, it is possible that ^Q|^lready was involved in independent 

operations with the criminal syndicate when first approached prior to 

the Bay of Pigs in March 1961 to carry out the Castro assassination. 

The 1967 IG Report refers to two FBI reports that bear on this.

One of them, on 21 December 1960, indicates support by the criminal 

19



underworld for some of the Cuban exiles. The other report, on 

18 January 1961, suggests that^^f^was one of those receiving 

that support, although this was not confirmed. As a matter of 

interest, as late as 10 June 1964 there was a report that gangster 

elements in the Miami area were offering $150,000 for anyone who 

would kill Castro (an amount mentioned to the syndicate repre

sentatives by CIA case officers at an earlier date). These bits 

of information, fitted together, could provide the basis for an 

explanation of why^^^^was so readily available when approached 

by Roselli. It also may throw light on a question noted in the 

1967 IG Report. The operation with the syndicate had been called 

off following the Bay of Pigs in April 1961; yet, when it was 

reactivated in April 1962 the case officer felt there was something 

already ongoing in spite of the fa?t that the operation’had been 

terminated a year earlier.. It is possible that CIA simply found itself 

involved in providing additional resources for independent operations 

that the syndicate already had under way. The criminal syndicate 

had important interests in Cuba, and to recover them may well have 

sought on its own to eliminate Castro. In a sense CIA may have been 

piggy-backing on the syndicate and in addition to its material contri

butions was also supplying an aura of official sanction.

20



What do these various considerations suggest? It is obvious 

that many.Jines of speculation can be developed, not the least of 

which is that the Agency did not know the full extent of syndicate 

activities. Clearly, the Agency's case officers felt that they were 

initiating a new activity that had the sole purpose of accomplishing 

the elimination of Castro. The additional considerations can be 

listed as follows:

1. The criminal syndicate may well have had some inde

pendent activities of its own underway prior to CIA involve

ment in late 1960. These operations could well have con

tinued after the CIA standdown following the Bay of Pigs, 

being ongoing in some form when CIA reactivated the plan 

in April 1962.

b. The syndicate operations could have activities such 

as those that are reported in the New York Daily News 

stories in 1975 and 1976.

3. Frank Sturgis seems to have had contacts with the 

criminal syndicate, although from outward appearances he 

was not a member of it. He could well have been used by 

the syndicate in its activities.

4. Sturgis has not been a reliable source, so his 

statements are treated with considerable reserve. He 

probably did know j^ggg^/hen both of them were in Cuba. 

He was outside of Cuba, however, whejj^ggwas given the



role of assassin. Whatever he knew at that time--and 

his knowledge may be of a much later date—could have been 
•
in the form reported fifteen years later in the 1975 

newspaper stories. If there was such an operation it 

was not CIA's; it could have been an earlier operation 

of the syndicate. While Sturgis could have known of 

or have been involved in earlier activity by the syndicate, 

whatever its form, he may also have had no part in any 

of it; he may merely have fabricated a story from bits 

and pieces learned by him from gossip in the Miami 

coiranunity after^^r settled there

5. If the syndicate was conducting its own operations, 

that would tend to reinforce the thought that the details 

of its operations would have been characterized by discre

tion—or security--despite the FBI report in October 1960. 

The authors of Book V of the SSC Final Report felt that the 

operation seeking to employ the resources of the criminal syndicate 

would not have provided Castro the clear provocation that was hypothe

sized for the AMLASH operation. At page 68 the Report stated:

"... it is unlikely that Castro could have
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distinguished the CIA plots with the underworld 

from those plots not backed by CIA. In fact, 

the methods the CIA used in these attempts were 

designed to prevent the Cuban government from 

attributing them to the CIA."

In a sense the SSC made a conscious judgment, in the context of its 

provocation theory, that was made less consciously and in a different 

context in 1964 by the few CIA employees who knew of the operations 

with the syndicate — that they bore no relation to the assassination 

of President Kennedy.

Possible Ruby—Trafficante Contact

There are fragments of unevaluated reports that leave one aspect 

of the involvement of the criminal syndicate as a question. This can 

only be noted here, as the means for resolving it one way or another 

are not within the Agency's capabilities.

As noted earlier (see Tab B._ .page 4), a 27 November 1963 

report records statements by a British journalist that during his own 

imprisonment in Cuba in 1959 he knew of a gangster type named "Santos" 

who was in jail where he was visited by another American gangster type 

named "Ruby." Current speculation has considered the possibility that 

"Santos" was Santos Trafficante who may have been in jail there in 

1959. An FBI report of 14 August 1964 recorded a statement by a person 

jailed in Cuba that he shared a cell with Trafficante.
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If the "Santos" in the British report was Trafficante, the 

British and FBI reports tend to support one another on the narrow 

point of his imprisonment in Cuba in 1959. This is a material 

consideration, as there are reservations about both sources. 

It may be that the FBI has more information on this point, but 

there is no further known relevant information in the Agency 

on the matter.

The significance of this is that if Trafficante was in 

jail in Cuba in 1959, he could have been available for a visit 

by Jack Ruby if such visits were allowed. Ruby, in fact, did visit 

Cuba in 1959. The long time gap between 1959 and November 1963 

removes the two incidents from candidacy for consideration as 

evidence of conspiracy against President Kennedy. However, if 

Ruby was running an errand for someone in 1959, it would provide 

an interesting lead for those inquiring into the possible signi

ficance of past assocations or contacts.

Both the British report and the confirmation of Ruby's 

1959 visit were known to the Warren Commission, and Ruby 

reportedly spoke at length about his visit when questioned.
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However, Ruby is dead and Trafficante has declined to testify 

at all. A later allegation of a visit by Ruby to Cuba in late 

1962 or early 1963 is believed not to be true.

Other Reported Assassination Proposals

There were other references to possible assassination plots 

against Castro that seem not to have been addressed in the Interim 

Report of the SSC on Alleged Assassination Plots Involving Foreign 

Leaders. They are summarized briefly below:

In May 1975 a Cuban exile who came to be a contract employee' 

stated that in February 1961 he was given a rifle and the mission 

to enter Cuba to assassinate Castro. He claimed to have tried to 

enter Cuba three times, but failed each time in gaining entry to 

Cuba. Agency files have no further records on this matter.

As a result of a column by Jack Anderson in May 1977, a check 

was made of Agency files referring to an Antonio Veciana, cited 

by Anderson as a CIA employee. The man was never an employee of the 

Agency, but he was connected with ALPHA-66, a Cuban exile movement. 

On three separate occasions (December 1960, July 1962, April 1966) 

he proposed to CIA employees the assassination of Fidel Castro. 

He was rebuffed on each occasion. Again in 1970 there was a report 

of h/is making a similar proposal while an AID employee at an overseas 

post. The details of his actual role is unknown to the Agency, 

although the FBI may have more details on him. This is touched on in 

Tab G, which comments on selected newspaper stories published in the 

course of this research effort.



Agent Messages in 1961 Mentioning Plans to KillCastro

1. During the investigations in 1975 five agent messages were 

identified that made reference to plans to kill Castro, or proposing «
such action. Three of these messages related to the same operation, 

the other two relating to separate proposals; there is no indication 

that any of these proposals was the result of CIA initiative. The 

existence of these messages was mentioned during Mr. Colby's testimony 

before the Church Committee. In response to a request from the Deputy 

Inspector General, LA Division prepared a summary of the messages 

and on 8 August 1975 forwarded it to the Review Staff, then charged 

with serving as an interface with the congressional conmittees. 

Records of the Review Staff do not show how this paper was handled. 

The subject was not covered in the Church Committee's interim report 

on Alleged Assassination Plots Involving Foreign Leaders and is 

summarized again below.

I
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£.1 tn accordance with general plan^11

TheWiKno record tha-t-this-message"was answered. Two days/at

on 21 Hto*cn\1961, possibly because of/the absence of a rep#, the \ 

same|agent\^nt another message./This stated that the'p/in was 

scheduled for s^pril. Castp* was to speak at thej4/ce, and an 

"assassination attest atXaid place (will be) fiHlwed by a general 

shifting off of main^^jric plants in Havapa/^General anti-regim 

developments to fs/ilow this^ere then outline/ This message was I 

aniwered on ^/rlarch agreeing^tat a "prajajr effort should be launches! 

Hal/ana on-date you selected." It^tecorarended contacting otherznameq 

parson*; looking to a more general i^teing. The message addressed! 

t|e<general issue, making nOyComramt on\tSe proposal ter kill Castrol

n third message, on 5 Aprvf 19ol, presumably^Srom-the same agent,

deported that the persons be had been directed/tkcontact had arms

or only 50 men. Whdl e/ftating that the sgfcotage o^the electric

company and "poss4bb<attempt on Fidely/would be carried out 9 April, 

tie emphasized/thar to do so would jj*xe it impossible to maintain a 1 

Iclandestine/a^anization in Cuba; "your military aid is decisive. If it 

•does notXome that date we are lost." There is no indication itetI

swered. No further reference to this plan has

3. We have reviewed the files of the persons identified in the 

cables, and have interviewed a case officer who was responsible for 

one of them, in an attempt to learn more about the matter. The 

four agents in question are commented on briefly below:
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6. The records are incomplete on the events identified by

the three messages. The time in question predates the Bay of Pigs.

The men mentioned above had more specific missions, other than 

that of assassination. They exfiltrated subsequent to the event 

described in the messages, and were arrested during subsequent 

infiltrations into Cuba. There is no record that any of them had 

a mission from CIA to kill Castro.

II

7. Another agent message dated 4 June 1961 asked about a 

man who had identified himself as Moratori of the Italian Embassy, 

who claimed to work for U.S. intelligence and to be in touch with 

one Martin Elena and others (none identifiable), who "have plans 

for an invasion within 30 days, after the killing of Fidel." A 

reply, dated 6 June, stated that the information was untrue and 

that Moratori was not known and should not be trusted. (Insofar 

as CIA records show, there was an Italian diplomat of that name 

inCuba at that time. Little is known about him.) The originator 

of the agent message cannot be identified from present records.
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irr
8. Another agent message dated 3 May 1961 from a member of 

the Revolutionary Recovery Movement tn Cuba said "will try to kill 

Fidel today." A reply to this message dated 4 May told the agent 

and his companions to "lay low" for the time being, and "will 

advise when operations can resume." There were no follow-up 

messages on this subject in the records. The agent who sent the 

message possibly but as noted earlier his mission did

not include instructions to kill Fidel. His companions have not 

been identified.
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I. AMLASH OPERATION

Comment on the AMLASH operation, in the context of its presenta

tion in Book V of the Final Report of the SSC, is complicated by the 

treatment given it in the Report. Rather than being treated in a 

unified way, reference and discussion is found throughout the Report.

The actual nature and the significance of the AMLASH operation 

differs materially from that presented in the SSC Report. The Report 
\ 

leaves the inference that AMLASH/1 was perhaps an agent of Castro, with 

the mission of provoking a plot against Castro (pages 3, 74 and 79), 

which in turn provided Castro with the justification for launching

Lee Harvey Oswald against President Kennedy in retaliation. Alternatively, 

the Report suggests that AMLASH/1 was so insecure in the conduct of his 

activities that the details of his plotting could have become known to 

Castro, thereby providing the same basic motivation (pages 74 and 75). • 

Whichever of these alternatives, so the reasoning would be, the AMLASH 

operation should have been reported to the Warren Commission. We believe 

that neither thesis applies. The character of the relationship between 

CIA and AMLASH/1, prior to Oswald's assassination of President Kennedy, 

was so insubstantial and inconclusive that it provided no basis for

*See pages 2, 3, 5, 6, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 24, 25, 26, 27, 23 
29, 31, 35, 36, 59, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 77, 73, 79, and 
86 of the 97-page text, and pages 100, 101, 102, 103, 104, and 105 

of the eight-page chronology following the text.
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AMLASH/J to feel that he had any tangible CIA support for plotting 

against Castro. Whether one is inclined to.see AMLASH/1 as either a 

double agent or provocateur, or simply as a man who carelessly revealed 

what he was doing, there was little for him to report or to leak.

★★****★*★**★★

In preparing the current comment on the AMLASH operation, as 

treated in the SSC Report, it was judged best to approach it in two 

ways. A sequential suinnary of the AMLASH dperation is intended to 

present the Agency’s understanding of the true nature of the activity. 

Following that, selected points made in the SSC Report are addressed. 

It is hoped that this presentation will help establish a clearer per

spective for judging the actual substance of the operation.

★ ★★★★★★★★★★★★

As early as March 1959, AMLASH/1 was reported as expressing 

directly to Castro his dissatisfaction with the situation in Cuba. 

At that time he also was reported as expressing his disillusionment 

and that if he "...did not get out of the country soon, he would kill

Castro himself."

Two years later, in WSBI1961. AMLASH/1 was met in

by a CIA case officer stationed there. The occasion was AMLASH/1's

presence

The meeting was arranged by

AMWHIP/1, a long-time friend of AMLASH/1. A dispatch in July 1961, 

giving a general round-up on operational activity against Cubans in

2
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described the meeting (along with others) as follows: 
i

"...the Station made an unsuccessful ‘approach’ 

to (AMLASH/1)...the 'approach' consisted of a 

'friendly' talk between a case officer, a mutual 

friend of (AMLASH/1) and (AMLASH/1) when he last 

was visiting While (AMLASH/1) did not

pick up the opportunity at that time, he apparently 

did not report the incident to his superiors and 

the ground work may have been laid for a similar action 

in the future."

was a report that AMLASH/1 and another Cuban wanted

to defect and needed help in escaping. Consideration of their exfil

tration ended with a report that the Cuban police were aware of AMLASH/l's 

intention and plans.

In 1961 AMWHIP/1 reported plans by AMLASH/1 to attend the

and that AMLASH/1

wanted to meet with a "friend" of the case officer's. The

files do not reveal that such a contact actually occurred.

In 1962 there was a report that AMLASH/1 would be travell ing

AMLASH/1 was

reported as wanting to defect, and also that on his return from

he would pass through where he hoped to meet AMWHIP/1.

• jl^iiliiiiiiriTi.iiiiiiimriiiinfiii7iiiIif)ii,iHr'As.sQ^a.rjLQaiil|iiniitiihiiiAiffHiiiiirMriiiij^n-r7T^rrn-^nTrTTTf^nrr



In July 1962 CIA contacted AMWHIP/1, who made known his dis- 
i 

satisfaction with the way CIA handled AMLASH/l's "planned defection" in

961. Plans were made for a CIA case officer and

AMWHIP/1 to travel anywhere necessary in an attempt

to bring about AMLASH/l's defection.

The first of a series, of meetings with AMLASH/1 was held {IP"'5 

m0^g^^August 1962. The original objective of his defection 

became one of recruiting him in place. AMLASH/1 was reported as feeling 

that if he could "do something really significant for the creation of a 

new Cuba, he was interested in returning to carry on the fight there."

AMLASH/1 spoke of sabotage of an oil refinery and the execution of a 

top ranking Castro subordinate, of the Soviet Ambassador and of Castro 

himself. The case officer's report stated:

"While we were making no commitments or plans,

; we pointed out to [AMLASH/1] that schemes like 

he envisioned certainly had their place, but that 

a lot of coordination, planning, information

collection, etc., were necessary prerequisites to 

ensure the value and success of such plans." 

(Emphasis in original).

The security hazard of too frequent meetings ed to

further meetings . AMLASH/1 was next

met and the case officer

were joined by another case officer. Hi nil ihi'ii i l|j j
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officer reported on 17 August:

"Have no intention give [AMLASH/1] physical 
• ♦ • ,-w

elimination mission as requirement but recognize

this something he could or-might try to carry 
**

out on his own initiative."

The Headquarters cabled reply the next day stated:

"Strongly concur that no physical elimination

missions be given [AMLASH/1]."

jfn ^^August^jJj^AMLASH/l Havana* This was

the last time that he was met until he next left Cuba in September

1963.

COMMENT:

It is noted at this point that AMLASH/1 was not a 

recruited agent at that time--nor was he ever for that 

matter, as Operational Approval was never granted for 

this purpose. By the end of August 1962 the CIA rela

tionship with AMLASH/1 had made no real progress, 

although he was viewed as an operational contact with 

potential. Over a year passed between August 1962 and 

September 1963 when he was next contacted by CIA.

In terms of the relationship that he had with CIA the 

critical period, for purposes of this paper, is there

fore between^Lseptember and^^November 1963.

I ** — — T-
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It is pertinent to what followed to note where the relationship 

between AMLASH/1 and CIA stood at that time. At page 13 of Book V 

of the SSC Final Report the following statement appears:

"... the CIA took steps to renew its contact 

with a high-level Cuban official named AMLASH. The

previous contact with igiim^had been sporadic;

he had not been in contact with the CIA since

before the missile crisis of October 1962. The 

exact purpose the CIA had for renewing contact is 

not known, but there is no evidence the CIA intended 

at this time to use AMLASH in an assassination 

operation." '

The reason for there having been no contact since August 1962 was 

simply that AMLASH/1 did not leave Cuba after that until September 

1963. If it is narrowly correct to state that the "exact purpose" 

for renewing contact was not known to the authors of the SSC Report, 

it nevertheless is quite clear why he was met. He was an important 

potential asset whose usefulness remained to be explored. At this 

point, not only was there "no evidence (that) ... an assassination 

operation" was in^gnded, it is quite clear that it was not under 

consideration. The problei^at the time was how to deal with the man.

At page 14 of the SSC Report it is stated that the first meeting 
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in September 1$63: 

"... may have been to gain intelligence and to 

. cultivate him as an asset for covert operations . . ."

A 7 September cable, cited on another point in the SSC Report, 

provides an insight as to how AMLASH/1 was assessed at the time, as 

well as emphasizing the uncertainty in the minds of the case officers 

of how to deal with him in the future:

"AMLASH cocky totally spoiled brat who will always 

be a control problem . . (

AMLASH also needs strong 

confidant inside who will push and serve as chaplain . . ."

CIA headquarters replied on 9 September, saying in part: 

"... Based on what little feel we here have for 

subject however appears he is hopeless as intell 

performer and is best approached as a chief con

spirator allowed to recruit his own cohorts among 

whom we may then find persons susceptible to long 

distance and covert disciplines ..."

The cable then went on to spell out long-range requirements prior to 

any action based on such internal organization as AMLASH/1 may put 

together.

Clearly, at that point, while AMLASH/1 was viewed as potentially 

important, he also was viewed as a person of uncertain capabilities, 

requiring careful but long-range development for whatever course of 

action that might later ensue.

7
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Page 14 of the SSC Final Report cites the 7 September 1963 

cable reporting the first 1963 meeting with AMLASH/1 as follows: 

"AMLASH was interested primarily in getting the 

United States to invade Cuba, or in attempting an 

'inside job1 against Castro, and that he was awaiting 

a U.S. plan of action." (Empahsis added).

This suggests a plan of action targetted specifically against Castro 

himself. That may have seemed implicit to*the authors of the SSC 

Report, but the actual language of the cable states it somewhat differently: 

"AMLASH still feels there only two ways accomplish • 
% 

change either inside job or invasion he realistic 

enough realize latter out of question. According 

AMWHIP, AMLASH still awaiting for US reveal plan of 

action."

COMMENT:

At this point, after a year out of touch with a 

man with whom there had been no working understanding, 

AMLASH/l's views were of interest, but were very general, 

as might be expected after such a long time. The actual 

reference to an "inside job" did not specify Castro,

• as suggested in the SSC Report, but was directed towards 

the more general question of how to bring about change. 

It was offered alternatively, in the context of con

sidering both external and internal action, and not with 

the specific connotation provided by the SSC presentation.
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The point is, as stated in the SSC Report, that it left 

-AMLASH/1 “awaiting a U.S. plan of action.“ There was 

nothing substantive or conclusive. To the contrary, things 

were left very much up in the air.

Footnote 17 on page 14 of the SSC Report states that 

"characterization of this phase of the AMLASH operation 

is disputed." (Emphasis added). The footnote observes 

that the SSC Interim Report on Alleged Assassination Plots 

concluded that the AMLASH operation was an assassination 

operation, which begs the question of what it was for "this 

phase" of the matter. In fact, the SSC Interim Report on 

Alleged Assassination Plots notes specifically that "From 

the first contact with AMLASH until the latter part of 1963, 

it was uncertain whether he would defect or remain in Cuba." 

(Page 86). The point is that the SSC Final Report, Book V, 

itself describes the very general nature of the approach 

by AMLASH/1, and the absence of a U.S. response (supra). 

Any dispute over how to characterize the operation at that 

time arises from the presentation of it in Book V of the 

SSC Report. Reference to the dispute may reflect views 

expressed by CIA representatives on reviewing the draft of the 

SSC Final Report.

The next paragraph in the SSC Report, Book V, presents 

in inferential sequence, an interview Castro held 

with an AP reporter, Daniel Harker, in which Castro inveighed 
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against anti-Cuban terrorist plans of U.S. leaders.

The intended inference, as is known from discussions with 

SSC staff members, was that AMLASH/1 may have reported (or 

leaked) to Castro what the authors of the report elected 

to see then as assassination plotting. This characteri

zation is even more explicit at pages 3-4 of the Surmary 

and Findings of the SSC Report, presenting the inter

pretation as categorically as •though it were fact.

The fact remains that whatever views AMLASH/1 may have 

expressed, he had no response from his CIA contacts of 

any support for his proposals at that time. Whatever 

may have been the cause for Castro's remarks at that time 

they could not have stemmed from anything said to 

AMLASH/1 by CIA officers as they proposed nothing and 

undertook nothing.

On 16 September he wrote AMWHIP/1 that he did not

"intend to see (be interviewed by) your friend again" referring to

the CIA case officer. On 3 October 1963 the case officer nevertheless 

arrived to meet with AMLASH/1. Station officers were already

in contact with him, two of whom participated in meetings that followed.

On 11 October the case officer cabled Headquarters reporting that

AMLASH/1 claimed to have the "necessary people and equipment inside 



[Cuba] to accomplish overthrow without [U.S.] assistance." AMLASH/1 

was reported as wishing a meeting with a senior U.S. official, 

preferably Robert F. Kennedy, for assurance of "moral support" for 

any action AMLASH/1 undertook in Cuba. The cable recorranended that 

the request for a meeting:

"be given highest and profound consideration as 

feeling drawn by all who in contact AMLASH is that 

he determined attempt op against*[Castro] with or 

without [U.S.] support."

A 21 October cable to Washington reported a 17 October meeting with 

AMLASH/1—"Basically he wants assurance that [U.S.] will support him 

if his enterprise is successful." (Emphasis added).

Desmond Fitzgerald, then Chief of the Special Affairs Staff, 
was going[to Pari^ on other business and undertook to meet with AMLASH/1. 

The plan for the meeting, written in advance, was outlined as follows:

"Fitzgerald will rearesjent self as personal

i representative of Robert F. Kennedy who traveled
£to Pari^for specific purpose of meeting [AMLASH/1] 

and giving him assurances of full U.S. support if 

there is change of the present government in Cuba." 

: (Emphasis added).
On 29 October Fitzgerald met with AMLASH^l^Tn ParisJ representing 

himself as a spokesman of Attorney General Kennedy. The third person 

at the meeting was the case officer, who served as an interpreter.

11
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On 13 November the case officer wrote a memorandum summarizing high

lights of the meeting. It reads in part as follows: 

"Fitzgerald informed [AMLASH/1] that the United 

States is prepared to render all necessary 

assistance to any anti-communist Cuban group which 

succeeds in neutralizing the present Cuban leader

ship and assumes sufficient control to invite the 

United States to render the assistance it is 

prepared to give. It was emphasized that the 

above support will be forthcoming only after a 

real coup has been effected and the group involved 

is in a position to request U.S, (probably under 

OAS auspices) recognition and support. (Emphasis 

added). It was made clear that the U.S. was not 

prepared to corranit itself to supporting an isolated 

uprising, as such an uprising can be extinguished 

in a matter of hours if the present government is 

still in control in Havana. As for the post-coup 

period, the U.S. does not desire that the political 

clock be turned back but will support the necessary 

- economic and political reforms which will benefit 

the mass of the Cuban people."

At the time of the CIA Inspector General's report on the subject 

in 1967, additional details were elicited from Fitzgerald, who re
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called that AMLASH/1 spoke repeatedly of the need for an assassination 

weapon. He.wanted a high-power rifle with telescopic sights, or some 

other weapon that could be used to kill Castro from a distance. Fitzgerald 

stated that he rejected this request. Fitzgerald's Executive Officer, 

although not present at the meeting, was kept posted by Fitzgerald and 

had a recollection the same as the one noted above. The case officer 

is reported as not recalling the exchange on the weapon. His memorandum 

stated that:

"Nothing of an operational nature was discussed at

the Fitzgerald meeting., After the meeting [AMLASH/1] stated 

that he was satisfied with the policy discussion but now 

desired to know what technical support we could provide him."

On 14 November 1963 AMWHIP/1 was met in New York City. He reported 

on AMLASH/1's reaction to the 29 October meeting^7n Paris^ The contact 

report on what AMLASH/T understood, as relayed by AMWHIP/1, is as 

fol 1ows:

"The visit with Fitzgerald, who acted in the 

capacity of a representative of high levels of 

the Government concerned with the Cuban problem 

satisfied [AMLASH/1] as far as policy was con- 

; cerned, but he was not at all happy with the fact 

that he still was not given the technical assistance 

for the operational plan as he saw it. [AMWHIP/1] 

said that [AMLASH/1] dwelt constantly on this point. 

AL



He could not understand why he was denied certain 

small pieces of equipment which promised a final 

solution to the problem, while, on the other hand, 

the U.S. Government gave much equipment and money 

to exile groups for their ineffective excursions 

against Cuban coastal targets. According to 

[AMWHIP/1], [AMLASH/1] feels strongly on this point, 

and if he does not get advice and materials from a 

U.S. Government technician, he will probably become 

fed up again, and we will lose whatever progress we 

have made to date." 

COMMENT:

At this point it is important to note that Agency 

documents summarize what AMLASH/1 was to be told, 

and what he was told, which matches a later report 

of what he understood. In essence he was told there 

would be no U.S. support until after the fact, and then 

only if he was successful. While that may not seem a 

very realistic way in which to bring about the overthrow 

of a government, it is directly relevant to the question 

of what AMLASH/1 was told and what he understood. It is 

contrary to the statement in the SSC Final Report (page 18) 

to the effect that it was not clear how AMLASH/1 inter

preted the put-off by Fitzgerald.

14



Interesting confirmation of AMLASH/l's understanding

is provided by a July 1964 FBI report (mentioned variously

at pages 35, 72-and 74 of Book V of the SSC Report). This 

report was from an FBI informant who stated that AMLASH/1 

was unhappy with the CIA response and that Attorney General

Kennedy had refused to support the plan. Given the substance 
i

of this aspect of the report it is apparent that although the

date of the report is June 1964, tfiis particular information 

dates back to 29 October 1963 when AMLASH/1 was told by 

Fitzgerald, representing himself as speaking for Robert F.

Kennedy, that he would not be given support in this opera

tion. While this is not the reason the FBI report was cited 

in Book V of the SSC Final Report, it provides additional 

clear confirmation that AMLASH/1 understood that he had 

been turned down at the 29 October meeting.

Following the 14 November meeting with AMWHIP/1 CIA reviewed what 

t-d be done to maintain the contact with AMLASH/1. On 19 November 1963 

!";erald "approved telling AMLASH/1 he would be given a cache inside

fc. "2. The cache could, if he requested it, include .. .high-power
I

"’les w/scope..."
if

On 19 November AMLASH/1 told a CIA officer that he planned to 

''-rn to Cuba. On 20 November Headquarters cabled^ParT^ requesting

AMLASH/1 "delay departure...(to) permit one more meeting which 

'VSH/1 requested." On the same day (20 November) in response to 



a telephonic request, AMLASH/1 agreed to delay his departure "if it 

is something interesting." The case officer told him that "he could not 

assure it interesting but that it was to be a meeting which AMLASH 

had requested." The cable reporting this exchange noted that it was 

a "rapid conversation" inhibited by the presence of a second person 

in the room.

The SSC Final Report (page 19) attempts to expand this brief 

and cryptic telephone conversation into the '’first indication that he 

might receive the specific support he requested." More factually, and 

quite significantly,; the Report acknowledges that no specific support 

had been offered up to then. Beyond that it is at best a piece of 

highly speculative analysis, not supported by the evidence.
The case officer from Washington arrived {TrT Paris^the morning of 

22 November and met with AMLASH/1 late that afternoon. As they left 

the meeting they learned of President Kennedy's assassination. They 

probably were meeting when President Kennedy was shot.

Whatever the relationship with AMLASH/1 following the death of 

President Kennedy, there is every indication that during President 

Kenner's 1ife AMLASH/1 had no basis for believing that he had CIA 

support for much of anything. Were he a provocateur reporting to Castro, 

or if he was merely careless and leaked what he knew, he had no 

factual basis for leaking or reporting any actual CIA plot directed 

against Castro.
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II. SPECIFIC SECTIONSOFTHE SSC REPORT

Section 1, B"

This section of the SSC Final Report, the Summary, states that "it 

places particular emphasis on the effect their (the intelligence agencies) 

Cuban operations seemed to have on their investigation." It states 

that the report "details these operations to illustrate why they were 

relevant to the investigation." It states that presentation of the 

AMLASH operation is to illustrate why that operation should have been 

examined by the Warren Conraission.

The view of the Subconroittee, as to why the AMLASH operation 

warranted such review, is summarized at page 5 of the Report as 

follows:

"The AMLASH plot was more relevant to the Warren 

Commission's work than the early CIA assassination 

plots with the underworld. Unlike those earlier 

plots the AMLASH operation was in progress at the 

time of the assassination; unlike the earlier plots, 

the AMLASH operation could clearly be traced to CIA; 

and unlike the earlier plots, the CIA had endorsed 

AMLASH's proposal for a coup, the first step to him 

being Castro's assassination, despite Castro's threat 

of retaliation for such plotting."

As stated in the proceeding discussion the AMLASH operation was 

without substance prior to President Kennedy's death; it is particularly
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unsuited to make the Subcommittee's intended point. It is literally 

accurate to*note a coincidence in time, of the contacts with AMLASH/1 

prior to the death of President Kennedy, but that is all. It is incorrect 

to say that "CIA had endorsed AMLASH's proposal." There was no agree

ment with AMLASH/1, or commitment to him, and even had Castro learned 

of the contacts with him there was nothing to learn beyond the fact 

of the contact. The relationship was most tenuous and without any 

support promised to him for whatever he planned. Castro's "threat" 

—as noted above—must be considered irrelevant to the substantive 

nature of the AMLASH relationship at that time.

This viewpoint was conveyed to the Subcommittee prior to publica

tion of the report. At the same time it was observed that theoretically 

there was greater possibility of leaks from the earlier operations 

involving the criminal underworld, although there was no known evidence 

of such leaks. While general rather than specific, this could have 

provided more reasonable support for the Subcommittee's view that there 

were CIA operations that should have been reported to the Warren Commission. 

The SSC Subcommittee saw otherwise, outlining its position at page 68 

as follows:

"...it is unlikely that Castro could have 

; distinguished the CIA plots with the underworld 

from those plots not backed by CIA. In fact, 

the methods the CIA used in these attempts were 

designed to prevent the Cuban government from 

attributing them to the CIA."
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The result this has on the present comment on the SSC Final 

Report may seem anomalous. It places CIA in the position of con

testing the interpretation given the AMLASH operation in the SSC 

Final Report, and to that extent the thesis that the presentation 

was supposed to support. At the same time, however, we are 

inclined to acknowledge in principle the possibility—not seriously 

considered as a likelihood during the Warren Commission inquiry— 

that other operations could have suffered the defects attributed 

to the AMLASH operation by the SSC Report. In protesting the 

presentation in one instance, and the specific conclusions it seeks 

to support, the effect is to disagree with a substantial portion 

of the report as written. On the other hand we tend to not contest 

a general thesis that more specific attention could have been given 

by the Warren Commission to the anti-Castro programs of the U.S. 

Government, including CIA activities.

At page 4 of the SSC Final Report Desmond Fitzgerald, in a 

meeting with AMLASH/1, is quoted as having:

"stated the United States would support a coup." 

Again, at page 19, the report states that Fitzgerald:

; "also gave general assurances that the United 

States would help in bringing about the coup." 

The last version is attributed to the case officer who was present at 

the meeting in 1963, in his testimony before the SSC in 1975. This 

presentation of the case officer's statements in 1975 does not match
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the report of the meeting in 1963, which was written by him at the time. 

In considering the processes by which this version came into being, it 

is noted that the following statement appears at page 37 of the SSC 

Interim Report on Alleged Assassination Plots:

"Fitzgerald met AMLASH/1 in late fall 1963 and 

promised him that the United States would support 

a coup against Castro,"

citing testimony by the case officer who was present at the meeting.

An interesting footnote (#3) on that page reads as follows:

"3. The contact plan for the proposed meeting 

stated: 'Fitzgerald will represent self as personal 

representative of Robert F. Kennedy who travelled to 

(foreign city) for specific purpose meeting AMLASH/1 

and giving him assurances of full support with 

a change of the present government in Cuba.1" 

(Emphasis added).

The underscored portion--the word "with"—in fact read in the actual 

document "if there is." This substitution of language in a purported 

quotation may seem only a matter of nuance, but it treats with what 

Fitzgerald planned to say, which takes on special significance when 

matched with the expressly limited statements that he actually made 

(as discussed at pages 11 and 12 of this annex) and what AMLASH/1 

understood (as discussed at pages 13-15).

★*★****★★★

At page 5 the SSC Final Report quotes officers in CIA responsible
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for the investigation at the time of the Warren Commission as stating 

to the SSC that had they known about the AMLASH operation in 1963 it 

would have affected the investigation. It is only noted that it is 

likely that views elicited from CIA employees in 1975 probably were 

responsive to representations by SSC staff members as to what the 

operation involved, as distinguished from what it actually was.

At page 24 the SSC Final Report contains the following 

statement:

"According to the 1967 Inspector General Report, 

CIA Headquarters cabled the AMLASH case officer on 

the morning of November 23, and ordered him to break 

contact with AMLASH due to the President's assassi

nation and to return to Headquarters."

This statement is at least a literary extension of the statement of 

the IG report, which was in its entirety as follows:

"[The case officer] states that he received an 

OPIM cable from Fitzgerald that night or early 

the next morning telling him that everything was 

off."

The SSC was unable to get the case officer to support its expansion on 

the reference in the 1967 IG report. His testimony is cited, 

apparently despite suggestive prompting, that:

"... he recalled receiving such a cable, but 

could not recall whether it made specific mention
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of the President's assassination as the reason for 

breaking contact . . ."

It is noted that the cable was never found; it may never have been 

sent, being a misrecollection of the case officer. In any event, 

the two sources cited in the SSC Report do not support its version.

★★★★★★★★★★

Footnote 30 on page 17 treats the question of the security of the 

AMLASH operation. As noted in the above Yeview of the AMLASH operation, 

AMLASH/1 was on the record as expressing his disenchantment with the 

Castro regime. He had told colleagues of his meetings with AMWHIP/1. 

know that other Cubans were aware of his 

fulminations against the Castro regime. We do not know, beyond these 

generalized statements, what he actually conveyed at that time to what 

persons. We do know how little substance there was to his relationships 

with CIA during this period, and how little he had to tell others were 

he inclined to do so.

Assuming that AMLASH/1 was to attempt to organize a coup, he 

obviously had to try and associate himself with people of a like mind. 

To crystallize their support he might have felt constrained to convey 

assurances of external support. To the extent that he may have, we 

do not know whether he would have claimed to have been promised things 

that in fact had been denied him. It was not until much later that the 

question of security--always a consideration, especially when more than 

one person is involved—became a point of sufficient concern for CIA 

to break relations with him.
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Some have speculated that AMLASH/1 was, in some way, Castro's 

provocateur. Such a possibility is always a proper subject for 

consideration. There are questions that feed the theory, but the 

issue remains debatable. We do not offer an opinion here,jgg^j|

An interesting consideration is that when Castro pro

vided Senator McGovern with a list of persons the Cubans claimed had the 

mission of his assassination, although AMLASH/1 was among those 

included, the reported period for his activity also omitted this 

earlier period.

At page 26 of the SSC Final Report it is stated that on 24 November 

the Mexico Station responded to a Headquarters request for the names 

of known contacts of certain Soviet personnel in Mexico City. The SSC 

Report acknowledges that the purpose of obtaining these names was to 

determine.the significance of Oswald's contact with Soviets and to 

assess their activities. The SSC Report states that:

"AMLASH's real name was included in the list 

of names on the Mexico Station cable."

This is used as a basis for a discussion in the SSC Final Report of why 

the inclusion of that name in the cable did not lead to the identification 

of the AMLASH operation.

The treatment of this point in the SSC Final Report seems to rest 

on a misconception of the context in which the name of AMLASH/1 was 

mentioned. The reference had to do with a contact between a member of
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the Soviet embassy and a 

about a press conference

Cuban cultural attache — in

It was not a report of a contact between

AMLASH/1 and the Soviet, which was the subject of the inquiry; the

name of AMLASH/1 could well have been omitted from the cable. In

any event > the^^Q^1960 date preceded the inauguration of

President Kennedy, which further removes the question from any

relevance to the subject. There was no.reason to check the name. 

The presentation in the SSC Final Report is confusing and mislead

ing on this point.

Page 72 of the SSC Report refers to a July 1964 FBI report con

cerning a CIA meeting with AMLASH. The SSC Report states "that the 

purpose of those meetings had. been to plan the assassination of 

Castro." This is the same FBI report that helped confirm the 

earlier turn-down of AMLASH/1 at the 29 October 1963 meeting (pages

14 and 15, this paper). While it stated that "there is now under 

discussion some plan to kill Fidel Castro" (July 1964) it badly 

mixes times and events. In any event, this aspect of the report 

substantially post-dates the death of President Kennedy, and is 

not directly relevant to the Warren Conwission inquiry.
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At page 75, the SSC Final Report quotes the testimony of the Chief, 

SAS Counterintelligence. His recollections are very uncertain. He 

is quoted specifically as saying that he could not recall the exact 

time frame, which is central to analysis of the operation, and speaks 

of his "vague recollections." that the Fitzgerald meeting was related 

to an assassination plot against Castro. The SSC Report nevertheless 

gives this opinion-f/-full play despite the extensive justification as to 

its reliability.

At pages 68-75 of Book V of the SSC Final Report, consideration 

is given to what was known of the AMLASH operation by certain CIA 

employees, how they understood it, and what conclusions they could or 

should have drawn from what they knew. The treatment seems to accept 

as a premise that the relationship was an assassination plot throughout, 

and overlooks the basically inchoate quality of the relationship with 

AMLASH/1 during the period in question.

There will always be uncertainties in the developing relationship 

with political action assets; that such was the case with AMLASH/1 is 

noted in the discussion above. In the present instance the uncertainties 

were recognized and clearly recorded, as well as the limits placed on 

positions that would be and were taken with AMLASH/1. It is important 

to keep this in mind in considering the testimony of witnesses, as 

presented in the SSC Final Report.
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Different witnesses before the SSC would obviously view the AMLASH 

affair in different lights, the basis for their understanding relating 

to different levels of knowledge at different periods in time. What 

did they know in 1963, and what more did they learn under what circum

stances at a later date? What they testified to in 1975—perhaps 

on the basis of representations by SSC staff members as to what it 

was—required quite a clear and precise treatment. The SSC Final 

Report did not accord the subject that treatment.

★ ★★★★★★★★★

At pages 78, 79 and 105 of the SSC Final Report reference is made 

to a Cuban exile designated as "A," who informed the FBI and CIA in 

mid-1965 of activities of AMLASH/1 in Cuba to eliminate Castro, and 

of his involvement with CIA. A careful reading of the SSC Report made 

it clear that "A" was unaware of AMLASH/Ts 1963 associations with CIA.

This information, reported in the context of the badly blurred 

time frame of the SSC Final Report, was given a significance that it 

did not otherwise have. First, the information was a year and a half 

after the death of President Kennedy. Further, the informant had no 

knowledge of the earlier period of CIA-AMLASH/1 relationships. When 

this is placed alongside the clear record of the inconclusive nature 

of the relationships in the 1963 period, it becomes something of an 

irrelevancy. It is noted that a footnote in the SSC Report, at this 

point, records the fact that the book of material given to Senator 

McGovern by Castro on persons who allegedly had plotted his



assassination also contained no reference to that period, although 

AMLASH/1's later activities were cited.

It is useful to recap the sequence of events. The record shows 

that initially there was uncertainty as to what AMLASH/1 represented 

as a potential asset. There was early consideration of his defection, 

which changed to his possible use for intelligence purposes. As his 

self-discipline was assessed as being inadequate for this task it was 

determined that it was best for him to go it’alone, developing his 

own organization for whatever followed. The reservations that were 

held concerning his qualities were reflected in the specifically 

conditional arms-length position taken with him during the period 

preceding President Kennedy's death. He had to succeed with his 

own program before he could expect support from the U.S.

Eventually — but not until after the death of President 

Kennedy — firmer indications of support were offered. Even then 

the volume of equipment promised was not large, especially to a 

man who claimed to have the "necessary people and equipment inside 

[Cuba] to accomplish (the) overthrow ..." The nature of the 

relationship never did firm up. As late as the fall of 1964 

(page 77, Book V of the SSC Final Report) CIA was telling AMLASH/1 

that it could- not be associated with his concept of the first step 

of a coup, which he viewed as requiring the death of Castro. While 

one can reason that any association with AMLASH/1 included 

association with all his plans, it nevertheless appears that those 

directly involved structured their thinking differently.
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The Inspector General's report in 1967 treated the AMLASH 

operation in its study of assassination, as did the SSC Interim 

Report on Alleged Assassination Plots. - At the time of the 1967 IG 

report there was no issue of how to characterize the operation at 

different times, and the question was not addressed. Facing that 

question now, it is clear that however the operational relationship 

developed after the death of President Kennedy, it was unformed and 

without substance during his life. During that time it was not an 

assassination plot. The treatment of this question in the SSC 

Report is both imprecise and misleading.
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MATERIALS FORWARDED TO WARREN COMMISSION AND FBI
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Volume V of the SSC Final Report conveys an impression of 

limited effort by CIA in the course of the Warren Commission 

inquiry. As is noted in other annexes to the present report, 

CIA did seek and collect information in support of the efforts 

of the Warren Commission. Additionally, it conducted studies and 

submitted special analyses and reports.

The following pages list reports and other papers submitted 

to the FBI (which had primary responsibility for the investigation) 

and to the Warren Commission. It is felt that this compilation 

is appropriate to consideration of the extent of the CIA effort, 

to the extent that it reveals something of the results of that 

effort.

The lists fall into the following sections:

E.l Dissemination to the Intelligence Community

E.2 Dissemination of Information to the Warren Commission 

E.3 Disseminations to the FBI on Rumors and Allegations 

E.4 Memoranda to Warren Commission



-SECRET

AGENCY SUPPORT TO THE FBI AMD THE WARREN COMMISSION

Information received from the Agency's field stations was dis
seminated -to appropriate agencies and departments as soon as 
possible after receipt. The following list of some 100 cabled 
disseminations, CSCI's, and memoranda were forwarded to the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation, et al. The listing covers the period from 
10 October 1963 through September 1964.

AGENCY DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION TO THE INTELLIGENCE 
COMMUNITY (FORMAL AND INFORMAL DISSEMINATIONS?

I II

*10 October 1963 DIR 74673

HI

(Wll/0/Mexico>

"On 1 October 1963, a reliable and sensitive source 
in Mexico City reported that an American male, who 
identified himself as Lee OSWALD, contacted the 
Soviet Embassy in Mexico City ..." 
Recipients: FBI, I&NS, Navy, State. [Warren Com
mission]

*24 October 1963 DIR 77978

Request for two copies of most recent photograph of 
Lee Harvey OSWALD.
Recipients: Navy. [Warren Commission]

23 November 1963 DIR 34915

Information relating to telephone call on 28 Sep
tember 1963 to Soviet Embassy in Mexico City.
Recipient: FBI

I - Document Date
II - Document Number
III - Originating Office

* - An asterisk indicates that the document was also made available
to the Warren Commission.
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24 November 1963 TDCS-3/565,829

Subject: Cuban Precautions following Assassination of 
President Kennedy.
Recipients: State/INR, State/DIR, DIA, Army/ACSI, Navy, 
Air, JCS, SECDEF, NSA, NIC, AID, USIA, 0CI, ONE, OCR, 
ORR, 00, EXO.

25 November 1963 DIR 84950 (WH/3/Mexico)

Subject: Silvia T. DURAN, Mexican Employee of the 
Cuban Embassy [sic - Consulate] in Mexico City;
Contact with Lee Harvey OSWALD.
Recipient: FBI.

25 November 1963 DIR 84951 (CI/SIG)

Agency requests information relating to OSWALD'S 
Activities in Mexico City.
Recipient: FBI

26 November 1963 CSCI- (WE/BC)

Subject: Reported Anonymous Telephone Message. 
Recipient: FBI.

26 November 1963 CSCI-3/770,026" (WH/3)

Subject: Lee Harvey OSWALD, Suspected Assassin of 
President Kennedy. E Ac hoses tramssnipis jof/£kle- 
H>h«ne^CB4^s-4ra^e^CTrz2Fl4^^^^temKrWna 1 \and 
3 October 1963.
Recipient: FBI.

26 November 1963 CSCI-3//?S7e2$- (WH/3)

Subject: Lee Harvey OSWALD, Suspected Assassin of 
President Kennedy. (Encloses transcripts of tele
phone calls made by OSWALD or concerning OSWALD 
between 27 September and 3 October 1963).
NB: This dissemination may be identical with 
CSC 1-3/778,826. The above CSCI number appears to 
be the correct one, according to a copy of the 
document in CI/SIG file No. 568.
Recipient: FBI.

2
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26 November 1963 DIR 85069 (WH/3)

’ Subject: Travel of Pro-Communist Costa Rican Congress
man to Texas on 26 November 1963.
Recipient: FBI

*26 November 1963 DIR 85089 (C/WH/3)

Gilberto ALVARADO, a professed Castroite Nicaraguan, 
stated to U.S. Embassy in Mexico City on 26 November 
1963 that "on 18 September 1963 he saw Lee Harvey 
OSWALD receive six thousand five hundred dollars in 
a meeting inside the Cuban Embassy ,in Mexico City".
Recipients: FBI, State, White House; Secret Service 
received copy. [Warren Commission]

26 November 1963 DIR 85176 (WH/3) j/iA?/

Subject: Marina Nikolaeva OSWALD
. ..............................................................■ilfrihmnr x

..... IWIRUIJ....... Ji).
Recipients: FBI, State, White House; Secret Service 
received copy.

26 November 1963 DIR 85177 (WH/3/Mexico)

DflfliitffiftBiirtiiiiMi|lliiHlwiillliMi|flWi)6iiiiiiiiHiMimfiii  liniiiffiiiiiBiB im ■iiIilUj

Recipients: FBI, State, White House; Secret Service re
ceived copy.

26 November 1963 Unnumbered

Subject: HUNTER Report No. 10815. 
Recipient: FBI.

26 November 1963 Unnumbered

Subject: HUNTER Report No. 10816.
Recipient: FBI.

(CI/SIG)

(CI/SIG)

SECRET
3



'll November 1963 CSCi-3/778,381 (WH/3/Mexico)

Subject: Lee Harvey OSWALD, Soviet Activities in 
Mexico City, 18 - 24 November 1963.
Recipient: FBI.

*27 November 1963 DIR 85182 (WH/3/Mexico)

Subject: Lee Harvey OSWALD. QbbBbUbwhBWRWWBRI

Recipients: FBI, State, White House; Secret Service 
received copy. [Warren Commission]

27 November 1963 DIR 85195 (C/WH/3)

United States Ambassador to Mexico requests passage 
of message to Secretary of State RUSK, Mr. McCONE, 
and Mr. HOOVER.
Recipients: FBI, State, White House; Secret Service 
received copy.

2.1 November 1963 DIR 85196 (C/WH/3)

' niftlXWftF Own n»MHfiii i—iiiilfiihfcrlimgii utm Wmm 
Recipients: FBI, State, White House; Secret Service 
received copy.

*27 November 1963 DIR 85199 (WH/3/Mexico)

Information solicited from Gilberto ALVARADO Ugarte. 
Recipients: FBI, State, White House; Secret Service 
received copy. [Warren Commission]

27 November 1963 DIR 85222 (WH/3/Mexico)

Subject: Silvia T. DURAN, Mexican Employee of the 
Cuban Embassy [sic - Consulate] in Mexico City, 
contact of Lee Harvey OSWALD.
Recipient: FBI.



27 November 1963 DIR 35246 (WH/3)

Rec ip i en ts: FBI, State, White House; Secret Service 
received copy. (Also relayed to -Sr—PAPT6H of the FBI 
by CI Staff on 27 November 1963.)

27 November 1963 DIR 85471 (C/WH/3)

Subject: Rearrest of Silvia DURAN. 
Recipients: FBI, State, White House.

27 November 1963 DIR 85573 * (WH/3/Mexico)

Information from U.S. Ambassador MANN for Secretary 
of State RUSK regarding Ambassador HERNANDEZ, Cuban 
Ambassador to Mexico, and Gilberto ALVARADO.
Recipients: FBI, State, White House.

27 November 1963 Unnumbered (CI/SIG)

Information on Ernesto RODRIGUEZ relayed by tele
phone to
Recipient: FBI.

27 November 1963 Unnumbered (CI/SIG)

111 ■' lim mil ntf
pnuml

Recipient: FBI.

27 November 1963 Unnumbered (CI/SIG)

Telephone contact with with regard to
OSWALD'S presence in New Orleans in September 1963. 
Recipient: FBI.

28 November 1963 DIR 85657 (C/WH/3)

On 26 November 1963 a British journalist named John 
WILSON-HUDSON gave information to the American Em
bassy in London indicating that an "American gangster
type named RUBY" visited Cuba around 1959. 
Recipients: FBI, State, White House.

5
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c SECRET

*28 November 1963 DIR 85662 (C/WH/3)

Further interrogation of Gilberto ALVARADO Ugarte.
Recipients: FBI, State, White House. [Warren 
Commission]

*28 November 1963 DIR 85665 (C/WH/3)

flhibiiiiiilM&iiKiiiini     Il; i1"1 i?iff "I .

Recipients: FBI, State, White House; Secret Service 
received copy. [Warren Commission]

29 November 1963 CSC I-3/778,893 (WH/3/Mexico)

Subject: Interrogation of Silvia Tirado de DURAN 
and Horacio DURAN Navarro.
Recipient: FBI.

*29 November 1963 DIR 85666

Acting upon FBI request, the Agency requests ALVARADO 
be turned over to Mexican authorities for additional 
interrogation and investigation.
Recipients: FBI, State, White House. [Warren Com
mission]

29 November 1963 DIR 85668 (WH/3/Mexico)

Highlights from interrogation of Horacio DURAN Navarro 
and his wife, Silvia Tirado de DURAN.
Recipients: FBI, State, White House-

*29 November 1963 DIR 85670 (C/WH/3)

Recipients: "fbI, State, White House. [Warren

Commission]

6
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29 November 1963 DIR 85676 (WH/3/Mexico)

Subject: Travel of Soviet diplomatic couriers. 
Recipient: FBI.

* 29 November 1963 DIR 85691 (C/WH/3)

Series of anonymous telephone calls to the office of 
the Naval Attache in Canberra, Australia, by a man 
claiming to have knowledge about a Soviet plot to 
assassinate Kennedy.
Recipients: FBI, State, White House; Secret Service 
received copy.

29 November 1963 DIR 85714 (C/WH/3)

Release of Silvia DURAN for second time on 
28 November.
Recipients: FBI, State, White House; Secret Service 
received copy.

* 29 November 1963 DIR 85715 (WH/3/Mexico)

Subject: Travel of Lee Harvey OSWALD (October 1959 
to May 1962).
Recipients: FBI, State, White House; Secret Service 
received copy.

29 November 1963 DIR 85744 (C/WH/3)

Interrogation of Gilbert ALVARADO Ugrate.
Recipients: FBI, State, White House; Secret Service 
received copy.

* 29 November 1963 DIR 85758 (WH/3/Mexico)

Translation of interrogation of Silvia DURAN and
, Horacio DURAN Navarro.
z Recipients: FBI, State, White House; Secret Service 

received copy. [Warren Commission]

7
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*29 November 1963 DIR 85770 (C/WH/3)

Series of incidents which have produced a report alleging 
advance information on assassination.
Recipients: FBI, State, White House; Secret Service re
ceived copy. [Warren Commission]

29 November 1963 Unnumbered Memorandum (CI/SIG)

Telephone contact with S. PAPIC+I concerning rumor that 
Oswald had made a bank deposit.

29 November 1963 Unnumbered Memorandum (CI/SIG)

Telephone contact with £. PAHGti relaying the Director's 
suggestion that FBI check all bank accounts and safe 
deposit records in New Orleans, Fort Worth, and Dallas..

30 November 1963 CSCI-3/778/894

Subject: Article in 29 November 1963 issue of Washington 
Post suggesting two men involved in assassination.
Recipient: FBI.

*30 November 1963 DIR 86063 (C/WH/3)

Gilberto ALVARADO Ugarte admits his story a fabrication. 
Recipients: FBI, State, White House. [Warren Commission]

3 December 1963 DIR 86496 (C/WH/3)

Information relating to OSWALD'S presence in Mexico. 
Recipient: FBI.

*4 December 1963 DIR 86702 (C/WH/3)

Travel information regarding OSWALD and his wife, 
June 1962.

.Recipients: FBI, State, White House; Secret Service
* received copy. [Warren Commission]

8



5 December 1963 DIR 87189 (C/WH/3)

Known Soviet intelligence officer in New Delhi 
demanding full probe into assassination. 
Recipients: FBI, State, White House.

*6 December 1963 DIR 87520 (C/WH/3)

Correction of DIR 87502.
Recipients: FBI, State, White House; Secret Service 
received copy. [Warren Commission]

*7 December 1963 DIR 87667 (C/WH/3/)

Reinterrogation of Gilberto ALVARADO concluded.
Recipient: FBI. [Warren Commission)

9 December 1963 DIR 87731 (WH/3/Mexico)

in liuuih Hi Ito
Recipient: FBI.

*9 December 1963 DIR 87796 (WH/3)

irtBii iiWtnrufriid if mln mu l(¥ih
I Uliyuu Ujl LUlillWWTJLM '

Recipients: FBI, State, White House; Secret Service 
received copy. [Warren Commission]

9 December 1963 Unnumbered Memorandum (CI/SIG)

Telephone contact with S.-PAPICH- regarding identity 
of a source who claims plot to assassinate Kennedy 
prepared and executed jointly by the Communist 
Chinese and Cubans through intermediaries. (See 
JMWAVE’865S IN 75902).

, Recipient: FBI.

11 December 1963 TDCSDB 3/658,408

Subject: Comments of Soviet official regarding 
(a) Moscow views on international situation 
following death of President Kennedy, and (b) 
resumption of disarmament talks.
Recipients: General distribution.

9



12 December 1963 CSC 1-3/779,048 (C/WH/3)

Subject: WILSON, Carlos John (also: WILSON-HUDSON, 
John; WILSON, John Hudson.)
Recipient: FBI.

*12 December 1963 DIR 88643

Subject: Letter Relative to Assassination of Presi
dent Kennedy Sent to United States Embassy in Costa 
Rica.
Recipients: FBI, State, White House. [Warren Com- 
mi si on]

12 December 1963 DIR 88682 (C/WH/3)

Recipients: FBI, State, White House.

12 December 1963 DIR 88747 (C/WH/3)

Subject: Second Interrogation of Silvia DURAN. 
Recipients: FBI, State, White House.

*13 December 1963 CSCI-3/779,136 (C/WH/3)

Subject: Mexican Interrogation of Gilberto ALVARADO 
Recipient: FBI. [Warren Commission]

16 December 1963 CSCI-3/779,135 (C/WH/3)

Subject: Peter DERYABIN'S Comments on Kennedy 
Assassination.
Recipient: FBI.

*18 December 1963 DIR 89970 (C/WH/3)

Recipients: FBI, State, White House; Secret Service 
received copy. [Warren Commission]

10



*18 December 1963 DIR 89980

Subject: Actions of Silvia DURAN after her first 
interrogation.
Recipients: FBI, State, White House; Secret Service 
received copy. [Warren Commission]

19 December 1963 CSCI-3/779,225

Subject: Nomenclature of Weapon Possibly Owned by 
Lee Harvey OSWALD.
Recipient: FBI.

19 December 1963 CSDB-3/658,870 (WH/Reports)

Subject: a. Disagreements between Fidel CASTRO and . 
Rauo ROA y Garcia.

b. Probable Future Plan of Action for 
Carlos RAFAEL Rodriguez.

Recipients: State (Miami) and others (not identified.

27 December 1963 CSCI-3/779,297

Subject: Assassination of President Kennedy (arranged 
by the Cuban Government and the Communist Chinese).
Recipient: FBI.

3 January 1964 Unnumbered Memorandum (CI/SIG)

Telephone contact with S. -PAPICII on 3 January 1964 
regarding newspaper article appearing in El Caribe 
on 27 November 1963 and possible connection with 
ALVARADO'S interview in the U.S. Embassy on 26 November.
Recipient: FBI.

*10 January 1964 CSCI-3/779,482 (WH/3/Mexico)

i Subject: Second Mexican Interrogation of Silvia DURAN. 
Recipient: FBI. [Warren Commission]
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14 January 1964 CSC 1-3/779,510 (CI/SIG)

Subject: Assassination of President John F. Kennedy. 
(Regarding liaison with FBI and latter's handling of 
information from CIA.)
Recipient: FBI.

27 January 1964 CSCI-3/779,729 (CI/SIG)

Subject: Possible Relatives of Marina Nikolayevna 
OSWALD.
Recipient: FBI.

30 January 1964 CSCI-3/779,814 ‘ (CI/SIG)

Subject: Jack L. RUBY, Lee Harvey OSWALD.
Recipient: FBI.

4 February 1964 CSCI-3/779,817 (SR/CI/R)

Subject: Lee Harvey OSWALD. (Information on names, 
addresses, and telephone numbers relating to the 
Soviet Union.)
Recipient: FBI.

18 February 1964 OOP 4-0860

Memorandum for the Director, Federal Bureau of 
Investigation. Subject: Assassination of John F. 
Kennedy.
Recipient: FBI. [Copy to Warren Commission]

18 February 1964 DDP 4-0861

Memorandum for the Director, Federal Bureau of 
Investigation. Subject: Assassination of 
President John F. Kennedy.
Recipient: FBI. [Copy to Warren Commission]

18 February 1964 DDP 4-0862

Memorandum for the Chief, United States Secret 
Service. Subject: Assassination of President

12
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John F. Kennedy. (Verification of entry in "Historic 
Diary" relating to OSWALD'S attempted suicide.) 
Recipient: Secret Service. -[Copy to Warren Commission]

18 February 1964 DDP 4-0864

Memorandum for Mr. Thomas L. Hughes, The Director of 
Intelligence and Research, Department of State.
Subject: Assassination of President John F. Kennedy - 
Verification of Entry in "Historic Diary".
Recipient: State. [Copy to Warren Commission]

20 February 1964 CSCI-3/779,988 . (SR/CI/R)

Subject: Lee Harvey OSWALD. (Information regarding
SETYAEVA and RAHM.)
Recipient: FBI.

22 February 1964 DIR 03101 (C/WH/3)

Recipient: White House (attention Secret Service).

11 March 1964 CSCI-3/780,344

Subject: Summary of Findings in Regard to Allegations 
by Mohamed REGGAB Relative to Marina OSWALD.
Recipient: FBI.

20 March 1964 CSCI-3/780,612 (SR/CI/R)

Subject: Assassination of President John F. Kennedy. 
(Photograph of an individual closely resembling 
OSWALD).
Recipient: FBI.

16 April 1964 CSCI-3/780,996 (SR/CI/R)

5 Subject: Yuriy Ivanovich NOSENKO. 
Recipient: FBI.

20 April 1964 CSDB-3/660,704

Subject: Plans by British and French to Publish 
BUCHANAN Articles on Assassination.
Recipient: FBI (?)

13
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22 April 1964 CSCI-3/780,881 (SR/CI/R)

Subject: Assassination of President John F. Kennedy. 
(Information regarding Lydia DYMITRUK.)
Recipient: FBI.

30 April 1964 Unnumbered Memorandum (CI/SIG)

Telephone Contact with Sr—PAPTCH on 
advising RAP4-GH* to contact SOt-I-fr of 
of Security for information.

8 May 1964 DDP 4-2351

29 November 
the Office

Memorandum from Richard HELMS,, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN.
Subject: Marina OSWALD’S Notebook.
Recipient: Copy of attachment forwarded to FBI.

11 May 1964 CSCI-3/781,172

Subject: Lee Harvey OSWALD. (Traces on Soviet names, 
addresses, and telephone numbers from an address book 
belonging to Marina OSWALD.)
Recipient: FBI.

13 May 1964 CSCI-3/781,282 (SR/CI/R)

Subject: Lee Harvey OSWALD. (Identification 
of photographs sent to CIA by FBI.) 
Recipient: FBI.

15 May 1964

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Role of Cuban Intelligence Service in 
Processing Visa Applicants; Reaction of that Service
-to the Assassination of President Kennedy.

14
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13 May 1964 CSCI-3/781,351

Subject: Lee Harvey OSWALD's'Access to Classified 
Information about the U-2.
Recipient: FBI. [Warren Commission - DDP 4-2444]

19 May 1964 CSCI-3/781,386

Subject: Paul DIMITRIK (aka Pavel DIMITRUK).
Recipient: Navy.

5 June 1964 CSCI-3/781,543 (CI/R&A)

Subject: Lee Harvey OSWALD.
nnnJlflirwiiiiMiiiiBtt^.n liifiliiinniiuHi li 1 ’ I innii 
o^^aaMBwimjiHinijuuR inuiiiHiwwuiiwnomifwi irn i । ।

10 June 1964 CSCI-3/781,841 (CI/R&A)

Subject: Information Concerning Jack Ruby. 
Recipient: FBI.

29 June 1964 CSCI-3/782,058

....Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Investigation of Allegation that OSWALD was 
in Tangier, Morocco.
Recipient: FBI. [Warren Commission]

2 July 1964 DDP 4-3401

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Lee Harvey OSWALD.
Recipient: Copy to FBI.

6 July 1964 DDP 4-3470

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
,Subject: Statements Reportedly Made by George and 
'Jeanne de MOHRENSCHILDT Concerning Lee Harvey OSWALD 

and the Assassination of John F. Kennedy.
Recipient: Copy to FBI.
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27 August 1964 CSCI-316/00856-64

Subject: No Indication of Subject's Defection Having 
Been Used for Propaganda by the Soviet Union.
Recipient: FBI.

3 September 1964 DDP 4-4600

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: OSWALD Documents Supplied by the Cuban 
Government.
Recipient: Copy to FBI.

1 October 1964 DDP 4-5110

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Joachim JOESTEN.
Recipient: Copy to FBI.

6 October 1964 CSCI-316/01446-64

Subject: vIADUCr- Interview on 9 September 1964; His 
Comments on Seven Photographs Forwarded by the FBI. 
Recipient: FBI.

23 October 1964 CSCI-316/01709-64

Subject: Raymond F. FRIESECKE. 
Recipient: FBI.

2 November 1964 CSCI-316/01779-64

Subject: Testimony in the Warren Commission Report in 
the Assassination of President Kennedy.
Recipient: FBI.

23 December 1964 CSCI-316/02545-64

Subject: Allegation of Unidentified Scientist of 
Cuban Involvement in Assassination.
Recipient: FBI.
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27 August 1964

SECBET

CSCI-316/00856-64

Subject: No Indication of Subject's Defection Having 
Been Used for Propaganda by the Soviet Union.
Recipient: FBI.

3 September 1964 DDP 4-4600

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: OSWALD Documents Supplied by the Cuban 
Government.
Recipient: Copy to FBI.

1 October 1964 DDP 4-5110

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN.
Subject: Joachim JOESTEN.
Recipient: Copy to FBI.

6 October 1964 CSCI-316/01446-64

Subject: VIAw€t- Interview on 9 September 1964; His 
Comments on Seven Photographs Forwarded by the FBI. 
Recipient: FBI.

23 October 1964 CSCI-316/01709-64

Subject: Raymond F. FRIESECKE.
Recipient: FBI.

2 November 1964 CSCI-316/01779-64

Subject: Testimony in the Warren Commission Report in 
the Assassination of President Kennedy.
Recipient: FBI.

23 December 1964 CSCI-316/02545-64

Subject: Allegation of Unidentified Scientist of 
Cuban Involvement in Assassination.
Recipient: FBI.
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2 March 1965 CSCI-316/00925-65

SQbject: Marvin KANTOR, Possible Connection with Investi
gation of Lee Harvy and Marina OSWALD.
Recipient: FBI.

8 April 1965 ’CSCI-316/01398-65

Subject: Correspondence to the Soviet Embassy in Mexico 
City.
Recipient: FBI. [Copy to Secret Service]

30 June 1965 CSCI-316/02654-65

Subject: Silvia DURAN. 
Recipient: FBI.

2 September 1966 CSCI-316/04482-66

Subject: Rima ZMITROOK, Lee Harvey OSWALD'S Intourist 
Guide in Moscow.
Recipient: FBI.

9 May 1967 CSCI-316/02153-67

Subject: BEAUBOVEFF apparently to be used as a pawn by 
Jim GARRISON to show that OSWALD was a CIA agent and 
was to be used to assassinate Fidel CASTRO. GARRISON 
alleges he has letters signed by CIA representatives or 
by Senator Robert KENNEDY authorizing certain Americans 
to work with Cubans for the assassination of CASTRO. 
This memroandum is intended to record that such letters 
never existed and therefore could not be in GARRISON'S 
possession.
Recipient: FBI.

14 June 1967 CSCI-316/02669-67

. Subject: Allegations of Unidentified Woman Regarding
5 Mario GARCIAS et al.

Recipient: FBI

17



24 July 1967 CSCI-316/03243-67

Subject: Allegation of Oscar COUNTRERAS, Mexican newsman, 
that OSWALD visited UNAM Campus shortly after the Cuban 
Embassy refused him a visa to visit Cuba. CONTRERAS' 
statement of dubious credibility; information passed to 
Mexican authorities.
Recipient: FBI.

7 May 1968 CSCI-316/01678-68

Subject: Promotional Literature Concerning the Alleged 
Assassination Conspiracy of JFK Written and Mailed by 
Joachim JOESTEN in Support of District Attorney Jim 
GARRISON'S Allegations.
Recipient: FBI.

16 September 1969 CSCI-316/03323-69

Subject: Charles William THOMAS.
Recipient: FBI.

DISSEMINATION OF REPORTS TO CI STAFF

Since CI Staff held the Agency's official file on OSWALD, 
all cable traffic (theoretically) including disseminations by 
cable was sent to the Staff for filing in the official file. Ad
ditionally, cables disseminations were released by CI/Liaison. 
Copies were, therefore, available to the Staff.

Since CI Staff released all long-form CSCI's, coordinated 
on short-form CSCI's, and maintained the CSCI log, the CI Staff 
received copies of all CSCI's.

DISSEMINATION OF MATERIAL TO THE WARREN COMMISSION

13 December 1963 [Commission Document No. 100]

Memorandum
Subject: Analysis of World Reaction to President 
Kennedy's Assassination.
(Supplied by A. W. DULLES.)
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21 January 1964 [Commission Document No. 300]

Note from Richard HELMS, OOP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Attachments: a. Recent Soviet Statements on 

Lee Harvey OSWALD.
b. FBIS-28 on OSWALD case.

21 January 1964

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Draft Questions for Submission to the 
Government of the Soviet Union.

22 January 1964 [Commission Document No. 691]

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Suggested Questions for Marina OSWALD.

25 January 1964 [Commission Document No. 321]

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Chronology of Lee Harvey OSWALD'S Stay in 

the Soviet Union.
Alphabetical List of Persons in the Soviet 

Union Who Were Known to or Mentioned by 
Lee Harvey OSWALD or His Wife.

31 January 1964 [Commission Document No. 347]

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Information Developed by CIA on the Activity 
of Lee Harvey OSWALD in Mexico City, 28 September - 3 
October 1963.

5 February 1964

Note from Thomas H. KARAMESSINES to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Fourteen attachments including recent Soviet State

ments on Lee Harvey OSWALD (as of 5 February 1964).

5 February 1964 [Commission Document No. 361]

Memorandum from Thomas H. KARAMESSINES, ADDP, to 
J. Lee RANKIN forwarding three copies of Appendix B, 
a summary biography of Mrs. OSWALD and her relatives.
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8 February 1964 [Commission Docjment No. 1182]

Letter from Thomas H. KARAMESSINES, ADDP, to J. Lee 
RANKIN regarding Soviet weapon mentioned in one of 
Lee Harvey OSWALD'S documents.
[Information passed to FBI.]

18 February 1964

Memorandum for the Director, Federal Bureau of Investi
gation, attention Subject: Assassi
nation of President John F. Kennedy. (Request for 
information which might be helpful in interpreting 
available materials relating to OSWALD'S activities 
abroad.) 
[Copy to Warren Conmission.]

18 February 1964 DDP 4-0860

Memorandum for the Director, Federal Bureau of Investi
gation, attention Mr, S. J. PAPfftt. Subject: Assassi
nation of John F. Kennedy. (Request for information 
relating to OSWALD'S attempted suicide.) 
[Copy to Warren Commission.]

18 February 1964 DDP 4-0861

Memorandum for the Director, Federal Bureau of Investi
gation, attention flrs--ST,~dT~?AP IGII. Subject: Assassi
nation of President John F. Kennedy. (Request for copies 
of 47 photographs found among the effects of Lee Harvey 
OSWALD.) 
[Copy to Warren Commission.]

18 February 1964 DDP 4-0862

Memorandum for the Chief, United States Secret Service; 
signed by Richard HELMS, DDP. Subject: Assassination 
of President John F. Kennedy. (Verification of entry 
in ."Historic Diary" relating to OSWALD'S attempted 
suicide.) 
[Copies to Warren Commission and the FBI.]
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18 February 1964 DDP 4-0864 ■

Memorandum for Mr. Thomas L. HUGHES, The Director of 
Intelligence and Research, Department of State. 
Subject: Assassination of President John F. Kennedy. 
(Verification of Entry in "Historic Diary".) 
[Copies to Warren Commission and the FBI.]

19 February 1964 [Commission Document No. 384]

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
No. 107908t) Subject: Information Developed by

CIA on the Activity of Lee Harvey OSWALD in Mexico 
City, September 28 to October 3, 1963.

19 February 1964 DDP 4-4581

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, OOP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Cuban Consulate and Embassy in Mexico City.

*21 February 1964 DDP 4-0940 [Commission Document No. 426]

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Translations of Interrogations Reports of 
Silvia DURAN.
Attachments: OUT Telegram No. 35758, 29 November 1963. 

Translation of Interrogation of Silvia 
DIRAN and Horacio DURAN Navarro.

CSCI-3/779,482 of 10 January 1964. Trans
lation of Official Mexican Polic Report 
on the Second Interrogation of Silvia 
DURAN.

5 March 1964 DDP 4-1171 [Commission Document No. 448]

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. x

*6 March 1964 DDP 4-1224 [Commission Document No. 692]

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Information in CIA's Possession Regarding 
Lee Harvey OSWALD Prior to November 22, 1963.
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18 March T964 DDP 4-1423 [Commission Document No. 528]

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Article Alleging that OSWALD was Interviewed 
by CIA in Moscow.

24 March 1964 DDP 4-1555 [Commission Document No. 674]

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Information Disseminated to the Secret 
Service but not yet made available to the President's 
Conanission.

*24 March 1964 DDP 4-1554 [Commission Document No. 631]

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: CIA Dissemination of Information on Lee 
Harvey OSWALD, Dated 10 October 1963.
Attachments: OUT Message No. 74673, dated 10 October

1963.
OUT Message No. 77978, dated 23 October 

1963.

25 March 1964 DDP 4-1576

Note from Richard HELMS to J. Lee RANKIN.
Attachment: Five copies of "Rumors about Lee Harvey 
OSWALD", dated 23 March 1964.

27 March 1964 DDP 4-1606

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to Thomas L. HUGHES, 
Director of Intelligence and Research, Department of 
State. Subject: Verification of Entry in "Historic 
Diary".
[Copies to Warren Commission and the FBI.]

*31 March 1964 DDP 4-16.55 [Commission Document No. 698]

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Reports on Activities and Travel of Lee 
Harvey OSWALD and Marina Nikolevna OSWALD.
Attachments: OUT Message No. 86702, 4 December 1963,
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to the White House, the Department of State, and the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation, with copy to the 
Secret Service.

OUT Message No. 97520, dated 6 December 
1963, to the White House, the Department of State, 
and the Federal Bureau of Investigation, with copy to 
the Secret Service.

OUT Message No. 85715, dated 29 November 
1963, to the White House, the Department of State, and 
the Federal Bureau of Investigation, with copy to the 
Secret Service.

OUT Message No. 85182, dated 22 November 
1963, to the White House, the Department of State, and 
the Federal Bureau of Investigation, with copy to the • 
Secret Service.

OUT Message No. 85665, dated 28 November 
1963, to the White House, the Department of State, and 
the Federal Bureau of Investigation, with copy to the 
Secret Service.

*3 April 1964 DDP 4-1699 [Commission Document No. 710]

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Richard Thomas GIBSON.
Attachment: OUT Message No. 89970, dated 18 December 
1963, to White House, Department of State, and the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation, with a copy to the 
Secret Service.

6 April 1964 DDP 4-1739 [Commission Document No. 708]

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Reply to Questions Contained in Your Memo
randum dated 12 March 1964. ("Certain Questions Posed 
by the State Department Files")

7 April 1964 OOP 4-1787 [Commission Document No. 726]

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Actions of Silvia DURAN After Her First 
Interrogation.
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7 April 1364 DDP 4-1786

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Mohammed REGGAB.

20 April 1964 DDP 4-1997 [Commission Document No. 817]

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, J. Lee RANKIN.

21 April 1964

Letter from Raymond G. ROCCA to Mr. Samuel A. STERN. 
Attachment: CSDB 3/660,704 (Plans of British and 
French Publishing Firms to Publish the Thomas 
BUCHANAN Articles on Assassination of President 
Kennedy.)

24 April 1964 DDP 4-2099 [Commission Document No. 844]

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Lydia DIMYTRUK; Acquaintance of Marina OSWALD.

29 April 1964 DDP 4-2160 [Commission Document No. 871]

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
SUBJECT: Photograph of Lee Harvey OSWALD.

4 May 1964 DDP 4-2256

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Additional Information on Lee Harvey OSWALD.

6 May 1964 DDP 4-2296 [Commission Document No. 902]

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, OOP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Criteria for Dissemination of Information to 

; the Secret Service; Recommendations of the Central
Intelligence Agency Relative to Presidential Protection.

8 May 1964 DDP 4-2351 [Commission Document No. 911]

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Marina OSWALD'S Notebook.
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13 May 1964 DDP 4-2444 [Commission Document No. 931]

Memorandum for the Director, -Federal Bureau of Investigation. 
Subject: Lee Harvey OSWALD'S Access to Classified Informa
tion about the U-2.
[CSCI-3/781,351 - copy to Warren Commission]

15 May 1964 [Commission Document No. 935]

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Role of the Cuban Intelligence Service in 
Processing Visa Applicants; Reaction of that Service 
to the Assassination of President Kennedy.
[Copy to FBI]

19 May 1964 DDP 4-2533 [Commission Document No. 944]

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. • 
Subject: Hours of Work at Cuban and Soviet Consulates; 
Procedures and Regulations for Issuance of Cuban Visas; 
Mexican Control of U.S. Citizens' Travel to and from 
Cuba.

*19 May 1964 DDP 4-2534 [Commission Document No. 943]

Memorandum from Rigfiard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Allegations of Pfc. Eugene B. DINKIN, U.S. 
Army, Relative to Assassination Plot Against Presi
dent Kennedy.
Attachment: OUT Message No. 85770, dated 29 November 
1963, to the White House, State Department, and the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation, with a copy to the 
Secret Service.

*22 May 1964 DDP 4-2624 [Commission Document No. 971]

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Anonymous Telephone Calls to United States 
Embassy in Canberra, Australia, Relative to Planned 

; Assassination of President Kennedy.
Attachment: OUT Message No. 85691, dated 29 November 
1963, to the White House, Department of State, and 
the Federal Bureau of Investigation, with a copy to 
the Secret Service.
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27 May 1964 DDP 4-2688 [Commission Document No. 985]

«ETT

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Letter Accusing the Chinese Communists of 
Plotting the Assassination of President Kennedy. 
Attachment: OUT Message No..87796, dated 9 December 
1963, to the White House, Department of State, and 
the Federal Bureau of Investigation, with a copy to 
the Secret Service.

27 May 1964 DDP 4-2692 [Commission Document No. 990]

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Discussion between Chairman KHRUSHCHEV and 
Mr. Drew PEARSON Regarding Lee Harvey OSWALD.

1 June 1964 DDP 4-2741 [Commission Document No. 1000]

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Gilberto ALVARADO Ugarte.
Attachments: OUT Message No. 85089, dated 26 November 
1963, relative to Gilberto ALVARADO.

OUT Message No. 85199, dated 27 November 
1963; subject: Lee Harvey OSWALD.

OUT Message No. 85662, dated 28 November 
1963, relative to Gilberto ALVARADO.

OUT Message No. 86063, dated 30 November 
1963, relative to Gilberto ALVARADO.

OUT Message No. 85666, dated 28 November 
1963, relative to Gilberto ALVARADO.

OUT Message No. 87667, dated 7 December 
1963; subject: Lee Harvey OSWALD.

Memorandum, dated 12 December 1963; 
subject: Mexican Interrogation of Gilberto ALVARADO.

3 June 1964 DDP 4-2764 [Conmission Document No. 10|)l]

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Documents on Lee Harvey OSWALD Furnished by 

• the Soviet Government.

3 June 1964 DDP 4-2770 [Commission Document No. 1012]

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject. George and Jeanne de MOHRENSCHILDT.
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4 June 1964

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Information Developed on the Activity of Lee 
Harvey OSWALD in Mexico City.

5 June 1964 DDP 4-2844 [Commission Document No. 1041]

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Allegations Regarding Intelligence Training 
School in Minsk, USSR.

10 June 1964 DDP 4-2922 [Commission Document No. 1054]

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, OOP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Information Concerning Jack RUBY (aka Jack 
RUBENSTEIN) and His Associates.

*12 June 1964 DDP 4-2988 [Commission Document No. 1089]

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Letter Relative to Assassination of President 
Kennedy Sent to United States Embassy in Costa Rica. 
Attachment: OUT Message No. 88643, dated 12 December 
1963, to the White House, Department of State, and the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation.

19 June 1964 DDP 4-3169 [Commission Document No. 1131]

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Soviet Brainwashing Techniques.

26 June 1964 DDP 4-3366

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Soviet Brainwashing Techniques

29 June 1964 DDP 4-3347 [Commission Document No. 1188]

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Investigation of Allegation that OSWALD was 
in Tangier, Morocco.
[Copy to the FBI.]
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1 July 1964 DDP 4-3389 [Commission Document No. 1201]

Manbrandum from Richard HELMS; DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Lee Harvey OSWALD'S Arrival Time in Helsinki 
on 10 October 1959.

2 July 1964 DDP 4-3401 [Conmission Document No. 1216]

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, OOP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Lee Harvey OSWALD (Remarks by Soviet Consul 
Pavel Antonovich YATSKOV).
[Copy to the FBI.]

6 July 1964 DDP 4-3470 [Commission Document No. 1222]

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN.
Subject: Statements Reportedly Made by George and
Jeanne de MOHRENSCHILDT Concerning Lee Harvey OSWALD 
and the Assassination of President Kennedy.
[Copy to the FBI.]

22 July 1964 DDP 4-3712 [Commission Document No. 1273]

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Apparent Inconsistencies in Material Fur
nished the Commission by CIA and the Department of 
State.

23 July 1964 DDP 4-3769 [Commission Document No. 1287]

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN.
Subject: Lee Harvey OSWALD.
Attachment: Affidavit respecting origin and circum
stances of a photograph of an unknown individual 
furnished by this Agency to the FBI on 22 November 
1963.

23 July 1964 DDP 4-3770

‘Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN.
Subject: Lee Harvey OSWALD.
Attachments: Translation (original docianents included.)
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31 July 1964 DDP 4-3916 [Commission Document No. 1358]

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Length of Time Required for Obtaining Soviet 
Tourist Visas in Helsinki and Stockholm, 1964.

7 August 1964 DDP 4-4037 [Commission Document No. 1356]

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, OOP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Soviet Hunting Societies.

28 August 1964 DDP 4-4479 [Coimiission Document No. 1443]

Memorandum from Thomas H. KARAMESSINES, ADDP, to J. 
Lee RANKIN.
Subject: Konstantin Petrovich SERGIEVSKY.

31 August 1964 OOP 4-4581

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Cuban Consulate and Embassy in Mexico City.

3 September 1964 DDP 4-4600 [Document No. 50, List 2]

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: OSWALD Documents Supplies by the Cuban Government. 
[Copy to the FBI]

14 September 1964 DDP 4-4775 [Commission Document No. 1483]

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Length of Time Required for Obtaining Soviet 
Tourist Visas in Wester^Europe in 1964.

11 September 1964 DDP 4-4793

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Publication of Documents Furnished to the

<Coranission by the Central Intelligence Agency.
11 September 1964 DDP 4-4794 [Commission Document No. 1479]

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Certain Questions Posed by the State Depart
ment Files. (Revised) (Attachment to CD No. 1479)
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11 September 1964 DDP 4-4795 [Commission Document No. 1479]

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Soviet Hunting Societies. (Revised) 
(Attachment to CD No. 1479.)

11 September 1964 OOP 4-4796 [Commission Document No. 1479]

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Length of Time Required for Obtaining Soviet
Tourist Visas in Helsinki and Stockholm, 1964.

15 September 1964 DDP 4-4801 [Commission Document No. 1493]

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Information Concerning Jack RUBY (aka Jack 
RUBENSTEIN) and His Associates.

17 September 1964 DDP 4-4823

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Hours of Work at Cuban and Soviet Consulates; 
Procedure and Regulations for Issuance of Cuban Visas;
Mexican Control of U.S. Citizens1 Travel to and from 
Cuba.

17 September 1964 DDP 4-4838

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: State Department Files.

17 September 1964 DDP 4-4893

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Valeriy Vladimirovich KOSTIKOV.

17 September 1964 DDP 4-4841

= Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Lee Harvey OSWALD. (Regarding Agency approval 
for the publication of memorandum, dated 2 July 1964, 
concerning Lee Harvey OSWALD. Not authorized.)
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18 September 1964 DDP 4-4847

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: COmmunications from the Department of State.

18 September 1964 DDP 4-4848

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP to J. Lee RANKIN.

18 September 1964 DDP 4-4850

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Passport and Visa Office.

18 September 1964 DDP 4-4873

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Intourist Hotels in Moscow.

18 September 1964 OOP 4-4882

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Technical Examination of Photographs of Lee 
Harvey OSWALD'S Application for a Cuban Visa.

18 September 1964 DDP 4-4886

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, OOP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Resettlement of U.S. Defectors in the USSR.

22 September 1964 DDP 4-4921

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Silvia Tirado Bazan de DURAN.

17 September 1964 DDP 4-4922

' Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Eusebio AZQUE [sic - AZCUE] - Former Cuban 
Consul, Mexico City.
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18 September 1964 DDP’4-4952

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Lee Harvey OSWLAD. (Information regarding 
OSWALD'S stay in Helsinki.)

18 September 1964 DDP 4-4953

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Identification of Persons Appearing in FBI 
Photograph No. 0 33-46 (Commission Exhibit No. 2625).

1 October 1964 DDP 4-5110 [Conmission Document No. 1532]

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN.
Subject: Joachim JOESTEN.
[Copies to FBI, I&NS, State]

13 October 1964 DDP 4-5275

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Publication of Documents Furnished to the 
Commission by the Central Intelligence Agency.

16 October 1964 DDP 4-5334/1

Memorandum for The President's Conmittee on the Warren 
Commission Report.
Subject: CIA's Role in the Support of Presidential 
Foreign Travel.

20 October 1964 DDP 4-5341 [Commission Document No. 1545]

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Information Developed on the Activity of Lee 
Harvey OSWALD in Mexico City.

29 October 1964 DDP 4-5558

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Transmittal of OCR Publication: "Foreign 
Press Reaction to the Warren Report", and Follow-Up 
Report, dated 22 October 1964.
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AGENCY DISSEMINATIONS TO THE FBI ET AL REGARDING RUMORS AND 
ALLEGATIONS REGARDING PRESIDENT KENNEDY ASSASSINATION.

10 October 1963 DIR 74673

Lee Harvey OSWALD, Contact with Soviet Embassy, Mexico 
City, 1 October 1963. 
Recipients: FBI, I&NS, State, White House.

23 November 1963 DIR 84915

Recipient: FBI.

25 November 1963 DIR 84950

Subject: Silvia T. DURAN, Mexican Employee of the 
Cuban Embassy [sic - Consulate] in Mexico City; 
Contact with Lee Harvey OSWALD.
Recipient: FBI.

25 November 1963 DIR 84951

CIA requests information relating to OSWALD'S ac
tivities in Mexico City (from FBI interrogation 
of OSWALD).
Recipient: FBI.

26 November 1963

Subject: Reported Anonymous Telephone Message. 
Recipient: FBI.

26 November 1963 CSCI-3/778,826

Subject: Lee Harvey OSWALD, Suspected Assassin of
President Kennedy. 0

Recipient: FBI.

i
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26 November 1963 CSCI-3/778,829

Subject: Same as above.
(Conment: This dissemination may be identical with 
CSCI-3/778,826. The above CSCI number appears to 
be the correct one, according to a copy of the docu
ment (in -GIZS-TG f-i4e no»-568x) 
Recipient: FBI.

26 November 1963 DIR 85069

Subject: Travel of Pro-Communist Costa Rican Congress
man to Texas on 26 November 1963.
Representatives of this Agency in Costa Rica suspect 
that Julio SUNOL Leal, pro-Conwunist, pro-Castro deputy 
to the Costa Rican National Assembly, will try to 
gather data in Texas to use in pro-conrnunist-pro-Castro 
propaganda in connection with the assassination of 
President Kennedy.
Recipient: FBI.

26 November 1963 DIR 85089

Gilberto ALVARADO, a professed Castroite Nicaraguan, 
stated to U.S. Embassy in Mexico City on 26 November 
1963 [sic - 25 November 1963] that "on 18 September 
1963 he saw Lee Harvey OSWALD receive six thousand 
five hundred dollars in a meeting inside the Cuban 
Embassy in Mexico City." 
Recipients: FBI, State, White House; Secret Service 
received a copy. [Warren Commission]

26 November 1963 DIR 85176

Subject: Marina Nikolaevna OSWALD

Recipients: FBI, State, White House; Secret Service 
received copy.

26 November 1963 DIR 85177

Subject: -

RW^pTentl'^^FBF^^rte, White House; Secret Service 

received copy.
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26 November 1963 Unnumbered

Subject: HUNTER Report No. 10815. 
Recipient: FBI.

26 November 1963 Unnumbered

Subject: HUNTER Report No. 10816. 
Recipient: FBI.

26 November 1963 Unnumbered

Subject: Passage of IN 68291 from Mexico City to the 
White House. (OSWALD'S reported presence in Mexico 
City on 18 September 1963.) 
Recipient: FBI.

27 November 1963 CSCI-3/778,881

Subject: Lee Harvey OSWALD, Soviet Activities in 
Mexico City, 18 - 24 November 1963.
Recipient: FBI.

27 November 1963 DIR 85182

Subject: Lee Harvey OSWALD. On 23 November, Richard 
Thomas GIBSON, an American living in Switzerland, who 
was acquainted with OSWALD, made statements regarding 
latter to a close friend in Bern.
Recipients: FBI, State, White House; Secret Service 
received copy. [Warren Commission]

27 November 1963 DIR 85196

Recipients: FBI, State, White House; Secret Service 
received copy.

27 November 1963 DIR 85199

Information solicited from Gilberto ALVARADO Ugarte. 
Recipients: FBI, State, White House; Secret Service 
received copy. [Warren Commission].
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27 November 1963 DIR 85222

Subject: Silvia T. DURAN, Mexican Employee of the Cuban 
Embassy [sic - Consulate] in Mexico City, contact with 
Lee Harvey OSWALD.
Recipient: FBI.

26 November 1963 DIR 85246

Recipients: FBI, State, White House; Secret Service re
ceived copy. (Also relayed to4r. PAPl’CH of the FBI by 
CI Staff on 27 November 1963.)

27 November 1963 DIR 85471

Subject: Rearrest of Silvia DURAN.
Recipients: FBI, State, White House.

27 November 1963 DIR 85573

Information from U.S. Ambassador MANN for Secretary of 
State RUSK regarding Ambassador HERNANDEZ, Cuban Am
bassador to Mexico, and Gilberto ALVARADO.
Recipients: FBI, State, White House.

27 November 1963 Unnumbered

Information on Arnesto RODRIGUEZ relayed by telephone 
to 9.—PAPIGH.
Recipient: FBI.

27 November 1963 Unnumbered

Recipient: FBI.

28 November 1963 DIR 85657

on 26 November a British journalist
®^R^R^^^jave information to the American Embassy in

fa
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London indicating that an "American gangster type named 
RUBY" visited Cuba around 1959.
Recipients: FBI, State, White House.

28 November 1963 DIR 85662

Further interrogation of Gilberto ALVARADO Ugarte.
Recipients: FBI, State, White House. [Warren Commission]

28 November 1963 DIR 85665

flWWW 1111“ 111 .
Ifiki -j.jryw

Recipients: FBI, State, White House; Secret Service 
received copy. [Warren Connission]

29 November 1963 CSCI-3/778,893

Subject: Interrogation of Silvia Tirado de DURAN and 
Horacio DURAN Navarro.
Recipient: FBI.

29 November 1963 DIR 85666

Acting upon an FBI request, the Agency requests ALVARADO 
be turned over to Mexican authorities for additional 
interrogation.
Recipients: FBI, State, White House. [Warren Commission]

29 November 1963 DIR 85668

Highlights from the interrogation of Horacio DURAN Navarro 
and his wife, Silvia Tirado de DURAN.
Recipients: FBI, State, White House.

29 November 1963 DIR 85670
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Recipients: FBI, State, White House. [Warren Commission]

29 November 1963 DIR 85691

Series of anonymous telephone calls to the office of the 
Naval Attache in Canberra, Australia, by a man claiming 
to have knowledge about a Soviet plot to assassinate 
President Kennedy.
Recipients: FBI, State, White House; Secret Service re
ceived copy.

29 November 1963 DIR 85714

Release of Silvia DURAN for second time on 28 November. 
Recipients: FBI, State, White House; Secret Service 
received copy.

29 November 1963 DIR 85744

Interrogation of Gilberto ALVARADO Ugarte. 
Recipients: FBI, State, White House; Secret Service 
received copy.

29 November 1963 DIR 85758

Translation of interrogation of Silvia DURAN and 
Horacio DURAN Navarro.
Recipients: FBI, State, White House; Secret Service 
received copy. [Warren Commission]

29 November 1963 DIR 85770

Series of incidents which have produced a report 
alleging advance information on assassination. 
Recipients: FBI, State, White House; Secret Service 
received copy. [Warren Commission]

29 November 1963 Unnumbered memorandum

Telephone contact with Sr-PAHCN concerning rumor 
that OSWALD had made a bank deposit.
Recipient: FBI.
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30 November 1963 CSCI-3/778,894

Sabject: Article in 29 November 1963 issue of Washington 
Post suggesting two men involved in assassination.
Recipient: FBI.

30 November 1963 DIR 86063

Gilberto ALVARADO Ugarte Admits his story a fabrication.
Recipients: FBI, State, White House. [Warren Commission]

3 December 1963 DIR 86496

Information relating to OSWALD'S presence in Mexico.
Recipient: FBI.

7 December 1963 DIR 87667

Re-interrogation of Gilberto ALVARADO concluded. 
Recipient: FBI. [Warren Commission]

9 December 1963 DIR 87731

Recipient: FBI.

9 December 1963 DIR 87796

Letter mailed in Stockholm on 25 November 1963 alleging 
assassination arranged by Communist Chinese.
Recipients: FBI, State, White House; Secret Service 
received copy. [Warren Coirmission]

9 December 1963 Unnumbered Memorandum

Telephone contact with S—PAPLGH regarding identity of 
a source who claims plot to assassinate Kennedy prepared 
and executed jointly by the Communist Chinese and Cubans 
through intermediaries. (See JMWAVE 8688, IN 75902.) 
Recipient: FBI.

12 December 1963 CSCI-3/779,048

Subject: WILSON, Carlos John (also: WILSON-HUDSON, 
John; WILSON, John Hudson.) 
Recipient: FBI.
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12 December 1963
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DIR 88643

Subject: Letter Relative to Assassination of President 
Kennedy Sent to United States Embassy in Costa Rica. 
Recipients: FBI, State, White House. [Warren Commission]

12 December 1963 DIR 88682

Recipients: FBI, State, White House. Z

12 December 1963 DIR 88747

Subject: Second Interrogation of Silvia DURAN. 
Recipients: FBI, State, White House.

13 December 1963 CSCI-3/779,136

Subject: Mexican Interrogation of Gilberto ALVARADO.
Recipient: FBI. [Warren Commission]

16 December 1963 CSCI-3/779,135
Subject: Peter^DERW&MPs Comments on Kennedy Assassination. 
Recipient: FBI.

18 December 1963 DIR 89970

Further Information on Richard Thomas GIBSON. 
Recipients: FBI, State, White House; Secret Service 
received copy. [Warren Commission]

18 December 1963 DIR 89980

Subject: Actions of Silvia DURAN after her first 
interrogation.
Recipients: FBI, State, White House; Secret Service 
received copy. [Warren Commission]

27 December 1963 CSCI-3/779,297
Subject: Assassination of President Kennedy (arranged 
by the Cuban Government and the Communist Chinese).
Recipient: FBI.
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3 January 1964 Unnumbered Memorandum

Telephone contact with S. PAP-ICH on 3 January 1964 
regarding newspaper article appearing in El Caribe 
on 27 November 1963 and possible connection with 
ALVARADO'S interview in the U.S. Embassy on 26 No
vember.
Recipient: FBI.

10 January 1964 CSCI-3/779,482

Subject: Second Mexican Interrogation of Silvia 
DURAN.
Recipient: FBI. [Warren Commission]

27 January 1964 CSCI-3/779,729

Subject: Possible Relatives of Marina Nikolayevna 
OSWALD.
Recipient: FBI.

30 January 1964 CSCI-3/778,814

Subject: Jack L. RUBY, Lee Harvey OSWALD. 
Recipient: FBI.

4 February 1964 CSCI-3/779,817

Subject: Lee Harvey OSWALD. (Information on names, 
addresses, and telephone numbers relating to the 
Soviet Union.) 
Recipient: FBI.

18 February 1964 DDP 4-0860

Memorandum for the Director, Federal Bureau of 
Investigation.
Subject: Assassination of John F. Kennedy.
("In connection with our efforts to assist the 

■ President's Commission on the Assassination of 
President Kennedy by providing information which 
might be helpful in interpreting available ma
terials relating to OSWALD'S activities abroad, 
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we have considered the entry with regard to attempted 
suicide. We consider this entry as being of consider
able importance and one which-might be subject to 
verifi cation.") 
Recipient: FBI. [Copy to Warren Commission]

18 February 1964 ' DDP 4-0861

Memorandum for the Director, Federal- Bureau of 
Investigation.
Subject: Assassination of President John F. Kennedy. 
(". . . 47 photographs which were among the effects of 
Lee Harvey OSWALD, ... . It appears that most of 
the photographs were taken in the USSR and depict 
Soviet contacts of OSWALD or scenes in the Soviet 
Union.") 
Recipient: FBI. [Copy to Warren Commission]

18 February 1964 DDP 4-0862

Memorandum for the Chief, United States Secret Service. 
Subject: Assassination of President John F. Kennedy. 
(Verification of entry in "Historic Diary" relating to 
OSWALD'S attempted suicide.)
Recipient: Secret Service. [Copy to Warren Commission]

18 February 1964 DDP 4-0864

Memorandum for Mr. Thomas L. Hughes, The Director of 
Intelligence and Research, Department of State.
Subject: Assassination of President John F. Kennedy - 
Verification of Entry in "Historic Diary".
Recipient: State. [Copy to Warren Commission]

20 February 1964 CSCI-3/779,988 eV
Subject: Lee Harvey OSWALD. ■>

Recipient: FBI.

22 February 1964 DIR 03101

Recipient: White House (attention Secret Service.)
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11 March 1964 CSCI-3/780,344

Recipient: FBI.

20 March 1964 CSCI-3/780,612

Subject: Assassination of President John F. Kennedy. 
(Photograph of an individual closely resembling
OSWALD.)
Recipient: FBI.

16 April 1964 CSCI-3/780,881

Recipient: FBI.

8 May 1964 DDP 4-2351

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN.
Subject: Marina OSWALD'S Notebook.
Recipient: Copy of attachment forwarded to FBI. 
[Warren Commission]

11 May 1964 CSCI-3/781,172

Subject: Lee Harvey OSWALD. (Traces on Soviet names, 
addresses, and telephone numbers from an address book 
belonging to Marina OSWALD.) 
Recipient: FBI.

13 May 1964 CSCI-3/781,282

Subject: Lee Harvey OSWALD. (Identification of 
photographs sent to CIA by FBI.) 
Recipient: FBI.

15 May ’1964
Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Role of Cuban Intelligence Service in Processing 
Visa Applicants; Reaction of the Service to the Assassi
nation of President Kennedy.
Recipient: FBI. [Warren Conmission]
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5 June 1964 CSCI-3/781,543

Subject: Lee Harvey OSWALD.

Recipient: FBI.

10 June 1964 CSCI-3/781,841

Subject: Information Concerning Jack RUBY.
Recipient: FBI.

29 June 1964 CSCI-3/782,085

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Investigation of Allegation that OSWALD was 
in Tangier, Morocco.
Recipient: FBI. [Warren Coninission]

2 July 1964 DDP 4-3401

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
(Remarks made by Soviet Consul Pavel Antonovich YATSKOV.) 
Recipient: FBI. [Warren Commission]

27 August 1964 CSCI-316/00856-64

Subject: No Indication of Subject's Defection Having 
Been Used for Propaganda by the Cuban Government.
Recipient: FBI. [Warren Commission]

3 September 1964 DDP 4-4600

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: OSWALD Documents Supplied by the Cuban 
Government.
Recipient: FBI. [Warren Commission]

6 October 1964 ru, CSCI-316/01446-64

‘ Subject: YtABHCT- Interview on 9 September 1964; His 
Comments on Seven Photographs Forwarded by the FBI. 
Recipient: FBI.
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23 December 1964 CSCI-316/02545-64

Subject: Allegation of Unidentified Scientist of 
Cuban Involvement in Assassination.
Recipient: FBI.

2 March 1965 CSC 1-316/00925-65

Subject: Marvin KANTOR, Possible Connection with 
Investigation of Lee Harvey and Marina OSWALD.
Recipient: FBI.

30 June 1965 CSCI-316/02654-65

Subject: Silvia DURAN. 
Recipient: FBI.

2 September 1966 CSCI-316/04482-66

Subject: Rima ZMITROOK, Lee Harvey OSWALD'S In
tourist Guide in Moscow.
Recipient: FBI.

14 June 1967 CSCI-316/03243-67

Subject: Allegation of Oscar COUNTRERAS, Mexican 
Newsman, That OSWALD Visited UNAM Campus Shortly 
After the Cuban Embassy Refused Him a Visa to 
Visit Cuba. CONTRERAS' Statement of Dubious 
Credibility; Information Passed to Mexican au
thorities.

MEMORANDUM SUBMITTED BY CIA TO THE WARREN 
COMMISSION ON RUMORS AND ALLEGATIONS RE
LATING TO THE PRESIDENT'S ASSASSINATION

31 January 1964

Subject: Information Developed by CIA on the 
Activity of Lee Harvey OSWALD in Mexico City, 
28 September - 3 October 1963.
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5 March 1964

18 March 1964

Subject: Article Alleging that OSWALD was interviewed 
by CIA in Moscow.

, 31 March 1964 DDP 4-1655

Subject: Reports on Activities and Travel of Lee Harvey 
OSWALD and Marina Nikolevna OSWALD.
Enclosures include the following:

Teletype Message No. 87515, 29 November 1963 - 
paragraph g - Marina SNETHLAGE.

Teletype Message No. 85182, 22 November 1963 - 
Remarks made by Richard Thomas GIBSON.

Teletype Message No. 85665, 28 November 1963 - 
Remarks Made by Maria SNETHLAGE and Third 
Secretary Ricardo SANTOS of the Cuban Em
bassy in The Hague.

7 April 1964 DDP 4-1784

Subject:

4 May 1964 DDP 4-2256

Subject: Additional Information on Lee Harvey OSWALD. 
"A survey of Agency files indicates that all . . . 
information known to the Agency on OSWALD'S association 
(with communists or criminals, either in United States 

■ or abroad) has been made available to the Commission."

8 May 1964 DDP 4-2351

Subject: Marina OSWALD'S Notebook.
(Compilation of traces on what appear to be Soviet 
names, addresses, and telephone numbers from an ad
dress book identified by Marina OSWALD as belonging 
to her.)
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15 May 1964-

CEflncr

Subject: Role of the Cuban Intelligence Service in 
Processing Visa Applicants; Reaction of that Service 
to the Assassination of President Kennedy.

19 May 1964 DDP 4-2534

Subject: Allegations of PFC Eugene B. DINKIN, U.S. 
Army, Relative to Assassination Plot Against Presi
dent Kennedy.

22 May 1964 DDP 4-2624

Subject: Anonymous Telephone Calls to United States 
Embassy in Canberra, Australia; Relative to Planned 
Assassination of President Kennedy.

27 May 1964 DDP 4-2688

Subject: Letter Accusing the Chinese Communists of 
Plotting the Assassination of President Kennedy. 
(Comment: Letter received at U.S. Embassy, Stockholm.)

1 June 1964 DDP 4-2741

Subject: Gilberto ALVARADO Ugarte.
Enclosures: Out Teletype No. 85089, 26 November 1963.

Out Teletype No. 85199, 27 November 1963.
Out Teletype No. 85662, 28 November 1963.
Out Teletype No. 85666, 28 November 1963.
Out Teletype No. 86063, 30 November 1963.
Out Teletype No. 87667, 7 December 1963.
Memorandum, 12 December 1963, Interroga

tion of Gilberto ALVARADO.

3 June 1964 DDP 4-2769

^Subject: Documents on Lee Harvey OSWALD Furnished by 
■ the’Soviet Government.

4 June 1964 OOP

Subject: Information Developed on the Activity of 
Lee Harvey OSWALD in Mexico City.



10 June 1964

Subject: Information Concerning Jack RUBY (aka Jack 
RUBENSTEIN) and His Associates.

12 June 1964

Subject: Letter Relative to Assassination of 
President Kennedy sent to United States Embassy 
in Costa Rica.

29 June 1964 DDP 4-3347

Subject: Investigation of Allegation that OSWALD 
was in Tangier, Morocco.

2 July 1964 DDP 4-3401

Subject: Lee Harvey OSWALD.

28 August 1964 DDP 4-4479

Subject: Konstantin Petrovich SERGIEVSKY.

15 September 1964 DDP 4-4808

Subject: Information Concerning Jack RUBY (aka Jack 
RUBENSTEIN) and His Associates.

17 September 1964 DDP 4-4839

Subject: Valeriy Vladimirovich KOSTIKOV.

17 September 1964 DDP 4-4922

Subject: Eusebio AZQUE - Former Cuban Consul, Mexico City.

18 September 1964 DDP 4-4953

Subject: Identification of Persons Appearing in FBI 
Photograph No. D 33-46 (Commission Exhibit No. 2625).
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Intelligence Sources on Oswald's Visit 
to Mexico City in 1963

1. \llni lateral; Coverage:

From the time the Mexico

\1947juntil the arrival of Mr. Win 

^1955\ the Station had developed a

Station was opened \in April 

Scott as Chief of Station in> 

support apparatus to exploit
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In the course of the research effort leading to this general 

report, there were newspaper stories relating to the assassination 

of President Kennedy and to CIA. Some of these appear to have been 

based on specially designed stories emanating from the House Select 

Conmittee on Assassinations. At the time of their appearance they 

were the subject of comments prepared in CIA. These newspaper 

stories and the comments are attached.

The following newspaper stories and comments are listed below:

Tab G.l Jack Anderson column on 6 May 1977 alleging 
CIA activity in Dallas, Texas in 1963.

Tab G.2 Jack Anderson column on 20 January 1977 
alleging that CIA is tied to a false Oswald 
story.

Tab G.3 Norman Kempster story on 1 January 1977 
alleging that CIA withheld data on Oswald.

Tab G.4 Clare Booth Luce involvement with Cuban exiles.

Tab G.5 Ronald Kessler story on 26 November 1976 
alleging CIA withheld details of Oswald tele
phone calls, with report on handling of documents.

Tab G.6 John Goshko story on 13 November 1976 alleging 
that Oswald told the Cubans of his plan to kill 
Kennedy.

Tab G.7 Tabloid Midnight story on 2 August 1976 
regarding CIA and Castro.

Tab G.8 Washington Post story on 1 October 1976 concerning 
CIA consideration of possibly interviewing 
Lee Harvey Oswald in 1960.



10.May 1977

MEMORANDUM FOR

VIA

FROM

SUBJECT

REFERENCE

Director of Central Intelligence

Deputy Director of Central Intelligence

John H. Waller
Inspector General

Jack Anderson 6 May 1977 Column Entitled 
"Odd CIA Activity in Dallas in 1963"

OLC Memorandum for Director of Central 
Intelligence - OLC 77-1816 (attached)

1. Action Requested: None, for information only.

2. Background: The attached Jack Anderson column is a 
mixture of some fact and error. At least portions of it seem 
to have been leaked by someone connected with the House Select 
Committee on Assassinations.

3. Factual information on matters covered in the article 
follows:

a. Alpha 66 was an anti-Castro Cuban Exile 
Organization. Antonio Veciana was one of its 
founders. Veciana contacted the Agency on three 
occasions for assistance in an assassination plot 
against Castro (December I960; July 1962 and April 
1966). On each occasion he was turned down. The 
Agency had no rasponsibility for or sponsorship of 
Alpha 66.
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,_d. Anderson attempts to connect one Mor-'is 
Bishop with CIA in Dallas; newspapers in Da Has 
have tried to identify Bishop with our DCD repre
sentative in Dallas, "
cording to our records^ic^gencyomcers ever 
used the name of Morris Bishop as an alias. Mo 
one named Morris Bishop was ever employed by the 
Agency.

e. The FBI identified the three men who 
visited Mrs. Odio. Lee Harvey Oswald was not 
one of them. The Warren Commission was satis
fied that Oswald could not have been in Dallas 
at the time of the visit.

. < .. .
John fj, \

John H. Waller

Attachment - 1

Distribution:
Original- Director of Central Intelligence w/att.

] - Deputy Director of Central Intelligence w/att.
1 - Assistant to the Director (Public Affairs) w/att
1 - Office of Legislative Counsel w/att.
1 - Office of General Counsel w/att.
1 - Executive Registry w/att
1 - IG Subject w/att. !
1 - IG Chrono w/att.
1 - J.L.Leader Chrono w/att.

0IG/J.L.Leader:aal '
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' THE WASHINGTON POST ■ .v>f s.' •> i r •

Jacx Anderson and .Les TThitren
'•(A 1 J fOT \ A’ • 1 a »•■.'•» TT'x 7771 • o “f .-ps. S’Odo. LI A Actmiy m lianas m. iW
The secret files of the House Assas-. 

sinations Committee contain reports of 
strange CIA activities in Dallas on the 
eve of the John F. Kennedy assassina
tion. • . ? y$/,: •/ _ •• ;. - • ■

. Credible witnesses’ have confirmed 
our past reports that the accused assas-.’ 
sin, Lae Harvey Oswald, was in touch’. 
with anti-Costro Cubans In Dallas. One 
confidential report states that “in 1263,. 
Oswald was seen leaving the Dallas of-, 
flee of Alpha co." This was a Cuban 
commando group trained by the CIA.

A Cuban CIA operative, Antonio Ve
ciana, also told investigators that be. 
had been summoned to Dallas in Au- , 
gust 1’363, by his CIA contact—a myste
rious man who went by the name of 
Morris Sishop. States a cotuidential 
summary- "Vi/hen (Veciana) arrived. 
Bishop was accompanied liy another . 

•y man, Lae Harvey Oswald.”/ ; .
Another witness who impressed the" 

investigators, Sylvia Odio, told them 
that two anti-Castro Cubans had intro
duced her to an American by the name 
of Leon Oswald. She was told that Os
wald was trying “to convince anti
Castro Cuban groups. . .to kill Presi
dent Kennedy." After the assassina
tion, she recognized this American as 
Lee Harvey Oswald. .

The House investigators don’t really 
believe that the CL\ bad any part in 
the murder of President Kennedy. 
More likely, they suspect the CIA may 
have tried to cover up some embar
rassing contacts with Oswald in Dallas.

In any case, the CLX took pains to 
give the impression that Oswald was in. 
Mexico City at the time that witnesses 
claimed he was uealing. with the CIA- 
guided Cubans izz Dallas. Veciana, for 
example, tokl af -a strange call he re

ceived from his CL\ contact after Ken
nedy was killed.

The CIA man, Morris Bishop, asked 
Veciana to contact his cousin, Buil- 
lamo Ruiez, who worked for the Cuban 
embassy-in Mexico City. Relates a con
fidential report: “Veciana was to relay 
Bishop’s offer’to'pay Ruiez and his 
wife fo say that they had mat with Os-' 
wald in Mexico City.”. - l .Z' \

This not only would have placed Os-- 
wald out of Dallas but would have 
thrown suspicion on the Castro gov
ernment The ruse was later called off. 
Instead, the CTA cited secret'tapes and 
photographs as evidence that Oswald 
had been in touch with both the Cuban 
and Soviet embassies in Mexico City.

The CIA kept tapes of all phone calls 
going in and out of the two embassies. 
Photographs were also taken of every
one entering and leaving these embas
sies. On Oct. L ISoJ, the CIA notified 
other U.S. embassies that “an Ameri
can male, who identified himself as 
Lee Oswald, contacted the Soviet Em
bassy in Mexico City.”

Oswald was described in the cable as 
“approximately 35 years old, with an 
athletic build, about six feet tail,- with 
a receding hairline.” The committee 
files note that this “in no way physi
cally resembles the Lea Harvey Os
wald accused cl assassinating Presi
dent Kennedy." .•• * .

The CIA sought photographs from 
the "navy to compare with its pho
tographs of Oswald at the Soviet em
bassy. Declares a committee report: 
“These photographs, though obviously 

•not of the correct Lee Hrvey Oswald, 
became the Warren Commission’s ex
hibit 237. The CiA admitted that there

had been a mix-up but never cleared, i 
the matter up.” ...

A CIA witness has isld-cemmitree in- \ 
vestigators, meanwhile, that the CSVs ; 
monitoring cam era happened, to break ; 
down on the day that Oswald allegedly : 
visited the Soviet Embassy. But the J 
CIA tap on the Soviet Embassy’s phone ' 
produced an alleged, telephone call 

. from someone who Identified himself .
as “Lee Henry Oswald.” -

The CLX witness claimed that ths ac- : 
tuai voice recording of the telephone 
conversation “was destroyed in rou- , 
tine destruction procedures approxi- ; 
mately one week after it was re- : 
ceived.” Yet more than seven weeks ; 
later, the FBI claimed to have heard ■ 
the telephone conversation that the i 
CLA. said had been destroyed. The ■ 
FBI’s judgment was that the voice did 
not belong to Oswald.

Wrote the late I-BI director J. Edgar J 
Hoover on Nov. 23,1253: “The Central : 
Intelligence Agency advised that on j 
Oct. 1, !Sc3, an extremely sensitive ! 
source had reported that an individual : 
icdentified himself as Lee Oswald, i 
who contacted the Soviet Embassy in I 
Mexico City inquiring as to any mesaa- : 
ges. ’ .

“Special agents of this bureau, who 
have conversed with Oswald in Dallas, = 
Tex., have observed photographs ct ; 
the individual referred to above and • 
have listened to a recording of his i 
voice. These special agents are of the • 
opinion that the above-referred-to in- ; 
dividual was not Lee tiar-'sy Oswald"

The House investigators are begisi- 
r.ing to wonder whether the CIA con- 
c>.-tc-d the whole Oswald adventure in ' 
Mexico City in an attempt to '.-orieaal •’ 
his real activides in Dallas.
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MEMORANDUM FOR: Deputy Director for Operations

FROM :
Chief, Latin America Division

Q-
SUBJECTS : A. Jack Anderson 20 January 1977 Column 

Titled ’’CIA Tied to False Oswald Story”

B. Identification of the Mr. X in the 
Anderson Column

1. The attached column, citing the testimony of a Mr. X, 
alleges that a CIA agent tried to link Oswald to Cuban intelli
gence officers in Mexico. There is, of course, no substance to 
the column’s allegations. The column identifies the source as 
Mr. X because of attempts on his life, but subsequently gives 
enough information- on Mr. X to establish his identity.

2. According to the Anderson column, Mr. X was first met 
by his CIA contact in Havana before relations with U.S./Cuba were 
severed. Mr. X had helped to organize bank accountants to em
bezzle Cuban government funds to finance anti-Castro causes. 
Mr. X was reportedly recruited by a Morris Bishop (CIA contact), 
to ’‘plan an attempt on Castro's life. The plan was to fire a 
bazooka from a nearby apartment building while Castro was deliver
ing one of his marathon speeches. According to the Anderson 
column, the plot was discovered by Castro's police and Mr. X 
escaped to Miami. Mr. X also reportedly tried to assassinate 
Castro in Chile in 1971 in league with the Venezuelan Luis Posada 
Carriles, who is now being detained in Caracas for the 6 October 
Cubana airline bombing. The Anderson column ends with the report 
that Mr. X worked for CIA until 1973 for expenses, but 'was paid 
$253,000 in cash by Morris Bishop.when he was terminated.

WARNING NOTICE
INTELLIGENCE SOURCES AND METHODS ’INVOLVED

E2 IMPDET
CL BY 025251
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.3. Prom the above description of Mr. X, it is reasonably 
-tear that Mr. X is Antonio Carlos VECIANA Blanch _
VECIANA, an assistant bank manager and past president ora pub.1 i c 
accountants association in Havana,, first contacted CIA in.Havana 
in December 1960 when he asked the COS, ,
to help in an assassination plot against Castro. VECIANA asked ~

■ for visas for ten relatives of the four men assigned to kill Castro, 
and also requested four MI rifles with adapters for grenades plus 
eight grenades. The COS did not encourage VECIANA and subsequently 
checked, with an Embassy officer who reported that VECIANA had made 
similar "wild-eyed” proposals to him. On 23 November 1961 the 
Miami News published a report of an unsuccessful attempt by Antonio 
VECIANA to kill Castro. VECIANA reportedly had arranged to 
assassinate Castro and Cuban President Osvaldo Dorticos on 5 October 
in. Havana, but the. bazooka he was using-failed to fire.

4. There has been no Agency relationship with VECIANA. A 
POA, which was granted for his use in para-military affairs in 
January 1962, expired in November 1962. VECIANA was born on 
4 October 1935 in Havana. He was a member of the People's Revo
lutionary Movement, an anti-Castro group, in Cuba during 1960-61, and 
was one of the founders of Alpha-66. A certified public accountant 
by trade, VECIANA^jvas^with A. I.D; in La Paz in 1968-72.

n" ? i Th i y i o a ? 
VWE^^as interviewed, at his request, by u 1 from
the-DCD New York office. VECIANA asked Rq»1* to arrange a meeting
with a senior CIA officer to discuss Alpha-66's plans to assassinate 
Castro and to request CIA's assistance (U.S.$100,000; 10,000 Cuban 
pesos; 48 hand grenades). There is no indication that this request 
was ever acted upon by CIA.

C!f\ - . ' '>
"5. In April 1966 a bA DivXainn officer, 

the met VECIANA in New York City?' The
meeting was arranged by a retired naval officer, 4RBRBB09SB9RL? 
who had informed Chief, .NH^Division that he had information of value 
concerning Cuba. WhenAt^Bgirrived in New York City for the meeting, 
he was introduced to VECIANA. He immediately launched
a discussion of the Cuban political situation and noted his strong 
feeling that the only solution was the assassination of Castro, 
jggg^lvised VECIANA that he was in no position to provide him with 
assistance or encourage him in an assassination attempt and was only 
interested, in gathering information which he thought was the purpose 
of the meeting.. VECIANA subsequently said that his roommate Felix 
ZABALA, aACuban refugee, had .excellent contacts in Havana. It was 
clear to however, VECIANA was attempting to use ZABALA poten
tially to" ~get Agency financial support for his organization.\ /

SECRET
2
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)

VECIANA suggested that $50,OOP would be needed to get his 
activities off the ground. indicated to VECIANA that he
would Look iiijto the ZABALA matter and would probably arrange Cor 
ZABALA to be contacted in Puerto Rico.

6. There is no .indication in the file that any Agency officer 
in contact with VECIANA ever used an alias. Morris Bishop. There is 
no Morris Bishop listed in true name in the DDO rolls. There was 
never any contractual relationship with VECIANA and he was not 
paid CIA funds.

7. On 11 January 1977 a sanitized copy of VECIANA’s 201 file 
was made available to staffers from the Senate Select Committee on 
Intelligence.

Attachment
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THE WASHINGTON POST WWrw*/*/. January 19.1977 BIS

i A mystery witness has'sworn to con- anti-Castro forces might have re
gressions! investigators that a Central cruited Oswald, a known, pro-Castro 
Intelligence. Agency agent introduced activist to kill Kennedy.

■ him to Lee Harvey Oswald in Dallas - ‘The motive on this,” states the me- 
three months before Oswald gunned ’ mo, “would of course be the expecta- 

’ down President John?. Kennedy.-. ■ .tiou that after the President was
The witness, whom we have agreed'\. Wte^.Owald would '^.^ght or at 

’ to identify only as Mr. X because of at- 
-.tempts of his life, is the founder ot a ;

,. Cuban terrorist group that wonted 
■ closely with the CIA. - < • .

The grouu held secret meetings at 
3128 Hollandale In Dallas before the as
sassination. Not long after Kennedy 
was shot, a Dallas deputy sheriff was 

. told by an informant that Oswald had 
. been associating with some Cabans at. 
i“3123Hariendale.” - -

Mr. Xs dramatic testimony casts 
■ new light , on the story Sylvia Cdio, 

daughter of a wealthy opponent of Cu- 
~'oan Premier Fidel Castro, told to the 

FBI. Two months before the Kennedy ■ 
Wiling she related, she was visited in 
her’ Dalia* apartment by three men ... .... . . _.. .__
who identified themselves as friends .

■ • ofhsrfather. -
One was introduced to her as “Leon 

‘ Oswald.” When she saw the picture ia 
. the newspapers of the man who had’ 

shot Kennedy, she fainted from shock.

ho w Kennedy would die. Then .the rab- j > 
ble rouser added knowingly that Kea-j- a-? 
nedy “knows he is a marked man.” -

Milteer later admitted to the FBI >9 
that he had been in-Dallas in June, -; 3 • ’. 
1963, but denied having any knowl-' !»•.- 
edge of the Kennedy assasssination. 
However,-the informant told the FBI. 
that he asked Milteer after the shoot-- 
ing whether he had known about it in- 
advance or had merely been guessing. .• 
T don’t do any guessing.” replied Mil-'.
teer.-> •

But the most explosive development - 
is Mr. K’s statement that he met Os-;.

... He would then blame the assassination
■- on the Castro government; and the call : 

h - tor a forcer’ul overthrow would be irre
sistible." -i r ..

But Hoover abruptly blocked this’- 
line of inquiry by notifying the War- ________ _______________________

ren Comm’Adon on Sept 21,1964, that wald in the company of a CIA agent 1 
the FBI had located and identified Congressional investigators questioned! 
Odio’s .callers. He named them as . the mystery witness clcseiy on three 

~ separate occasions. They finally con-1-
eluded that “his credibility is strength--.’ 
ened by the detailstie provides consist-! 
ent with what he told us before. Sigaif- ’ 
icantly, he remains very strong on the ’ 
Oswald sighting”

i

i 
i 
t 1 t

iLoran Hail, Lawrence Howard and 
'William Seymour, all anti-Castroites. - 

’.:■’ Hoover even suggested that Odio could 
have confused the names “Loran Hall” . 
and “Leon Oswald.” '
. Now the congressional investigators 
have uncovered evidence that all three . The encounter occurred In a down-- I 

■ _ :< town Dallas building, where Mr. X had.’ -I
and that the FBI had obtained their > an appointment with his CL\ contact E 
denials before Hoover wrote his letter The agent was accompanied by a man ?■ ’

JI

tain, who had visited her apartment 
Congressional investigators have 

now learned that the late J. Edgar 
'Hoover deliberately misled the War- .
ren Commission about Odio’s mysteri
ous visitors. She was such a persuasive 
witness that the commission staff was .

close connections with anti-Castro 
leaders. :■
■ The conversation was taoed on Nov. 

preparing to investigate her story . 9,1963, in Miami by an FBI informant 
thoroughly. . . named Willie Somersett, who turned

Staff members even speculated, ae- the tape over to the FBI the next day.

to the Warren Commission. . . whom Mr- X later recognizeckas Ken-r’ i \
The investigators have also obtained nedy’s killer. j •

. the tape of a fascinating conversation, “When he saw it was Oswald that S 
..__ ___ ______ ___ _  ._____predicting two weeks in advance that killed Kennedy,” the investigators re-.’
It was i^e same Oswald, she was cer- Kennedy would be shot “from an off-: ported in a confidential memo, “iie‘ • $ : 

n ««. .ice building with a high-powered ri- nearly freaked cut, but he never said - i;
fie.” The.prediction was made by the anything” r. s ■
late Joseph’ Milteer, a right-wing rab- . The investigators tried to pin down- t •

. ble rouser, who also happened to have : Mr. X on how he could be sure that 
man was Oswald. Mr. X replied, ac
cording to the memo, that he had* j 
learnea “how to retain the character- - ’ 
ics of a person; he had trained himself" 
to do that And if it wasn’t Oswald, it - 

__________________ was someone who was exactly like Os- 
cording to one internal memo, that the Milteer is heard on the tape describing . wald, his exact double.’. . . . .

< 
t

J 
I
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10 January 1977

MEMORANDUM FOR: Chief, Counterintelligence Staff

FROM : ...................
CI1 Operations Group

SUBJECT : Article by Norman Kemps ter Appearing in 
the Los Angeles Times of 1 January 1977 
and Entitled "CIA Withheld Data on Oswald" 
(copy attached)

In light of the inaccurate and misleading statements 
attributed by Kempster to Sprague, the following conments are 
offered in rebuttal.

a. "The CIA withheld from the FBI for almost 
two months in 1963 information that Lee Harvey Oswald 
had talked with Cuban and Soviet officials about ms 
desire to visit those countries . .

Comment: Oswald's name did not surface in Mexico City until 
1 October 1963 when a hitherto unknown male <2*1 the 
Soviet Embassy. During" ■ tin 0-to4ophoRe*ea^3yy»tHe' eailcr identi
fied himself as "Lee Oswald." On 8 October 1963, the Mexico 
City Station cabled to Headquarters the highlights of the 
transcript of the conversation.

(1) On 1 October 1963, an American male who 
spoke broken Russian and said his name was Lee 
Oswald (phonetic), stated he was at the Soviet 
Embassy on 28 September when he spoke with a consul 
whom he believed to be Valeriy Vladimirovich 
Kostikov. Oswald asked the Soviet guard Ivan 
Obyedkov^whcr answero4» if there was anything new 
regarding a telegram to Washington. Obyedkov upon 
checking said nothing had been received yet, but 
the request had been sent.

(2) Mexico Station said it had photographs of 
a male who appeared to be an American entering the 
Soviet Embassy at 1216 hours, leaving at 1222 on 
1 October. His apparent age was 35, athletic 
build, about six feet, receding hairline, balding 
top. Wore khakis and sport shirt.



(3) No local dissemination was being made by 
the Station. [MEXI W-SS* (IN 36017), 8 October. ]

(Note: Cablese has been rendered here into readable English, 
without substantive changes or omissions. Cryptonyms and 
pseudonyms have been omitted or put into clear text.) '

The above information was received in Headquarters on 
9 October; the following day Headquarters incorporated this 
information in an electrical dissemination to the Federal Bureau 
of Investigation, the Department of State, the Department of 
the Navy, and the Immigration and Naturalization Service.

(1) On 1 October 1963 a reliable and sensitive 
source in Mexico reported that an American male 
who identified himself as Lee Oswald, contacted the 
Soviet Embassy in Mexico City inquiring whether the 
Embassy had received any news concerning a telegram 
which had been sent to Washington. The American 
was described as approximately 35 years old, with an 
athletic build, about six feet tall, with a "receding” 
hairline.

(2) It is believed that Oswald may be identical 
to Lee Henry [sic] Oswald, born on 18 October 1939 
in New Orleans, Louisiana, a former U.S. Marine who 
defected to the Soviet Union in October 1959 and later 
made arrangements through the United States Embassy 
in Moscow to return to the United States with his 
Russian-bom wife, Marina Nikolaevna Pusakova [sic] 
and their child.

(3) The information in paragraph (1) is being 
disseminated to your representatives in Mexico City. 
Any further information received on this subject 
will be furnished you. This information is being 
made available to the Immigration and Naturalization 
Service. [DIRECTOR 74673, 10 October 1963.]

(Note: It should be pointed out that for some unknown reason 
the Headquarters desk responsible for making the dissemination 
neglected to include the information that Oswald had visited the 
Soviet Embassy on 28 September 1963.)

It was not until 22 November 1963, when the Station initiated 
a review of all transcripts of telephone calls to the Soviet Embassy



that the.Station learned that Oswald's qall-to the Soviet Embassy 
on 1 October 1963 was in connection with his request for a visa 
to the USSR. Because he wanted to travel to the USSR by way of 
Cuba, Oswald had also visited the Cuban Embassy in an attempt to 
obtain a visa allowing him to transit Cuba.

Inasmuch as Oswald was not an investigative responsibility 
of the CIA and because the Agency had not received an official 
request from those agencies having investigative responsibility 
requesting the Agency to obtain further information, the Station 
did nothing other than ask Headquarters on 15 October 1963 for 
a photograph of Oswald. [MEXI -6534 (IN 40357), 15 October 1963.] 
On 25 October 1963, Headquarters sent a request to the Department 
of the Navy for a photograph of Oswald. [DIRECTOR 77978, 
24 October 1963.] It was not until 26 November 1963, however, 
that the Navy Department apparently responded to this request by 
sending directly to the Mexico City Station a photograph of Oswald.

In response to a question from the Warren Commission, the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation, on 6 April 1963 stated that:

"The investigation of Oswald in 1963 prior to receipt 
of the Central Intelligence Agency communication 
dated 10 October 1963 was directed toward the primary 
objective of ascertaining the nature of Oswald's 
sympathies for, and connection with, the FPCC (Fair 
Play for Cuba Committee) or subversive elements. The 
Central Intelligence Agency communication which 
reported that a man, tentatively identified as Oswald, 
had inquired at the Soviet Embassy concerning a 
telegram which had been sent to Washington did not 
specify the nature of the telegram. This contact 
with the Soviet Embassy interjected a new aspect into 
the investigation and raised the obvious questions of 
why he was in Mexico and exactly what were his 
relations with the Soviets. However, the information 
available was not such that any additional conclusions 
qould be drawn as to Oswald's sympathies, intentions 

. or activities at that time. Thus, one of the objectives 
of the continuing investigation was to ascertain the 
nature of his relations with the Soviets considering 
the possibility that he could have been recruited by 
the Soviet Intelligence Services. The Central 
Intelligence Agency communication, dated 10 October 1963, 
stated that any further information received concerning 
Oswald would be furnished and that our liaison repre
sentatives in Mexico City were being advised. On
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18 October 1963, one of our FBI liaison repre
sentatives in Mexico City was furnished this infor
mation by Central Intelligence Agency and he arranged » 
follow-up with Central Intelligence Agency in Mexico 
City for further information and started a check to 
establish Oswald’s entry into Mexico. Subsequent to 
the assassination, Central Intelligence Agency also 
advised us of Oswald’s contact with the Cuban Embassy 
in Mexico City at the time of his visit there.”

[Commission Exhibit No. 833 CFBI Letter to J. Lee Rankin, 
dated 6 April 1964).]

b. "Chief Counsel Richard A. Sprague said that the 
committee staff had learned that a CIA message des- 
cribing Oswald's activities in Mexico to federal 
agencies such as the FBI had been rewritten to elimi
nate any mention of his request for Cuban and Soviet 
visas. The message was sent in October, more than a month 
before the November 22,1963 assassination.”

Comment: It is not CIA practice to disseminate raw information in 
the form it is received from the field. Field reports are received 
in Headquarters where they are first reviewed by the action desk. 
The information is then written in a form suitable for dissemination 
to the intelligence community, including additional information, 
if available, from the Agency's central counterintelligence files 
to make the report more meaningful to the recipient(s).

Upon learning that on 1 October 1963 an American identifying 
himself as Lee Oswald had telephoned the Soviet Embassy, the Mexico 
City Station cabled to Headquarters on 8 October 1963 the highlights of 
Oswald's conversation with the Embassy. Because the Station at that 
time did not know that Oswald was Lee Harvey Oswald and that he had 
come to Mexico to apply for visas to the Soviet Union and Cuba, the 
Station reported only that information obtained through telephone 
tap operation against the Soviet Embassy.

On 10 October 1963, the day after it received the information 
relating to Lee Oswald and his contact with the Soviet Embassy, 
Headquarters incorporated this information in an electrical dissemi
nation to the community and included a brief summary of biographic 
information obtained from central counterintelligence files on the 
possible identity of Lee Oswald. Since Headquarters had no indi
cation before 22 November that Oswald had gone to Mexico to apply 
for Cuban and Soviet visas, there was no question of eliminating any 
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mention of Oswald’s request for such visas.

Within its limitations and capabilities, Mexico Station had 
complied with the Agency regulations pertaining to reporting on 
Americans abroad. The Station had informed Headquarters which in 
turn had alerted those agencies with an investigative or policy 
interest in Oswald as an American in the United States. Headquarters 
also instructed the field station to inform the local representatives 
of those agencies.

As mentioned above, the action desk in Headquarters neglected, 
for unknown reasons, to include the fact that Oswald had visited 
the Soviet Embassy on 28 Septenfoer 1963. Had this information been 
included it would have indicated to recipients of the report that 
Oswald had more than a fleeting reason to be in contact with the 
Embassy; however, as already stated, the reason for the 28 September 
contact and the subject of the telegram to Washington were, at that 
time, unknown.

c. "The CIA’s decision to withhold information 
was reversed shortly after Kennedy was killed."

Comment: This statement is patently false and misleading. It is 
totally incompatible with Sprague’s remarks to Agency representatives 
in Headquarters on 24 November 1976, i.e., "he will not prejudge the 
Agency for any sins of ’omission or commission'."

d. "Sprague told a press conference that it was 
impossible without more information to know why the CIA 
had censored its own message."

Comment: If Sprague needed more information, why did he not ask 
the Agency for an explanation, instead of making it appear to the 
public that the Agency has been dishonest in its dealings with the 
intelligence community?

e. "But he said the incident raised two interesting 
questions: what might the other agencies have done 
differently if they_had been more fully informed, and

. why did the CIA decide to remove ’information that was 
considered pertinent enough to be put in an initial 
draft of the message?' *'

Comment: As already mentioned, the Agency did not know initially 
why Oswald was in contact with the Soviet Embassy in October 1963.
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It was only after the news of the assassination had reached the 
Station that the Station initiated a review of its holdings. As 
a result of this review, the Station learned that Oswald had also 
visited the Cuban Embassy and that Oswald's contacts with the two 
embassies were in connection with his desire to travel to the 
Soviet Union by way of Cuba.

As to what "other agencies" might have done had they had more 
information, attention is drawn to the FBI’s comment in response 
to the Warren Commission’s question. According to the FBI’s 
response, some investigation had been initiated on or about 
18 October in Mexico. By the 25th of October, FBI headquarters had 
informed its field office in New Orleans "that another Agency had 
determined that Lee Oswald was in contact with the Soviet Embassy 
in Mexico City in the early part of October 1963." The New Orleans 
field office in turn informed the Dallas office which had juris
diction over Oswald’s place of residence. (For further detail, see 
TV H 447 and 459.) There was, however, no request, official or 
otherwise, from any of the responsible departments and agencies in 
Washington for further details as to Oswald's presence in Mexico 
and his reasons for contacting the Soviet Embassy.

f. "The committee said its staff investigators 
had recently questioned a former CIA agent who had 
'personal knowledge of Oswald’s visits to the Soviet 
and Cuban embassies in Mexico. As a result of that 
interview, the report said, staff members were sent to 
Mexico, where theyfound and questioned additional 
witnesses."

1

Comment: Sprague's characterization "a former CIA agent" is probably 
in reference to David Phillips. The latter's "revelations" to staff 
investigators (and also to Ronald Kessler) were unfortunate to say 
the least, in that they were inaccurate, so far as we know. There 
is no indication in the Oswald files that Oswald wanted to make a 
deal with the Soviets in return for a free trip to the USSR. The 
'^additional-witnessog11- iruMoxico, it is betjgyed, v

g. " 'These witnesses had never been sought out 
before by any investigative body, notwithstanding the 
fact that they had important information concerning 
statements by Lee Harvey Oswald in Mexico within 60 
days of the assassination of President Kennedy,' the
retort said.”
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Comment: If ’’these witnesses” include people 
it would be impossible, at this time, to make an appropriate comment. 
The fact remains, however, that if Sprague had obtained additional

Ma .« 8 ft a 3 # -i (gffia tf? J vs'a^ia y <

details, he should hold such information and not make it public 
until the Agency has had a chance to review it and comment. There 
are many examples in the Oswald files of statements made by people 
claiming to have knowledge of Lee Harvey Oswald which have been 
proven to be fabrications. One such person was Gilberto Nolasco 
Alvarado Ugarte who, on 26 November 1963, came to the U.S. 
Embassy in Mexico City. He claimed he had been in the Cuban 
Consulate in Mexico City on 18 September 1963 when a man he later 
recognized to be Lee Harvey Oswald received $6,500 in cash to kill 
an important person in the United States. After thorough investi
gation by Mexican authorities, the Mexico City Station, and the FBI, 
it was concluded that Alvarado had completely fabricated his story 
about Oswald.

Attachment



^Assassinations Panellf3 
^Issues,Report ip" House

BYNORMAN KEMESTER. <??•»

•iiwS&GTO^Kiei’CIA.''with-: 
held?irom;the’FBI for almost two 
taonths'in 1963 information that Lee 
Harvey Oswald-had talked with Cu- •.: 
ban’andSovieLoffidalsabouthisde- '■ 
sire to visit those countrie^'a House ’ 
.committee reported Friday.?.® .«n.:3khs Select Committee on Assassin-.'- 
iatioris'indicated in.a report to the full * 
'House that its.investigation. cT the- - •murder of President John?. Kennedy. - 
'would’fccus early in 1977 on a trip J 
.Oswald' had madafto'Merico City'in- j 
i.Octcber; 1963;.C Jru-i 
ip C*' 'f.Counsel Richard A~ Sprague ' 
’-'said .at the:.'committee.'staff had •' 
'learned-that a.CIA’message describ- 
Fing: Oswald's activities in Mexico to ’• 
^federal-agencies such.as.the.FBI had J 
’been rewritten to eliminate any men-,■ 
* lion, of his request fdr Cuban arid So-’ 
'•viet-visas. The message was sent-in ’J 
•October, more than a month before-: 
ithe-Nov.’2£ 1963, assassination. ?=£<’ 
v7-:-.The CIA discovered Oswaid’s.pre-h 
••sence'atithe .'embassies-, thrbugh-its’ 
•routine surveillanceof these facilities. 
^Because Oswald had once ’defected to ' 
3 the”Soviet Union, the’ CIA and FBI 
*had‘4?een.in’terested- in his -activities- 
tere&.befors the. Kennedy:  assassins-.- „ A* m* J*. ’ •- . "• »S* * •• » • • •■■ ••• ’ *•» «*wtff.•’•***.

CIA’s: decision .to .withhold In-' 
■’fonnation was reversed shortly, after •• 
JKeHzedy,was kiEed..The,'agency.re-/ 

ported Oswald’s .efforts to.vistt Cuba 
’.'andtheSoriet.Uniah'.bbthtotheFBI ■

) 1 January 1977 - v

_ . ..... ®‘District’of Columbia’s congressional dele’-
and to the Warren Commission  ̂which W the chairman of the King subcom-
duded that Oswald was the assassin and mittee said that no decismanad been made 
had acted alone. ’ ' on accepting Ray’s offer.--. ' ...

■ .Sprague told a press conference that it ' However, Sprague indicated that it.prob-. 
vas impossible without more information. . ably would be accepted.'

’ o know why the CIA had censored its own’' “Any and all people who have relevant 
nessage.' /.^ ' information will be interrogated,’* Sprague j
:’But he said the incident raisedtwo inter- said.
asting. questions:, what might the other.-; -In.a personal statement issued.in con-: 
igenmes have done differently if they had junction with the report, Rep. Henry'B.

. seen more fully informed and why did the Gonzalez (D-Tex.), who is to become com- 
CIA decide to remove;“informatior. ' that * mittee chairman in the new year; said a 
was considered pertinent enough to he put • thorough investigation was needed to an- 
inan initial draft of the message?’*^; tf. ,|j swerhundreds;al pressing questions!, •/. j 
< • There were rto firm conclusions in the • "" Gonzalez said that the committed hoped 
’report,-which the I2-member committee -to-discover whether former FBI Director J, • 
prepared after the first three months of its ;;Edgar Hoover’s now. well-knbwn animosi- •

’ investigation into the murders of Kennedy iy toward King had affected the FBI’s in- ! 
•and ciwl righfyfeafor 1)17 .Martin, T.uthgtrt ■.‘vestigationof the assassination: .. . •
•KrngJ-S*’ ■ •-<•-/<£ fU However, Gonzalez said,.the committee's

• •: Technically,"thri coidmlttee^gdS oiit of'j-’*'yor^c°tdd go well heyodd.the killings of 
. business Tuesday with the end of the ses- k'Eennedy and King. - ,-.7 /Klju :. ..•. -;.:i
sibn of Congress in which it was-formed.. *" /The.committee can shed light on the ( 

‘ The purpose of the year-end report was to larger issue of political, murder and Yi- > 
urge the new Congress to reestablish the i olence,” -Gonzalez said. “.We .should not: 

• committee and to give it.$6.5.mii!ion to pay. "fo?®et .that .President. Ford had’ his. own 1 
•for the first year of what could;he a two-'escapes; no member of the House i 
year investigation.- •’»**•*■* \’V^A,i^sM>u!d -■ -»■*■ ;•
•?.•• ?>: nhat> the -ppitol.!;MdiDg:-\m
. A. Th the three months since itrestabisfc. / - ^ed*-'-* ? :
ment, the committee has initiated prelim-’ * 
inary investigations into new and pre- '.

. vicusly uhpursued leads in both assassina- ,| 
lions,’' the report said.
; ’’ The committee said its staff investigators • 
•had recently .'‘questioned a •.•former CIA?.- 
: agent - who bad ..“personal knowledge’.’-of w 
Oswald’s visiss-to.the Soviet and Cuban? 
embassies in Mexico.-'As a result of that in-

..’terview,? the-'report said,: staff, members.’ 
; were sent to Mexico;.where they found and 
/questioned addidonal.witnesses;-:?.;"7i/sii^*j 
<-\?These'witne3se3 had never.heeh sought^ 
: out before-hy; any investiga'ive^body, nat-H fart*TrOV rtiH iraVWrtM

•v.. He said the committee’s ultimate task 
•was-“tofind out not just .what happened 
butwhy." •1

•withstanding the.fact that ihey had impor-;. 
■ tant informaticn'concernin g statements by' 
: Lee Harvey. Oswald in Medco wiLhin-'6C 
days of the assassination of PresidentKerr- 
jiedy," the report saii- .
V The report said’also that the committee 
staff had interviewed'a person whojassert- 

‘ ed that he had discussed the King murder' 
-with James Hart Bay, who pleaded guilty 

. to the crime. The unidentified witness said 
'.that Ray.had toldhim about contacting an 
.’associate in Europe to receive.further in- 
> structions. The story, which was told to r e- 
• porters by a committee member.' several' 
weeks ago, has not beenverifie<L/j<h,...;<;. 4,

•••' In a letter to New York Times columnist 
.'Anthony Lewis, Ray offered this week to j 
testify under oath at a committee hearing.! 
tv., c?Waller F- Fatmirov.the^

■'? '/•v
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UPPHOVEBFOR® 
CUIB5TO0ICAL ga® t®

MEMORANDUM FOR: Director of Central Intelligence

VIA : Deputy Director of Central Intelligence

FROM : John H. Waller 
Inspector General

SUBJECT : President Kennedy Assassination - Mrs. Luce Story

1. Action Required: None; for information only.

2. Background: In 1975, Mrs. Clare Boothe Luce telephonically 
informed Director William Colby of support she had rendered to certain 
Cubans who were conducting their own independent operations against 
the Castro Government in 1961 and 1962. Mrs-. Luce stated that she and 
Mr. William Pawley, an American financier long associated with the 
Dominican Republic, helped finance a motorboat for three Cubans. The 
three Cubans, concurrently, were members of a CIA supported Cuban 
exile organization. After the 1962 missile crisis, all resistance 
groups against Castro were ordered to cease operations. At this time, 
Mrs. Luce and Mr. Pawley also ceased their financial support. In 
1963, very shortly after the assassination of President Kennedy, the 
Cuban captain of the motorboat, which Mrs. Luce helped to subsidize, 
phoned Mrs. Luce to inform her that "Oswald was a hired gun". She, in 
turn, informed him to tell all to the FBI. At the behest of Director 
Colby, Mrs. Luce passed the story on to Senator Richard Schweiker, 
chairman of the subcommittee investigating the Warren Commission Report.

A version of the information was given to columnist Betty 
Beale and was published in the Washington Star on 16 November 1975 
(attached). A staff member of the Senate Select Committee, on 10 
December 1975, inquired as to what the Agency thought of the story. 
The Agency oral response was that it had nothing to add to the news
paper story and that since this query involved U.S. resident Cuban 
refugees, the FBI would be the proper agency to contact.



The transcripts were received by CIA's Inspector General 
on 22 December 1976 from Mr. Colby's secretary. At the suggestion 
of the Inspector General, the Office of Security sent copies of the 
transcripts and a background note to the Federal Bureau of Investi
gation in January 1977. We do not know whether the FBI passed this 
information to the House Select Committee on Assassinations.

This story is summarized here for your background in the 
event that it should be replayed by the press as a result of releases 
which may be made by the House Assassination Subcommittee. While it is 
not a new story, the actual CIA transcript of Mrs. Luce's conversation 
with Mr. Colby could be considered newsworthy and could be presented 
in a manner detrimental to CIA.

JohTTfi^Wal ler

Attachment: a/s /

cc: Asst, for Public Affairs w/att
Mr. H. Hetu 7"

Distribution:
Original - Addressee w/att.

1 - DDCI w/att.-
1 - Asst, for PA/Mr. Hetu w/att.
1 - ER w/att. -

.'T - IG Subject (Task Force) w/att.
1 - IG Chrono w/o att.
1 - J.L.Leader Chrono w/o att.

OIG/J.L.Leader:aa1
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ne day in the latter part of October, Clare Luce re- I 
ed a call from Sen. Richard Schweiker, R.-Pa., I 
irman of the subcommittee investigating the War- • 
Commission Report. He wanted her to persuade । 

:e Cubans she had known — Cubans who had known • 
Harvey Oswald — to testify before his committee. ! 

;. Luce’s efforts to locate the Cubans led to a some- • 
it bloodcurdling warning. But let her tell the story j 
n the beginning.
The year is 1351, a year of great American I 
jma.” she began her narration to recent dinner ? 
sts in her aqua-colored Watergate apartment. “I I 
: a friend named Bill Pawley who was brought up in I 
J3 and who was Truman’s ambassador to Peru and I 
izil. I got to know Bill very well in India and China ‘ 
*re he had built up a voluntary outfit called The ’ 
ing Tigers. Bill was also called in by the CIA to re
ft Cubans for the Bay of Pigs operation. Afterwards 
was a very unhapoy man. • •
‘One day he called me up and said, ‘How would you. 
j to get in on the Cuban Flying Tiger operation?’ He i 
1 in mind a fleet of motorboats subsidized by Ameri- J 
is and manned by Cubans who had been in the Bay ; 
Pigs operation — all these young kids who had been, i 
anded after the Bay of Pigs. ’ • j
’I said, ‘Fine.’ So I helped to finance a motorboat. ; 
e three lads who manned mine came up to see ma. | 
reraf times. They would leave the coast of Florida i 
d land in Cuba and come out with information. The | 
ormation they came out with was remarkably accu- ! 
:a — that the Russians were building missile sites in ! 
ba. I was told that the information was eventually j 
1 to Sen. Ken Keating and was passed on to the | 
lite House. You remember what an impression it 
ide and how accurate it was.

« •
"THEN CAME THE MISSILE showdown. Soon after 
? showdown I got a telephone call from Allen Dulles * * 
ying the Neutrality Act had been invoked and all. 
nericans must cease and desist in any further efforts I 
xards the liberation of Cuba. Of course, we desist-:

. phone call from New Orleans. “It was the captain of 
my motorboat,’’ said Clare, “A young man not more,

• than 25, a young student lawyer. He said, ‘Mrs. Luce; I ! 
want to tell you about Oswald? • |

“He said that immediately after the 1351 missile ! 
showdown. FBI men had come to Miami and told the 1 
Cubans to break up all resistance groups and disperse. 
He and the other two members of his crew had moved 
.to New Orleans where they started another “Free | 
Cuba” group. They had been there a year and a half ! 
when who made contact with them but Oswald I

• .»

“The Cubans all thought he' was a kcok. Oswald 
bragged about having been in Russia and said he was 
an ex-Marine. He said he could shoot anybody and he 
'would be happy to shoot Castro. He had no money, he 
was living with his wife in Naw Orleans and it looked 
like he was presenting himself as a hired gun. They 
didn’t like the cut of his jib so they turned him off. But 
they followed him and found he was in a Fair Play for 
Cuba Communist cell to whose members he was giv
ing the same line.

“And I remember this from the telephone conversa
tion — Oswald was telling the cell that he could shoot । 
anyone, including the secretary of the Navy. The Free J 
Cubans continued to tail him and found that suddenly 
he had money, and he started going to Mexico City. He 
made several trips. They ccntinusd their penetration 
of the Cuban Communist cell. He said they made tape 
recordings of some of Oswald’s meetings and they had 
taken photographs of him distributing handbills for the 
Fair Play unit. The next thing they knew President 
Kennedy was shot .

. “THE YOUNG CUBAN WHO called me,” continued 
former Ambassador Luce, “said that there was a [ 
Cuban Communist assassination team working some- J 
where — in Dallas, New.Or'eans or wherever — I don’t’} 
remember, and that Oswald was their hired gun. Os-.;

. wald, he said, had tried to report the Communist plans j 
to the FBI some time before the assassination. But be- : 
cause he was out for the dough they didn’t believe him. i

• , * .coaiinued?

IV I
' •• *’ ' • - ; 
Two years later she and her husband Harry (Henry) i 
:ce were kitting in their New York apartment listen- :

to the televised reports of President Kennedy’s i 
vtssinatibn when around midnight she received 3 i

Betty Bede



I s'^pose that the FBI must hear from a thousand 
~~ crackpots’ a week. ... • •
... In any event, on the telephone my young friend told 
me that they had these tape recordings of Oswald and 
ohotographs and what should they do? I said, ‘Go to 
die FBI and tell them everything you know.* That hay
ing been said I put the whole thing out of my mind. 
Comes the Warren Commission and says Oswald alone 
was responsible and I forgot the whole matter. ■ 
.•“Then, in 19S7, a fellow named Jim Garrison, dis

trict attorney in New Orleans, hit the headlines charg
ing that the assassination was a conspiracy. At that 
moment I was reminded of the information I had re
ceived and I began to wonder whether or not the 
Warren Commission had got all the facts. I couldn’t 
remember the names of the Cubans but I finally locat
ed one crewman who was living in Miami again and I. 
asked him what happened after he went to the FBI.

“He said, ‘We turned over copies of everything.' We 
were then told.to keep our traps shut and that we 
would be deported if we said anything publicly.* He 
said one of the crew was deported to Guatemala, and 
one was murdered — stabbed in front of a store.

■'.“THEIR INFORMATION, HE SAID, never appear
ed in the Warren Commission report. He said, ‘I am 
married now, I live in Miami and I don’t want-to get 
involved in it.ever again.’ • • •

■ When Sen. Schweiker made his request of Clare 
Luce less than three weeks ago, she telephoned anoth
er Cuban friend to see if he could locate and persuade 
the young man to testify behind closed doors. Replied 
the older Cuban, if the testimony was behind 13 closed 
doors it would still become public.

“Americans think they are playing games.” he told 
her. “They don’t know they are involved in a.life or 
death business. No, I won’t teil you where he can be 
found, me people working for a free Cuba would lose 
fceir lives. A lot of them have already! They are not 
interested in making political headlines for politicians. 
You think the Bay of Pigs, the nuclear missiles, the 

' assassination of the president was the end o.f the story? 
■ I tell you it is just the beginning. What you Americans 
.don’t understand is, there are trained Communist ter- 

- rorists, assassination, kidnapping, bombing and sabo
tage teams all over the country and the world.” .

— Mdt Void Pioiat

■’ '• Clare Booths Luce
. “A year of great American trauma.1”

The very day after that conversation, observed 
Clare gravely, bombs went off at the Stale Depart-; 
ment here, at the U.S.-U.N. mission and four banks in! 
New York and at three places in Chicago. And close to; 
the same hour she was recounting the whole fascinat-j 
ing story to .her guests, a Cuban,- anti-Com munis tl 
leader was exploded into.bits in his car in Miami. j
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6 January 1977

MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT: Transcripts of October 1975 Telephone Conversations 
Between Director Colby, Mrs. Clare Boothe Luce and 
Mr. Justin McCarthy

1. Attached herewith are transcripts of two telephone conversations 
between Director William Colby and Mrs. Clare Boothe Luce, and one between 
Director William Colby and Mr. Justin McCarthy. The conversations took 
place in October 1975 and discuss Mrs. Luce's concern that certain infor
mation, from a former boat captain, a Cuban refugee, regarding the Presi
dent Kennedy assassination, reached the proper authorities. While the 
information in these transcripts have been provided to investigating 
authorities, they may be of-some assistance to the House Select Committee 
on Assassinations as it investigates various allegations.

2. The transcripts were received by the Agency Inspector General' on 
22 December 1976. The transcript of the 25 October 1975 conversation was 
typed by Ms. Barbara Pindar on the same day. The other two transcripts 
were typed by Ms. Pindar on 21 December 1976 from her stenographic records 
while clearing out the remainder of Director Colby's files. Ms. Pindar 
was Mr. Colby's secretary during his Directorship.

3. A version of the telephone conversation transcript was published 
in the Washington Star on 16 November 1975 (attached). A staff member of 
the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence, on 10 December 1975, inquired 
as to what the Agency thought of the story. The Agency oral response was 
that it had nothing to add to the newspaper story and that since this 
query involved U.S. resident Cuban refugees, the FBI would be the proper 
agency to contact.
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4. The attached transcripts indicate that the matter was brought to 
the attention of Senator Schweiker and The Federal Bureau of Investigation. 
(Telephone conversation between Director Colby and Mrs. Clare Boothe Luce 
on 25 October 1975, pages 2 and 3).

Attachments: a/s

2
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telephone Conversation Bu-ween Mr. Colby and Mrs. Cla Boothe Luce 
at 12:40 on Saturday, 25 October 1975 (from steno notes of Barbara Pindar 
*:ranscribed the same day)

APPROVED FOR RELEASE 1893
Mrs. Luce: I have a big problem, OA1USI®CALK®W^ rather

deeply involved during and after the Bay of Pigs, and up to the time of 
the missile crisis, with, a group called the (Directorate Revolutionary 
Estudiante;'Note: the spelling of that is just a guess), the DRE. Whether 
you know this or not, it was me who fed the missile stuff to Keating. I 
knew a number of these leaders well; they were going in and out of Cuba, 
and I paid for one of the motor boats. Bill Pawley did too. We thought we 
were doing another Flying Tiger. The missile crisis came, and I got a 
telephone call from Allen telling me that the Secrets Act had gone into 
effect and that henceforth there would be no voluntary American efforts. 
That ended that, and I don't know what I was doing -- maybe I went back 
to Arizona, or whatever. Then came the assassination. The night of the 
assassination, right after Oswald was caught, one of my boys telephoned 
me from New Orleans. Didn't I ever tell you this?

Mr. Colby: No.

Mrs. Luce: It was the captain of my boat. It seems that after the missile
crisis --a period of about a year had gone by --he said that all the young 
Cubans involved profoundly in all of this had been told to scatter and 
scram, that he and two of my other lads --

Mr. Colby: When, after the crisis?

Mrs. Luce: (Yes. ) (were told) to leave Miami.

Mr. Colby: In 1962?

Mrs. Luce: Yes. They were to stop their efforts to free Cuba; and if they
did not, they would be deported. It has a very interesting end involving you. 
In any event, this one had been told to leave Miami after the missile crisis 
was over, and he had opened a cell in New Orleans. He telephoned me to 
tell me that Oswald was -- I am telling you what his view was -- was a 
hired gun; Oswald had tried to penetrate their little cell; that they turned 
around and'did a counterpenetration job on Oswald; all of this was done 
several months before the assassination. He said,—telling me on the phone, 
he was terribly excited — he said you see he had no money, all of a sudden 
he began to get money, so we checked him and he had a little '’Communists 
be Free" or "Be Fair to Cuba" group going in New Orleans." He said "We
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had tape recordings of what he was telling his group. " It was a co unter- 
penetration they went on. He said, "We have photographs of Oswald., 
passing out handbills on the street, ’Be Fair to Cuba. "" He said, "We 
are absolutely certain that Oswald was simply one of three assassination 
teams, that they were working out of Mexico City (or funded in Mexico 
City) by Castro." He said there were three assassination^teams. Then 
he said, "We have these recordings, these tapes, and we have these 
photos, what should we do? ” These fellows always trusted me. I said, 
"The first thing you do, the minute you hang up this phone, you telephone 
to the FBI, give them everything you have got. " Working in New York 
with these Cubans is an extraordinary fellow, one of the most puzzling’ 
characters I have every met; he is a devout Catholic -- Justin McCarthy. 
Justin is the American patron- -- although he has no money, never had 
money --of all these free Cubans in America. He never worked at CIA, 
although CIA tried to pick his brains. He tried to help the FBI. I knew 
Justin McCarthy, and he used to send me bulletins; he said he had been 
sending them to me for the past six months, and I had never received one 
of them. Out comes the Warren Report. I have many other things to do, 
and I assumejmy lads had reported what they knew, and maybe it had been 
discounted, but I had taken the Warren Report at face value without poring 
over it -- and I forgot the whole darn thing. Then, this must be nine 
years ago, up turns a guy named Lloyd Garrison*-- what was he, a sheriff; 
or something? sv-e. T-. Go- >- <:

Mr. Colby: District Attorney.

Mrs. Luce: And he hit the headlines that the assassination had been a con
spiracy. Then it all flooded back into my mind that I had never been quite 
satisfied with what the Warren Report had brought out. Basically, I was 
troubled by the whole thing, so I said I thought I would call Garrison.
In order to call him, I had to have the names of the Cubans, which had 
gone out of my bean. So I called Justin McCarthy. He, said one of them 
was now, my lad, was in Miami. I got him on the phone, my fellow, and 
I said, "You remember your midnight call to me about the assassination 
of the President, I want to know what happened after that. " He said, "We 
went at once to the FBI, they took all the tapes and photos and all our 
information and told us to keep our mouths shut, and shortly after that they 
informed us that if any of us talked to the press or anyone, dire things 
would happen. " He said one of the fellows on the boat was departed to 
Guatemala or Chile, and one of them was murdered. He said, "I am a 
lawyer, have two children, I am making my way in Miami, and I never 
want to hear a damn word about the assassination of Kennedy because you 
Americans really do not want to know the truth. " He said, "We waited, 
expecting the Warren Committee would want to have us, and we^iever heard 
a word. " He said, "I want no part of it. " Then the Garrison thing died



. down, and I am a busy woman, and I forgot about it. Three days ago, 
a reporter was in here --a gal^-- asking about my life style and 
said, in passing, "What do you think of the investigation of the 
assassination of the President? " I am afraid I hit the roof.. I said, 
"I think everyone must be absolutely off their rockers. What possible 
motive would the CIA have for murdering their own President? " I 
said, "Even to assume such a thing is beyond belief because where 
there is a murder or assassination, there is a motive, and there could 
be no motive. " I said, "Who had the motive was Castro; but perhaps 
not even Castro, possibly just a bunch of Communist Cubans or plain 
CommunjaM." I said, "They always had a motive for that sort of 
thing. " Schweiiker called me up yesterday -- when the reporter said 
to me, "What is the name of the young Cuban? ", I said, "Well, let’s 
call him Julio Fernandez. " The Senator said to me "that is a fascinating 
story.” Au*- 5'^^ 'z' vjC’-a"

Mr. Colby: You told the story to Schweiker?

Mrs. Luce: He read it in-the Knight paper.

Mr. Colby: You told the story to the Knight people?

Mrs. Luce: Not in the detail I told you. Schweiker a’sked if I could locate • 
any of these men involved for him, and I said I would try. That was 
yesterday. I used that opportunity to say, "I do not know what you are 
doing on the Hill. " I said, "You are in the (process? ) for headlines and 
destroying this country's security. " He. said, "If you have this informa
tion and you can get your hands on it, it would be a good thing to lay 
this story to rest. " He said, "If you can find me these people, I assure 
you they will be listened to in closed session. " Now comes the big. 
thing. Justin McCarthy runs an animal farm in Nyack: telephone 
number is 914; 647-8596. I have known him to be a man of complete 
integrity. He is a devout Catholic. He may or may not be a fanatic. 
What makes one think he is is what he tells you is just so terribly 
alarming; as he was the one, along with Bill Pawley, who involved me 
with these Cubans, I tracked him down and had a two-hour conversation 
on the phone with him this morning that was really staggering. When I 
said to him, "Would you tell these things in the closed session in the 
Senate? ", he said, "I would find it more expedient and to shorten the 
process to hire loud speakers and put them on top of the Empire State 
Building." He said, "You don't know, Clare, the Cubans have not lost 
their desire to free their country, and there are plenty of them working 
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at it, and they trust me, and I trust them, and they all trust me. “ 
He said, ‘'All these fellows on the Hill give a damn about is a big 
headline and political attention, and if this should involve my testi
fying and some of my fellows got bumped off, or their apparat shut 
down, I could not live with myself, no I will not testify. " I said, 
“You know, Justin, if they send for you, you might have to, " He 
said, “They are not likely to send for me unless you tell them. 11 He 
said, “They do not know who to ask for anyway. “ (It doesn't appear 
in my notes, but my memory is that he added that the reason the Hill 
doesn't get to the truth is that they never know who to ask for.) He 
told me a story about working once with CIA. He said, “We did this -- 
DRE did one operation with CIA, as a result of which all the Cubans 
involved were caught and killed, and I do not want any part with the 
CIA. “ He said, “It too can be a sieve. " I said, “You have me really 
over a barrel." I said, “Justin, I have to tell someone, is there 
anyone you trust? " He said, “There is only one man in this whole 
country whose word at this point I would take. “ I said, “Who is that? " 
and he said, “Bill Colby. “ He said, “He is a daily communicant" --

Mr. Colby: No, no.

Mrs. Luce: I did not disillusion him. In any event, if only to put my own 
mind at rest since -- he always says, which is fascinating if true, 
that my lads in New Orleans, yes, they did turn over the tapes to the 
FBI but they kept copies.

Mr. Colby: Really?

Mrs. Luce: So he says. If so, you are possibly, if — I think you should 
get hold of Justin and give him a couple of hours because he has plenty 
to say. If what he says is true --he also told me, which I had forgotten — 
that during the time of the missile crisis, and I was the one he came to, 

’"'-^and naturally the one I went to was Harry (note: this is first mention of 
f; /^"Harry1" maybe I misunderstood; could she have, said 1'Allen" f^) because 

f, I could trust him. In a way, Justin McCarthy supplied a lot of background 
material on the Cubans to (note: could not hear what she said). He said 

j f<y a few days ago -- Time is planning to do a (take-out) issue on the
/■* assassination of Kennedy. He said that, going back through their files,’

they came across my name as an informant, and he said “they tracked me 
down too. “ He said, then he told me -- I mentioned in passing that there

\xjxx— . \rx C" —L * ^Xc.»xv-^^ \.

/x xj V*-1 W C"x — ‘ *— X. v .Vx- A v
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■was a wonderful girl on Time that knows more about the Cubans 
almost than anyone in CIA, Priscilla Badger. He said the Time 
people are now trying to get information. He said, "I will talk to 
no one because there are lives at stake” -- except you. For my 
own sake, if you have a go at him, I would be very happy to know how 
serious it is.

Mr. Colby: I will report back to you by all means. Let me do a little home
work on just where this (looks). You do not remember the name of the 
Cubans in Miami?

Mrs. Luce: There are so many names; he talked to me so fast. He kept 
saying ’'Chilo.” I asked who "Chilo” is, and he said that was his code 
name.

Jose Antonio La Nuza (Note: That last name may be all one word; 
she said it means "the nut. ”)

Luis Fernandez Rocha

One of those fellows was the Director of the DRE. Then he also reminded 
me of a guy who used to come to see me -- Cardona. (He had been told 
by the American Government to get out of Miami) and he died, having

• become the President of a university in Puerto Rico. These fellows 
were scattered all over the place. As I mentioned that to Justin, he said, 
"I know where they all are. " The thing that alarmed me is that --he 
does not talk in an excited voice, but the statements are -- he said 
"People think of the Bay of Pigs and the nuclear showdown and the 
assassination of Kennedy as the end of the story, it is only the beginning. " 
He said, • "If you knew what is' being laid on for the U. S,, " and he talks 
like that. I asked him, "What do you think happened? ” He said, "Oswald 
went to the FBI. " He said, "I know that, he was selling them information, 
and they did not believe him. " I said, "That is incredible. ” He said, "I 
do not know how much you know about the FBI, but no day goes by without 
desks being loaded with letters saying something will be blown up. " 
(Note: I missed a little bit here due to something else happening in the 
office.) I said, "What happened? ” and he said, "The FBI got the word 
from on top 'Destroy the letters.

Mr. Colby: From on top?

Mrs. Luce: From the President, who was Johnson. I contended that if at 
that point the FBI had proven that Castro had in mind assassinating the 
President, we would have been in war with Cuba. It might have been
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an act of State to shut up about it. If I had been the President, I 
would have had (Note: missed more due to outside interference). 
What is hideous about this is that the CIA is being accused or 
Kennedy is being accused -- anyone except the people who probably 
were involved. If putting it at rest in a secret session will work, 
if such evidence does exist, you are the man to present it.

Mr. Colby: Schweiker does not know about McCarthy?

Mrs. Luce: He only knows this -- I said there is one man I know who 
might be able to tell you where tie se Cubans are, and that is a fellow . 
named Justin McCarthy. He said, "Where is he? ", and I said, "I do 
not know, I have lost track of him. " He said, "If you find him, let me 
know. " After talking with Justin McCarthy, I do not want him to talk 
to Schweiker. I do not know what to say if he calls again. Knowing the. 
Senator, I may never hear from him. I leave it with you.

XXX^bX2SfXKXlX±H€rX3vX^X^3 5^hX^SSvX5gSKXXhX®XXXd5^€XXa^eXX

NOTE: Mrs. Luce closed the conversation by referring to a CIA paper 
entitled "Restless Youth" and asked if it had been declassified. Mr. Colby 
said he would check on it, and Mrs. Luce said she would like to have a copy 
if it has been declassified.



Telephone Conversation Between Mr. Colby and Justin McCarthy at 3:45 
on Tuesday, 28 October 1975 (this transcript was typed on 21 December 197,6 
from steno notes of Barbara Pindar)

Mr. McCarthy: I am glad to know you, even if it is over the phone.

Mr. Colby: Mrs. Luce talked to me yesterday (sic). She gave me a capsule 
version of some of her chat with you. It puts me in a bit of a jam, 
obviously, because there are some things that really hold some 
potential for being very important in these days (of) post-mortems 
of everything. I wondered if maybe we should chat about it some
time, or, quite frankly, one of the main things I would suggest is 
that you might want to go to this Senate Committee looking into this.

Mr. McCarthy: No. There are several reasons why not. lam sure we do 
not need to discuss them, but there are many reasons. Over the 
period of time there have been so many things. We were theonly 
ones who had the information about the missiles in Cuba for many 
months, and we beat our brains out trying to get someone to do 
something (or believe?) and regrettably (in) Washington there are 
too many political (opportunists?), but there are too many lives at 
stake. We risked our neck for all these years. We are interested 
in doing the right thing.

Mr. Colby: I wondered if you could (slice?) off that New Orieans thing (and 
not go any further than that?)

Mr. McCarthy: As I said to her -- (can't read the next few words). For me 
to be seen in Washington, it is (can't read the next few words). We 
do not trust anyone. We did so many operations for so long, and 
we were entirely successful and never lost a man, and then one day 
we did an operation for the Government and lost 22 men. Lives 
depend on it. Someone sent a Top Secret memo, and the one he 
sent it to left it on his desk and someone came in and read (it) and 
the men were arrested. She asked, "Would you talk to Bill?" I 
said I would. We think it would be a good idea — for me to go down -- 
I do not want to blow my cover, but I would like very much to chat with 
you and tell you.

Mr. Colby: My problem is then I get information, and then what are my 
obligations.

Mr. McCarthy: From the point of view of (seeing?) how to do it through persons 
other than me -- to get the end result.
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Mr. Colby: It might be that one of your fellows aware of some of the things 
(would not mind telling Schweiker?) under some protection and 
assurances of anonymity. That would be enough of a (can't read the 
next word) to get started.

Mr. McCarthy: There is plenty to get started on.

Mr. Colby:. Then (he?) could cut your people nut as a source.

Mr. McCarthy: She said it wj uld be aclosed-door hea ring. I said there (would?) 
still be someone come out of the meeting and (can’t read next word) 
their names in the press. You see Jack Anderson's column on Monday. 
It is vitally important, and it is true evidence. It is not conjecture.
I am concerned about what it ties into -- it is all the same ball of wax. 
We sat on the information about the missiles. This has. been going on 
for a good twenty years, and we have accumulated an awful lot of 
information. We are more concerned today than when we had the 
missile information. It is appalling, and it is frightening, and people 
do not want to believe it. Last night I enlightened people about some of 
the things that are going to happen. We feel the time has come that 
some of this should come to light. It is necessary and essential to go 
back and bring out some of these things that need to be brought out, but 
not at the expense of (next word missing). We have done this on our 
own and at our own expense. One of the reasons my people trust me is - 
I am thinking of a book -- we did not want to do a book before. The 

’ American public wants to know. It is all part of what went on then.
I think it should be clarified and straightened out what went on then. 
But I am so terribly wary. I went to everyone, including the President, 
about the missiles. We had evidence -- what ships they were on, 
where they (docked?), and a few days later they came back and said 
there is no credibility of what you say.

Mr. Colby: The only thing that bothers me is the story about the existence of 
some records (you?) still hold. The important part of that is that 
indicates some (part?) of a failure, or possibly even worse — that 
is the kind of thing that does need investigation or (correction?) — 
protecting your people that are in on it. The other possibility would 
be to ask Schwaker or one of his men to go and talk to you or one of 
your people who would have factual knowledge of it.

Mr. McCarthy: When (Dorothy) told me about you over a period of time -- 
(Dorothy) said we have been through this so many times -- I took 
this to editors of Life. That was the time when the guy sent the

Note: I am not positive about the "Dorothy" above, but don't know what else it 
_ could be. I had written in long-hand, "Doroth. " My only guess at this point is 

Dorothy Farmer, Mrs. Luce's secretary.
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Top Secret memo and it got left on a desk in Miami and we lost a 
lot of people on that. Inadvertently so many things happen. We 
work so carefully. We have information now that no one else has 
because it has come to the point where so many of the people I work 
with find they cannot trust people because of the opportunists. I 
have never met such overbearing and obnoxious (can't read next 
word). We sat on this year in and year out -- we never know when 
we might get calls. I was up all night long the night before last. 
Time is doing a big cover story on the thing -- the next issue -- 
the Today Show is bugging me. Washington is a funny place. If I -- 
by and large, when your life is on the line -- one of (our?) guys hung 
himself after one of the escapades we went through. He committed 
suicide because he felt guilty about it. Up here it is terrific because 
I am an animal nut. A lot of the guys divulging some of this stuff 
that they would not normally do.

Mr. Colby: Let me talk with Clare again as to how we handle this. The main 
thing is not so much the overall stuff about Cuba -- the main thing 
is the story about records, about Oswald. That comes at a time 
when that is a serious subject of study here by the Congress. If we 
could in some way shake that information loose without putting the 
finger on any of your friends, I think we are sort of obliged to do this 
in terms of clarifying the record against the (facts?) -- this is a very 
key aspect of it and a very serious problem that if it was suppressed 

. at the time.

Mr. McCarthy: That is not all that was suppressed.

Mr. Colby: That is the thing. They are looking into it. Let me talk to Clare 
again and see if I can figure out some way in which we could talk to 
you (maybe?) and if you could in the meantime think of a way of 
(can’t read the next word) out or (can't read the next word) out this 
(feature?) of it so that you give the (final result?) but not the sourcing, 
and let the investigators (find their own source later on?), we would 
have done our duty. My problem is that I really cannot sit on it with 
my obligations. I can be’reasonable about protecting other people, 
and I have to be, but I also have to have the responsibility for responding 
to proper investigations of things that really should be looked into.

Mr. McCarthy: Let me (can't read next word) this in. Some of our guys (can't 
read next several words).

Mr. Colby: ' That is what she said.



Mr. McCarthy: They and I are scared to death. I was Executive Producer 
of TV programs for years -- I cannot make -- Thave earned the 
respect and confidence of these people over the years. The other 
night I talked all night long. If I try to push my guys -- Clare said 
it needs to be laid to rest, and it does. I would like to see it get 
laid to rest, but my people --

Mr. Colby: I can assure you I am as interested (as) you in protecting that 
part of it if there were some way of having part of the cake and 
eating part of it, so that you do not lose the one or the other but to 
work out some vehicle -- a way in getting the substantive information 
loose but protecting people involved. There may be ways to do that if 
we put our minds to it. Let me talk to Clare and see what really -- 
I will not do anything except with her without your permission.

NOTE: Mr. Colby tried to call Mrs. Luce on 29 October, but could not reach 
her. He contacted her on 31 October (see separate notes)
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Telephone Conversation Between Mr. Colby and Clare Boothe Luce at 4:07 
... on Friday, 31 October 1975 (this transcript was typed on 22 December 1976.

from steno notes of Barbara Pindar)

Mr. Colby: I got the Restless Youth for you. And I called Justin McCarthy. 
We had a long chat. He does not want me to do anything about it, 
but I said you put me in an awful position. (Note: The "you" there 
refers, I believe, to McCarthy. ) I understand what you mean about 
his strong manner of talking. I think both of us are (hung?) with a 
rather tantalizing story.

Mrs. Luce: If I had not known the guy for 25 years, I would take him much 
less seriously.

Mr. Colby: The only real point is the thing about the tapes and the photos and 
the allegation about the FBI. I tried to (argue?) him into figuring out 
some way in getting rid of those but keeping himself out of the act.

Mrs. Luce; He called me back and said he talked with you and that you left 
him in a box, and I think he feels now that there is some kind of a 
question of conscience involved. He said, "I am going to let you and 
Bill Colby decide what is best to do."

Mr. Colby: I said I would be in touch with you and try to figure out something 
sensible.

Mrs. Luce: Why don't we suggest that he bring you or me -- perhaps he feels 
safer with me -- the tapes and photos if he ha s copies of them.

Mr. Colby: And then you pass them over to Schweiker.

Mrs. Luce: And let them decide, and I will maintain his cover -- he keeps 
saying it is not worth it to him after all these years to blowthat -- 
the paradox, he tells me he is going to have to write a book (and 
whether he is indeed goiqg to?) so that he is not altogether a crackpot. 
On the other hand, what he is doing is sufficiently crackpot. He is 
taking care of broken-down animals from his entire area. However, -

Mr. Colby: I think that is a good idea. You say that you and I have talked, and 
we are all in a kind of box at this point, and we really in conscience 
cannot sit on this stuff -- all these charges that there is remaining 
evidence that (can't read next word) was held backand disappeared 



into the FBI, and maybe the way to do it is for him to provide it to 
you, and you. to Schweiker, and then I would just as soon drop out -- 
it does not really have much to do with me -- and in that way you 
would protect him from Schweiker, and you would say you got it from 
a friend -- and the source is whatever he and you agree on.

. Mrs. Luce: I will do that.

Mr. Colby: I think that is the best thing to do. If he does not buy that, I do not 
know what we do about Schweiker.

Mrs. Luce: (I am going to ignore it if Schweiker comes to me. )

NOTE: The conversation continued, but it did not pertain to this subject.
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30 November 1976.

MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT: Comments on Ronald KESSLER's Article: "CIA 
Withheld Details of OSWALD Call," which Appeared 
in the Washington Post of 26 November 1976

The following comments are keyed to the attached Washington 
Post article, i.e., the paragraph numbers below correspond to the 
paragraphs as numbered in the margin of the xerox of the article:

1. COMMENT: While CIA knew that a man identifying him
self as Lee OSWALD had been in touch with the Soviet Embassy by 
telephone on 1. October 1963, this information had no unusual 
significance until 22 November 1963 when President Kennedy’s 
assassination occurred.

2. COMMENT: This statement is not substantiated by our 
files.

3. COMMENT: The information regarding the 1 October 1963 
contact with the Soviet Embassy — received in Headquarters on 
9 October -- was disseminated on 10 Oetob.er 1963 to the Department 
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of State, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the Department 
of the Navy, and the Immigration and Naturalization Service. 
A copy of the 10 October 1963 dissemination was made available 
to the Warren Commission on 24 March 1964. (See Memorandum 
for J. Lee RANKIN, dated 24 March 1964, from Richard HELMS, 
Deputy Director for Plans; Subject: CIA Dissemination of In
formation on Lee Harvey OSWALD, dated 10 October 1963.) On 
16 October 1963, our Chief of Station sent a memorandum to the 
American ambassador on the subject of Lee OSWALD'-s contact with 
the Soviet Embassy. The original of this memorandum was routed 
to the ambassador, the minister, the counselor for political 
affairs, the regional security officer. A copy was sent to the 
legal attache, naval attache, and the I&NS.

In April 1964, Messrs. COLEMAN, SLAWSON and WILLENS, 
staff representatives of the Warren Commission, visited the U.S
Embassy in Mexico City. ®

eft] IM I f WMr W' ■ Anri T 1 S5U J

under provisions of the FOIA in March 1964 as Document Number 
274 and in September 1976 as Document Number 658) See follow
ing:

a. Memorandum for J. Lee RANKIN, dated 31 
January 1964, from Richard HELMS, Deputy Director 
for Plans; Subject: Information Developed by CIA 
on the Activity of Lee Harvey OSWALD in Mexico 
City, 28 September - 3. October 1963.

b. Letter to Richard HELMS, Deputy Director 
for Plans, dated 10 February 1964, from J. Lee 
RANKIN, General Counsel.

c. Memorandum for J. Lee RANKIN, dated 19 
February 1964, from Richard HELMS, Deputy Director 
for Plans; Subject: Information Developed by CIA 
on the Activity of Lee Harvey OSWALD in Mexico 
City, September 28 to October 3, 1963.



4. COMMENT: See comments in Paragraph 3, above.

5. COMMENT: The Agency disseminated the information 
concerning OSWALD'S contact with the Soviet Embassy on 1 Octo
ber to the Department of State, the Federal Bureau of Investi
gation, the Department of the Navy, and the Immigration and 
Naturalization Service on 10 October 1963.

nr 0-7. rinintTEintrLTj 1 Tahn'ii mill.... il 0 CuDurnnr
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7. COMMENT: OSWALD was in no sense "under investiga
tion” (before 22 November 1963). None of the facts of his trip 
to and stay in the USSR and return to the United States, 1959- 
1962, were known to the Mexico’Station before 10 October 1963, 
when the bare bones of his biography were forwarded by Headquar
ters to it in response to a Station cabled report of 8 October 
1963 which forwarded, on a routine basis, what appeared to be 
a contact by an American for a visa to Cuba in transit to the

3



8. COMMENT: No comment.

9. COMMENT: Tiap—wgPWlUfl UUirULl. i I 'll il l 'll 

afl^Atato^afla^iwL llFtJil^ui^u* 10 ii, 12 13 14 15 16LBifR.tioquui u

00B

10. COMMENT: No comment.

11. COMMENT: Files do not support this statement.

12. COMMENT: Files do not support this statement.

13. COMMENT: The information "given by DURAN" is sup
ported by her interrogations.

14. COMMENT: "OSWALD later referred in a letter to 
'meetings' he had in the Soviet Embassy." Although KESSLER 
chooses not to give details, this statement is in reference 
to a letter OSWALD wrote on 9 November 1963 to the Consular 
Division of the Soviet Embassy in Washington. (Commission’ 
Exhibit No. 15, Vol. XVI of the Hearings before the President's 
Commission on the Assassination of President Kennedy.)

15. COMMENT: No additional comment.

16. COMMENT: With regard to the press statement that 
"CIA claimed it did not know of most of OSWALD'S activities in 
Mexico City until after the assassination": this is true, CIA 
did not know of his activities,

■ jiiIt should be noted that after the dissemination 
on 10 October 1963 of the 1 October 1963 contact, no requests 
were received from the dissemination customers for further in
formation or follow-up. Without some customer interest being 
expressed, particularly from the Navy, the FBI or the Department
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)

of State, who had the greatest interest in OSWALD at the time, 
there would have been little motivation for the Station to in
dependently pursue such a tenuous CE lead.

17. COMMENT: The discussion in this paragraph of the 
article rests on assumptions and allegations developed earlier 
in the article, followed by comments by Messrs. BELIN and 
SCHWEIKER, apparently based in turn on information provided 
them by reporters. No further comment seems relevant, beyond 
those-comments made earlier.

18. COMMENT: Is BELIN here referring to Gilberto 
ALVARADO Urgate? If so, information regarding OSWALD provided 
by ALVARADO was passed to the Warren Commission as attachments 
to a memorandum for J. Lee RANKIN, dated 1 June 1964, from 
Richard HELMS, Deputy Director for Plans.

(See also Memorandum for J. Lee RANKIN, dated 4 June 
1964, from Richard HELMS; Subject: Information Developed on the 
Activity of Lee Harvey OSWALD in Mexico City. This memorandum 
became Commission Exhibit No. 3152 contained in Vol. XXVI of 
Warren Commission report.)

19. COMMENT: We do not know what BELIN actually said to 
the reporters, when, or in response to what. We believe, how
ever, this may be referring to BELIN's letter of 15 April 1975 
to E. Henry KNOCHE of CIA. BELIN at that time was Executive 
Director of the Commission on CIA Activities within the United 
States (Rockefeller Commission). In his letter, BELIN refers to 
the photograph of an American male and the question whether or 
not this male was Lee Harvey OSWALD. He continues:

"The CIA and the Warren Commission both 
determined that the picture was not of Lee 
Harvey OSWALD and that the picture was taken 
after OSWALD left Mexico City.

"Although portions of this record have 
been released to the public, other portions 
have remained classified because of concerns 
by the CIA at the time that a release of the 
full picture might disclose sources and 
methods which the CIA felt were not in the 
national interest to disclose at that time. 
In light of the false allegations about the 
assassination of President Kennedy and the

5



false allegations of CIA involvement, I 
feel that it would be appropriate to re
consider whether or not the entire matter 
can be fully disclosed at this time."

An interim reply was forwarded on 23 April 1975 by 
E. Henry KNOCHE, Assistant to the Directory CIA. On 2 May 
1975 a review was completed of Agency holdings regarding the 
photograph of the uni denti fi ed'i ndi vi dual i n Mexi co Ci ty pub
lished by the Warren Commi s s i on.

Attachment: 
Article

6
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/PT/.! S ' H.
■ L,fJJ.X al YY VlbilZ

Ry Ronald Kessler 
Wash'.nx’.on Foe F-Utt Writer -• 

!:>. Into September, 1963—eight, 
•'.oks before the assassination of > 
-•'•sider.t Kennedy—Lee Harvey Os- " 

telephoned the Soviet embassy— 
. Mexico City and tried to make a- 

in exchange for unspecified infer-1-’> 
■•.•.’.ion, he wanted a free crip to * 
j?3?- : V-

Ti'-i'i conversation' was intercepted .'i 
:;-.d recorded by the Central Intel-” 
•genee Agency at the time. Bat it was 

then turned over to the FBI,'. 
has responsibility for investi-... 

.■.wing passible spies, and it was not c 
: .cr turned ever io the Warren Com- ' 
•d.-icn during its investigation of the 
•-.Tsssirmtion. .' •
~ unanswered question is whv

The existence ci the CIA telephone ._ 
ir.vs-.cep*. of Oswald's conversation in ' 
y'ex’.eo City and the contents of (he 
• dll-recret transcript have been veil-, o 
led by The Washington Post. The 

Test has also verified that the CIA 
failed' to turn over • the complete

transcript to either the FBI or the 
Warren Commission.

Instead, the CIA gave the- FBI in 
October, 19G3, onlyji brief report say- . 
irig Oswald ’had'made contact with ■ 
the Russians, I It gave the Warren 
"Ccmmlssion a transcript of the taped 
conversation’but for unexplained rca-;. 
sens failed to include in the transcript' 
Oswald’s offer of information and his . 
suggestion that the Russians would • 
want : to pay his .way. to’the Soviet! 
Union, ' • -' ’ ■ . ■ "’T ..;

The Post hasalso determined that' 
the CIA, for unexplained reasons, told 
the Warren Commission that it 
learned of most of Oswald’s activities 
in Mexico City only after the assas
sination. The fact is, however, that 
the CIA monitored and tape-recorded 
his conversation with both the Rus
sian and Cuban embassies in Mexico 
City in the fall of 1903, before Ken
nedy’s death.

it, was the CIA's belief that the two 
embassies were heavily Involved in 
the spy' business and that, specifi
cally, they were operational bases for 
intelligence activities directed at. the 
United States.

’ I

: So, with the full.cooperation of the ’ 
Mexican government, CIA wiretaps 
were installed cn telephone line:: go-. 
Jug into both embassies. .■

The CIA was especially interested 
■ In U.S. citizens ■ wp.o made contact 
with the embassies.'-.
.. Thus, when Oswald showed up in 
Mexico City in late September and 
telephoned the Russian embassy, .his 
conversation was picked up (rum the 
wiretap.'A transcript,was malic and’ 

.Circulated in-.the CIA offices in the 
American embassy in Mexico City.
. Thc’station chief at that time was 
the late Winston M, Scott, who per
sonally reviewed air transcripts ema
nating from wiretaps oh Soviet bice 
installations.

The Oswald transcript, according to 
a CIA translator who worked with 
Scott, aroused a Jot of interest;

"They usually picked up the trans
cripts the next day," he said..“This 
tlicy wanted right away.”

What that transcript contained is 
9 a matter of some dispute, and the CIA 

says it routinely-destroyed the tape 
before the assassination. But some

See OSWALD, A7, Col. 1 ’ .

’G/O'O'S'

LEE HARVEY OSWALD 
telephoned Soviet embassy
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OSWALD, From Al / 

ho saw the transcript or 
heard ’-he tape fccfcre the assassina
tion recall that Oswald was trying to ’ 

___ make a deal.
"One of thana is David A. Phillips, a 

former CIA officer, who now heads 
J. (J the Association of Retired Intelligence • ■ 

Officers and is a leading defender 
of CIA activities. Phillips was sta- • 
tian ad tn Mexico City at the time.

The transcript revealed, Phillips re- 
* called, that Oswald told the Soviet' 

। extbassy: “I have* Information you 
would be interested lit, and I know 

i______yen-can pay my way” to Russia,
j The stenographer who typed up the 
j transcript and the translator, who pre- . 
। pared it had similar recollections.
I “He said he had some information ’ 

• to tell them,” the typist said in an 
i. 2 interview in Mexico. "His main con

cern was getting to one of the two 
i . countries [Russia or Cuba] and ha 

•■.•anted them to pay for it. Ho said 
!___ ■' he- had to meet them.”
r ~ Tita Warren Commission later -con

cluded the Russians and Cubans wore ' 
. hot much impressed by Oswald. This ■

15

ew. is supported by Sylvia Duran, 
Mexican citizen who worked in the 
char, embassy nt the time of’Os- 
aid’s visit. She talked to Oswald on 
:pt. 27, 1363, and recalls the mcct-

Ir. a joint interview in Mexico City 
ith this* 1 reporter -and Post special 
irrespcndent Marlise Simons, Duran 
:icl Oswald told her that he wanted

The significance of the CIA actions ■ 
is difficult to assess. The FBI in the" 
fall of 1963 was already showing in
termittent interest in Oswald and 
might or might not have Intensified 
that interest if it had been told of 
Oswald’s conversations. ’

• Whether the new information would 
have affected1 the Warren Commis
sion’s deliberations is also an open 
question. The commission investi
gated the possibility cf a foreign con-

. spiracy.and concluded there was no 
evidence to show Oswald acted on 
behalf cf a foreign power.

Nevertheless, there is yet no ex
planation for the CIA’s handling cf 
Oswald’s conversations. The CIA to
day refuses to comment, saying it 

. would not be appropriate in the light 
of an impending investigation by the

• House Select. Committee on Assas
sinations.

When asked if ihey could explain 
the agency's actions, some CIA cf-

ed documents to show ho was 
fiend" of tltc Cuban revolution, 
j’ng other things, he claimed to be' 
ember of the American Commit-’

I
iran said she informed Oswald 
in order to travel to Russia he .

wald went off and re-- , . , 
n the day to infornil 5 interest 
had obtained the nec- ctrtt ao.tctt 
;:on. Duran said she ! .elusion. ; 
ict embassy and was • 
application for a visa •.0.

SYLVIA DURAX 
.. . recalls talk with. Oswald

would take three to four months to 
process. Informed of this, Duran said, 
Oswald "got really angry and red. 
He was gesticulating.” Duran said she 
had to call for help from, the Cuban 
consul who got into a shouting match 
with Oswald and told hum to get out. ■ 
Duran said she never saw him again.

However, Duran's story covered onlyt 7

rc- 
he

in

the first day ci Oswald’s. fivc-da; 
stay in Mexico City. Oswald later 
ferred in r. letter to "meetings" 
had’ in the Soviet Embassy. . .

How • interested the CIA was 
Oswald's dealings with the two em
bassies is uncertain.’, , • •

Tho translator and typist nvho han- : 
died the transcript'of tr.o intercepted 
conversation.recalled that the level' 

'. was high. But tho CIA’s 
own actions lead to a different con-

The agency waited- until Oct. 10, 
•C'3, to notify the FBI of Oswald's 

activities. And Its teictycea report 
made no mention of Oswald’s offer 
of information in exchange tor a free 
trip to Russia or of his attempts to 
travel to Cuba and Russia. "On Oc
tober 1, 1963," the teletype message 
said, "a reliable and sensitive source 
in Mexico reported that an American 
male, who identified himself as Lee 
Oswald, contacted the Soviet Embassy ’. 
in Mexico City inquiring whether 
the embassy had received any news ’. 
concerning a telegram which had been ' 
sent to ’Washington."
’ That was strictly a routine handling 
of the matter, and similar. to the ; 
standard reports made to the FBI at 
that time on other contacts with the 
communists by American citizens in 
Mexico.________  ,

Even after Kennedy’s assassination, 
the CIA failed to turn over to the 
Warren Commission the full trans-’' 
cript of the telephone intercept it had 
made in Mexico City. Oswald’s offer 
of information to the Russians in ex
change for passage was omitted from 
the transcript, and the CIA claimed 
it did not know of most of Oswald's 
activities in Mexico City until after 
the assassination.

I'.CUi'j MdllUUVU ......
City said the CIA 7 have has'a 
relationship with aid .that it 
sought to conceal. Tjsc CIA has .de
nied this.

David W. Belin, who was an.as
sistant counsel to the Warren Com
mission and later executive director 
cf the Rockefeller commission's probe 
of the CiA, said that if the Warren 
Commission had known of Oswald’s 
conversations and other new infor
mation, it would have been less sure 
that the assassination was not part 

• of a foreign conspiracy.
Sen. Richard S. Schweiker (R-Pa.) 

who led the Senate intelligence cam 
mittce’s probe of the rr.s.-.-.-.ina'.ien 
said that investigation wcr.'.d have 
taken cn ar. "entirely ciff cre:t: di 
faction and perspective" if the con: 

■ naittce had been aware of Oswald’: 
conversations.____________

In intcrviqws with The Post. Bclir. 
who documented the CIA. plots attains 

■ - Castro in his capacity as exetmtiv 
(iircctoi* of Tf.0 Hcckofol;or co.T.ir.i? 
slon, revealed the CiA. air- did no 
tell-the Warren Comrris.uon t: 
report from on alleged witness to 
meeting in Mexico City between O: 
waid and Cuban ir.tclli.'ier.ce scent:

■ At the time, Cuban .'.gents ccord 
. noted their more important ac:?.-i'.:: 

with agents of . the KGB, the Sovic 
intelligence service. 

Belin called on the CIA to mr.k 
• full disclosure cf its knowledge 1 

Oswald and his contacts- with ’.;• 
Cubans and Rursiar-L__________

>ca ol t.
Vvc.rrcr. c?no?.:sicn th
Oswald was the lone assassin 'wl-

• killed Kennedy, said hr r:cc;nir.- 
the CIA’s concern abo.'.i disc’.c:;.’ 
secret sources and ir.tcllstter.e-; tec 
niquos. But he said a.- greater :t 
tional Interest would be served I 
disclosing the truth.

A CIA spekesmar. specifically d 
r.ied that '.he agency has 2 re;?':-:. • 
a meeting between Oswald and

■ agents. "The r.;.'cncy is .■.•••.•r.re c.‘ r:t 
one such specific al-cgati'-r, and :i: 
was debunked..'’ the '.pei-trsmr.:; >.-.i
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SECRET

MEMORANDUM FOR: Deputy Director for Operations

SUBJECT . : Senate. SelecJt-e'ommTttee on_Iate.lligence
Request,;to''the Deputy;.-Director for 
Operations :

Attached, in response to the Senate. Select Committee 

request of 27 'October 1975, are separate, memoranda on the 

DRE and several Cuban exiles.

Latin America Division

Attachments
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SUBJECT: Directorio Revolucionario Estudiantil (DRE, Students’ 
Revolutionary Directorate)

The DRE was founded by a group of students at Habana 
University in 1954 as an instrument of opposition to the regime 
of President Fulgencio BATISTA. The original members of this 
group were also members of the Habana University Student Federa
tion (FEU). Several leading members of the DRE were killed by 
Cuban authorities during and following the attack on the 
Presidential Palace,. Habana, in March 1957. The remaining DRE 
leaders, as of 1958, were in exile. The DRE worked as a secret 
underground organization in Cuba, generally in Habana, laying 
plans and making preparations. The theory of the DRE was that 
success of the revolution depended on quick and efficient 
elimination of BATISTA which Fidel CASTRO’s forces at that time 
could not achieve alone. The DRE finally turned against CASTRO 
on the issue of communism.



Julio FERNANDEL Molino 
(No crypt) >
DPOB: 23 March/Wfi34,- Havana 
201-752511 y

Subject was oPQnterest to AMWORLD program as. a audio 
operator in 1964. A\BRQ Part I was submitted to Headquarters 
by J WAVE, but there T®ks no follow-up, and Subject y^as not 
hired. He had previous|ky been associated clandestinely with 
RESCATE (anti-CASTRO) giarup in Cuba. Be came tc^J.S. as 
exile in May 1964. In 1W6, he lived at 430 Syllth Ave., Miami.

Julio FERNANDEZ Bencomo y
(No crypt) '3k ./
DPOB: 10 April 1917, Havana W / 
201-742497 W /

Received POA 14 January 19o|,/which cancelled 24 February 
1964, because he was not interest in employment with CIA 
since salary was insufficient. signed secrecy agreement 
and was terminated without prejurai&e. He took SGSWIRL 10 
January 1964. No derog, but hs hack told his wife and one 
Carlos MARQUEZ that he wouldJ^e wording for CIA. He was 
originally recruited for AMMoRLD by One Pedro BLANCO, and was 
to be used as PM asset on a/CIA vessea.

Julio FERNANDEZ Gonzalej a
(AMOT-99) / 1
DPOB: 10 May 1935, Havana \
201-299222 / \

He was employe/ by the Intelligence arrd Security Commission 
of the Frente Revolnicionario Democratic© (AMIRON/AMBRUSH) for 
about two months fn. 1961. He was brought in'qp it by Julio 
PASCUAL Abril, ^e stated in a letter to Hernan HENRIQUEZ 
Lorca, anti-CASWO Cuban in Madrid who informeU the FBI (who 
told us in memy dated 2 November 1961) that he was about to 
take a trip toyCuba to take material to anti-CASrTRO elements, 
trip being financed by CIA." He received POA 10 %May 1961 for 
use as membey of AMOT Admin Staff. File does not^ay who dropped 
from it, buy when last contacted was working foi* D'&cie Lily 
Products Co/pany (a wholesale grocery outfit) as an^accountant 
at $50 weekly in December 1961. POA cancelled 24 Ju-kv 1962.



Luis FERNANDEZ-ROCHA Rodriguez 
(Formerly AMTOBIC-2, AMHINT-53) 
DPOB: 3 May 19\9, Havana j
201-316766 \ J

POA granted 36 April 1962 . According to file^he quit 
his job as Secretaw General' of the Directorio Re^lucionario 
Estudiantel (DRE) i&July 1964 to pursue his medical studies. 
He was paid his fina>. salary payment of $425 cp* 1 September 
1964 under the DRE project. He was to do unwitting work 
for JMHOPE, Swan Island propaganda broadcasting, and WIBALDA.

There is no furtheA indication iii^ile that he was terminated, 
no quit claim, no OA or WA cancellation. However, there is no 
information on his use sii^ce 1964. ^^er document dated 7 June 
1965, he was studying at University of Miami and working as 
switchboard operator for CuBan Catholic Children's program in 
Miami. According to Cuban Fltoyn.es Yearbook of 1974, Dr. Luis 
FERNANDEZ Rocha living at 602jrw. 14th Lane, Hialeah, Florida, 
33012 with wife and four chwilen. He became naturalized U.S. 
citizen on 15 September 19^.

Julio FERNANDEZ Travel? A.
(No crypt) / \
DPOB: 10 August 193$, Havana X 
201-297828 / \

POA request^ for use as PM trainee 21 March 1961. POA 
cancelled 4 AprJtL 1962 . FBI memo dated'^14 December 1961 notes 
that he told Fin of CIA financial suppor^. to Frente Revolucionario 
Democratico (/RD) and to Antonio VARONA, Wie of its leaders, to 
the tune of J^Six million dollars." Subject told FBI he himself 
belonged tojrgroup led by Rolando MASFERRER which NOT getting 
CIA support. Subject visited FBI 21 November 1960 after 
incidents'll which some paramilitary trainees'Aof MASFERRER’s 
group onyNo’ Name Key in Florida had come to F$L11 s attention. 
That gjSsup was called "Ejercito Nacional Cuban®."



Jose Antonio LANUZA

One tose LANUSA was a leader of the DRE, residing in 
Miami, Flo^la, in November 1963. At that be was
providing information (does not say to whom^Fon the 
"Commandos L,"^ten anti-CASTRO organization Not clear 
w’hether he is icremtified with the folL^wing LANUZA.

Jose Antonio LANUZA jr
(on microfiche) 
201-339258

Only information J?n file i^that Subject is a Cuban 
citizen who in 1962 jfas living ai^L705 SW 3rd Ave., Miami. 
He is the Subject&£ Inter-Source Registry No. 9518. 
According to a dpiJument dated 1 November 1968, "SD 10658 is 
terminated witjjdut prejudice by the Detertment of the Army, 
and any additional information should beraeferred to the Army 
Source Registry." A note in the file alsoteaid that there, was 
no presei^r contact with Subject, dated 29 October 1962.

No traces Justin MacCarthy



MEMORANDUM FOR: Deputy Director of Central Intelligence

FROM : John H. Waller 
Inspector General

SUBJECT : Washington Post Story of 13 November 
1976 "Oswald'Reportedly Told Cubans 
of Plan to Kill JFK"

1. The Post story on Saturday states that a J. Edgar Hoover 
memorandum reported that Lee Harvey Oswald told Cubans in 
advance of his plan, to kill President Kennedy. The attached 
package was prepared by CX Staff. It is for
warded for your information.

2. A copy of the Washington Post story has been added 
to the package.

John H. Waller

Attachments: a/s

SDBreckinrldge:js (16 Nov f76)
Distribution:

Original - Addressee w/atts
1 - IG Chrono
1 - IG Subject (Task Force File) 
/ w/atts in above file
- SDB Chrono

1 - Seymour Bolten w/atts
1 - John Waller w/atts
1 - Andrew Faikiewicz w/atts
1



APPROVED FG?? RELEASE 1353 
CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM

13 November 1976

MEMORANDUM FOR

FROM

Chief, CI Staff

SUBJECT "Oswald Reportedly Told Cubans of Plan 
to Kill JFK" by John M. Goshko, Washington 

• Post, 13 November 1976.

1. The memorandum ".. .by the late FBI Director 
J. Edgar Hoover saying that Lee Harvey Oswald reportedly 
told Cuban officials in advance of President Kennedy’s 
assassination that he intended to kill the President" 
is cited in Commission Exhibit No. 3152, Volume XXVI-, 
of the Hearings Before the President’s Commission on the 
Assassination of President Kennedy pp. 154-157 (See Tab A). 
CE No. 3152 is cited in support of statements made by the 
Warren Commission in it’s Report on pages 307-308 (see 
Tab B). This memorandum is based upon information which 
the Agency had passed to FBI Headquarters and it’s repre
sentative in Mexico City.

2. On 26 November 1963, the Mexico City Station 
reported to Headquarters that a Nicaraguan named Gilberto 
ALVARADO Ugarte (referred to as ”D” in the Warren Report) 
came to the U.S. Embassy in Mexico City. He claimed he 
had been in the Cuban Consulate in Mexico City on 18 
September 1963 when a man he later recognized to be Lee 
Harvey Oswald received $6,500 in cash to kill an important 
person in the United States. (See Tab A for complete 
memorandum.)

3. The information obtained from ALVARADO was passed- 
in Mexico City to the Legal Attache, Mr. Clark D. Anderson, 
by our. Chief of Station on 29 November 1963 (See Tab C) .



A short dissemination (DIR 85744) alerting customs agencies 
to ALVARADO’S allegation, was made on 29 November 1963 
to the White House, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, 
and the Department of State (see Tab D). A second dis
semination (DIR 87667) was made on 7 December 1963 (see 
Tab E) . (NB: In the latter dissemination, mention was . 
made that a representative of the FBI participated in the 
interrogation of ALVARADO.)

4. On 13 December 1963, the Agency forwarded under 
CS.CI 3/779, 136 a translation of the Mexican police 
interrogation report on Gilbarto ALVARADO Ugarte (see 
Tab F).

5. In.summary, the Agency and the FBI knew of 
ALVARADO’S allegations concerning Oswald, which were sub
sequently retracted by ALVARADO himself as being false. 
In addition, the FBI was able to prove that Oswald was 
still in New Orleans at the time ALVARADO claimed he saw 
Oswald in the Cuban Embassy in Mexico City. The information 
was forwarded to the Warren Commission by the Agency and the 
FBI as evidenced by its inclusion in the Warren Commission 
Report and accompanying exhibits.
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' ■ Cuban embassy in Mexico . 
City prior to the murder of 
Kennedy. - •
' There' has' been persistent 

surmise about a possible in
volvement’of the Castro, gov
ernment in. the'murder of' 

• Kennedy, possibly as a coun-' 
ter stroke, against. CIA ef- 
forts to* assassinate the 
Cuban leader.. . . ;

There has also been spec
ulation that the assassins-;* 
tion may have been the work |. 
"of Cuban-exile terrorists. [ 

■ However, all of these reports ' 
have been fourth-or fifth-1 

.hand accounts originating J 
with informants of doubtful 
reliability.- . . • -■ <- •

LEE HARVET OSWALD The-. Hoover memo was 
:'.' ... Hoover memo found .. described by the sources as 

having been' addressed.to'the ; 
.Warren Commission, ap- । 

pointed by former President ! 
Johnson to investigate the ; 
assassination. But . former ■ 
commission staffers said yes- ' 

. terday that. they- had . no : 
recollection- of ever having 1

See OSWALD, A9,' Cot 1' -i

Sy John M. Goshko 
W-rh!n?ton Pott esaix Wrlic: 

The . Justice Department 
has discovered a 1054 memo
randum by the late FBI Di-. 
rector J,. Edgar Hoover say- • 
lag that Lee Harvey Oswald. 

. 1 reportedly- told Cuban office'
. ials in advance of President 

•. - .'Kennedy’s assassination that 
he intended to.kill the Presi-' 

- dent.. ' :. :v
• Informed sources said yes- 
; terday that Hoover, in the 
memo, attributed this infer- ; 

j mation to-a highly reliable 
- informant who claimed to 

‘have been' told it personally 
by. Cuban Prime Minister 

'■ Fidel Castro. ■- ■«. ' 
■ ; ’ Castro, according to the ■

memo,- reportedly said he • > -•
■ ; .’had been advised by officials . _• ’■ '•. '< '

of ; the Cuban embassy in ' The assertions reported in 
’ Mexico City, that ’they had the Hoover memo go further 

• ; met with' Oswald before the 
■' Noy. 22, 1963, assassination 
' of ; Kennedy in Dallas and' 
that Oswald informed them 
;of his, intentions? z.

;than any information cur
rently on the. record, con
cerning alleged statements 
made by Oswald in. a. prev
iously disclosed visit to; the '



Memo Citbs l^fotmant: ■ ■ ( 
yn'Osivald-Cubtin Link'.
: -■ i OSWALD, From Al -' -. said though that they believed "as an 

.’. ‘ educated guess” that it was Rolando
. received such a memo or having been Cubeia, a high Cuban official and Cas- 

: - told by Hoover or other FBI officials, tro intimate whom the CIA recruited | 
. of. the Information in it. •; '. in-1961 and who later flguredzln CIA 1
• ••..Officials of the Justice Department 'plana to kill Castro. -■ . .. '

. .-_aiid the FBI refused any comment on .- .in the Senate intelligence commit- I 
•-..the memo’s existence or its contents, '-tee investigation last year it was dis- ’ 

. and other sources familiar with the . closed that the CIA empioved a highly 
assassination investigation said, they placed Castro government. official 
had no knowledge of:whether it act-“ with the cryptonym AMLASH in ef-

... • ually was sent to the’ Warren- Commis-' '"farts to assassinate the Cuban leader.. ■ i 
~ -y—■' --------------Cubela and- AMLASH were-publicly ■

.Those sources who told The Wash- reported to have been the same man. . • 
.. . Ington Post, about the document said :• The sources also were unable to say i 

'its.existence apparently had been, un- ..how-Hoover came.’into possession of ; 
. known until recently. It was discov- information from an informant inside' | 

ered, the sources said, as the result of Cuba, since foreign intelligence is a i 
; \information that came to the atten- CIA. rather than an FBI function.

'tion of the Justice Department and Some said they thought the informa- I
- •that prompted.Attorasy. General Ed- tion had first been given to .the CIA,. •
4. ward H. Levi to order a search of FBI . which then turned it over to Hoover.
’. files. ‘ ’’ i'.’ . : However, John- McCone, who was.'
'f.- After.- the memo was found, the ’ CIA director at the time, said in a tel-’ j 

sources added,-Levi put a--tight damp ephone interview' yesterday that the i
of secrecy on the matter, and only a ■ ' information reportedly in the Hoover !

. small number’ of persons in the Jus-- memo.was "unknown to me.” .. .............
tice Department and FBI know about " —“It’s the first I've ever heard of it," 

'. the document’s existence. -SlcCone said. "It's hard for me to be-...-
.-As a result, the'Sources said, they '. lieve that’ such .a memorandum ex- 

are-unable to answer such questions . isted without it being known to me ij 
as why the memo apparently never.: ’.and to the staff of the Warren1 Com- •

. reached the .Warren Commission,.— - mission.” ’ ’. T” - '
whether the information was accurate ■■ ■ The same point was made by David:

- ..and, if so, whether Castrolwas In-’-. W. Belin, who served as one.’of ths.- 
formed about Oswald's Intentions be7 ’ Warren Commission’s legal counsels.;:' 
fore or after Kennedy w.as killed' ’. . _. -He said,., in a telephone, interview/.'T ’.

’’ - Documents released recently -by the ..'.-have absolutely no recollection of 
'. CIA under the Freedom of Inform^"’" such.a inernd. If such'a document did .. 
’• ‘ tion Act establish that Oswald visited, .exist. I’m sure that we never saw ;t.” .'

" Mexico City less than two months be- • ' Other documents that have -been ■■ 
fore the assassination and met there made public recently Indicate that. 
with officials of the Cuban embassy1.; A- Hoover and top FBI officials, knew—• 

One of these CIA documents, dated the^bureau was mvestigaang
May 5,1964, states that prior to Octo- the Kennedy assassmation — that the 
ber, 1963, Oswald visited the Cuban- -CIA was exploring the possibility or.

• ' embassy on" two or three occasions havin* Castro killed. However,- hoover 
I’i'and was in iontact with three alleged Warren . Cora-

Cuban intelligence- agents-..identified •=—Thwslon of the CIA'S .plotting, against.
■ as • Luisa Calderon. Manuel- -Vegas Castro.

.• Perez and Rbgelio Toe.riguez Loner.:................ ’ •■" ’ • • ................  •
He also is known to have talked"

■ ’ with an embassy official named Siliva 
Duran. She reportedly has siid that

i she dealt with Oswald only about hu
unsuccessful.attempts to obtain a- visa ■ ’ ,
to visit Cuba. ,

.-• The sources were unable to Identify . 
’ the informant described in the Hoover 
•>. memo as having obtained the informa

ton from Castro. Some of the sources
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. Mr* xsftjes* DQAYITB vaa toUPhoaically comotod It bb. 
effort to take an appolMaant tor tn Intarviao. Ua vt« contafetod 
ik talaphon* auabor £& 4-7330* Mr* H02VJTZ acknovladgad tbati about 
toroa VQflka ago bo mv*! bl> bualaati fro* 1101 Vaal lavraoca* 
Chicago* lilUolb* to 0344 Korlb Broadway* Chicago* XllluolbJ Mo 
ataUd Ual bio ourrout buaUooo operatinndar Uo ntoo Shoo Tino*

Ur. 80BVITZ BCkAMladgod that bo bao baaa known In lb* * 
am la buotoosB lb Chicago under tbo atoo vt J4C< UW4R0 taetttsf jura.

Ur. HORWITZ stated that b* wculd not dltcuat th* natter 
involving diet OUEtNlTEiM a* be wanted no pan vhauoaver at tbio 
individual. Ur. UOIWITZ roluaod to sake blua*lt anilabto for au 
iotorvtov and atatod bo visbad b* had never ackooviadfod having 
known mrattKIX xaoj years ago vhta aUDWJTHX lived is Cbic»s«» 
Ur. UOHJJW alatod SUDClSTnu tab only a paaaUg aogtfitfitaaco of 
bla and b* kaav uoulng ootetrnist bln*

O' _ 7/n/04 - .,thKtc?'.I111avln  _____ ril.f^.,^-M.1..——-■■-
v, wu.uk a. anoasmex/rtw M n...^,4 7A?/e« 

' n. <«««~< »m «•*•!*•>»•* »l <• r*l» * W tl *4 YM «M to tetafl M' *«^ • vm M •>« •«* it bt «teViM*U «m« »«•*•**

Commission Exhibit No, 3151—Continucd
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MEMORANDUM TOIU Mr.’jr. U« JUnMa
Central Countpl 
Precldar.t'e CommtiilM on the 
AMaeolftatloo el Proaldcni Kennedy

SUBJECTS Information Developed co th* Activity
cl Lee Harvey OSWALD U Mexico City

I. Oa 16November 1963 a young Latta American, referred 
to herein a* hDB» came to the U.S. Embaety ta Lhxlco Chy. Ho 
claimed bo had boon in the Cuba* Coneulalo in Mt ale* City on 
II September 1963 when a man he later rocogniaed to be Leo Harvey 
OSWALD received 46.600 In each to kill an important period la the 
United pate i.

3. •D“ doacribed the circuraitancea ai foUowal While eUndlag 
by a bathroom door about noon he caw a group o! three perione con
verting on a patio a lew feet away. Ono wae a UU. thia Negro with 
rcddleh hair, obvloutly dyed, who epoke vapidly in both Spanleh and 
En-U»h. He had prominent cheek bonea and a noticeable tear on the 
lower right tide el hie chin. The acccnd wae a while perron whom 
the cubject had react previously Ln a watting room carrying a Canadian 

' pactport. The white porton had green oyeo. blondleh b*lr. with a 
pompadour hairdo. and dark eyeglaeeoe. Ybb third ptreon allegedly 
• at Leo lUrvey OSWALD. •*D‘* war cofnptelely convinced of thia 
from publhhed photoe of OSWALD (allowing the atcaoainallon. 
OSWALD woo wearing a black eport coat, buttoned-up white ahirt 
with chart collar tabs, no He. dark grey panti. and clear cytgVaeaee.

Commission Exhibit No. 3162



He had a green piiipoH U Me pocket* vert a wrist watch wtlb • 
yellow band, and appeared to have a pistol In a rheulder bolster* 
A tall Cuban Joined the group momentarily and passed American 
currency to the Negro* The Negro then allegedly raid to OSWALD 
In EngUeb* *1 want io kill the man*" OSWALD replied* "Yeu'ro 
cot man enough,! can do it»M The Negro then acid in Spanish* 
"I can't go with you* 1 have a lot to do.** OSWALD replied* 
**Th« people are walling for me back there.a The Negro then 
(eve OSWALD $6.SO® tn large denomination U.S* bills* aayUp 
"Tblo Isn't much.*1 After bearing tUo, conversation* “D*4 arid 
that be telephoned (he U.S. Embeeey in Mexico City several Umea 
on 20 September before the aiaaulnatlon In an attempt to. report 
hla belief that someone important In the United Stale I wao to ba 
killed. but wee finally told by ownaoao at the Embassy to atop 
wasting hie time*

I. "D" war knows to thle Agency at • former informant of 
o Latin American security airrice. Hla rail ability war contlderad 
queatlonabla by U.S. aulhorltieo although be bad not been Wholly 
discredited. “D*1 claimed he was in Mexico City working against 
the Cuban Communlala for hie acrvlce. The service* however* 
bee denied that he was acting on Us behalf* While Investigation 
fa the United Jules showed that OSWALD could not possibly have 
been In Mexico City on It September (bn was kpown to bare been 
U New Orlear.i on both 11 and 19 September)* Intensive UietropUoa . 
(ailed to shake “D’s" story*

4. On M November K62 the Mealcan police Interviewed him** 
Al Aral *•©•• persisted in Ms story but oa 20 November ho admitted 
la a signed statement that hie whole account about OSWALD wao > 
fake, Ke admitted bo bad not seen Loo OSWALD at all andUu| a • 
he had act seen anybody paid money in ths Cuban Embassy. lit 
also admitted ho bad not tried repeatedly to phono a warning la 
the U.S. Cmbaeiy la Monica City on Id September as ho had 
previously claimed. Inotead ho had flrlt contacted ths U.S. £ra« . . 
bassy after the aasaaetaiticn* 'W eald that his motive In tolling 
this Uleo story woo Io help got hlmeeU admitted Into the United 
States e» Cut bo could patUclpato inaction against Fldol Castro* 
Ho oald that bo hated Castro sad thought that his story about OSWALD* 
if believed, would help cause the United Stales to fako acUan against 
Caetrp. '

-I-

(’nMMissitw ExntiUT No. 3152—Continued
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>• rolloadnj th* above Interrelation* •Du promptly 
retracted the cooloiritu b* had mad* to th* Mastcan autkorltiee 
4t«oiiU| that Si bad bath extorted from him under yraeiure* 
He wee thro gueiUontdby U.S. authorities satay a polygraph 

A . machine* *D* votantorUy contented to the uae oTtMa e^ulp« 
* mini* During She ^uiiUoaSaj Uwii pointed nut to Mm that be 

vaa not baiog truthful, accgrdtag Io the polygraph* to IdanlHytu * 
photograph* of QSWAbD *a the pareon he a aw to Cha Cuban 
CooiuUtoa He replied that be bad full tilth to too polygraph* 
that be would sot attempt to refute thejeaulta* and that ba 
“mail have baao ruliukra." to addltfia ba changed Me atorr 
regarding |ho day ha vleUed th* Cuban CcniulMa, Orally da- 
clillng U took place on Tutiday, H Scptemb«r> Il wae concluded 
from the roadta cl th* polygraph teat that **0° bad tabrteal«4 Me 
•lory about OSWALD to tot*« “D“ Me *lnc* baaa diported by 
th* Mexican auihcnUai u Ma naUva couxiry*

Richard Halma 
Deputy Diractor for PU&*

. Com mission Exhibit No. 3152—Continued



n. aujcxtiov bty-h

Oa Koveaber U, 1P61, T-M sad* contact with the 
Batted gtatcs Xubuap st Knlco, B. and aUriead tho 
felloviafi

T-31 entered L'oaico tllogallp froa Custaaala on 
August IS, J.033, traveled to Ulrica* O. U.* and subsicuoatlp 
oado contact vith a Ulearocusa corxunist rOBidir.r to uoxloo City* . 
Proa thio eontaot a plan via dovolopod For T*33 io travel to 
Cuba to study guerrilla varlaro UckUa. Il* had occMloa to 
visit tbs Cuhu Cor.culste io Uoxico, 0. B>* several dlllorost 
tines for tbs purpose of obtaining travel aocunoolatios lor 
Cubs br furalxhleg /also idvntiricatlob jifti M * kaxiCM 
CitiXIU,

Ba stated that oa Scptoxber IS, 1069* ko vast to 
tbs Cubto Coaxulate, ud vnilo sitting lb ths vsitlng roon 
ran a group ot spproxinatslp oicht persons outer tho CoMUlato 
III ths oiilcs st Cuban Consul tUSCOlO IICUB. A porcoa vakoora 
to bin via ilitioj st SbCVS'a desk. A short tlao liter, skill 
toureo vis ataudln; noir tho doer to the kou's rocs at tbs 
Cuban Cooaulato, ha noticed throe son nonvoraiot a too toot 
asap t»a hU. Coe oi thou sis a tall* this Uecro with 
ridotsh talri tbs second tu a sM ebon T-4J tad *na proyaoiMiy 
boldlnr a CiAidlaa passpert la tho vaitioc rooa ot'the Cubu 
C^uuletei sad tbs third p.r:o» van lit UUVH OSVilD.

Source nested that a tall Cuban joined the above 
'(roup noeentariiy and parged soul Baited Statue Curreaop to 
the Xocro.

Toe folloving oonvoreatina between the Users and 
CSflUa vm overboard bp source!

Ksgra (La English)I X vast to kill the era.

OSriUl Toc'ra Mt nsa oncugb. I «M da it. ’

■ - 1S< .

Commission Exhibit No. 3152-ConUnuod



y.rro (1b Ipiotihji X cB**t m with you. X have 
B lot to do.

MfAUli the people wo ratting for M beck tkoro.

■MS elated that tho lucre thro faro OSTAIA 
Xd.Sbt I* Vetted dieted currency of lary.e donoulnntlone. 
etylafl Thio 100*1 ouch.- Of thin nun, 31 .(00 van for eatra 
akpeaaoe. tho kegro also faro MPAIA about 300 Uaelcaa peace.

Ik a latar intorrtov. aource ntated that tho
■ Vntted Xtotoa baidi Mtoo tore to a nuell pack about one fourth 

- of co lack thick, bound vlth a paper band, ahlcb the Metro 
broke bolero ccuntlnr oaf II.300 eatrb for aapaavaa and fl.COO 
at oadiaaca payaout.*

T-33 atatod that Oswald had carriod a arooa
. paaaport la bio pocket, and ho believed bo oao OSVAUt vaarlof 

. a platol la a ohouldor holoter. but bo neo not auro of thia 
point. Ha atatld that OSXILO bad loaf ahooa and a oriel vetch 
elih a yallov-aotal band. Accordtaf to aourco. OSfAU 
appeared to bo conplotolp at lioao at tho Cona-Jlato and to knor 
ud to bo bnooa bp Cub tn Cannulate peraonnal.

t-31 one arretted and totorrointad bp Uaalcan 
authorltl.c <>a kovoabor St. 1003, and a copy of tho laterro* 
tattoo report bp the kaalcao aulborlllve revealed the follovlogl

At the outeat oeurco,e alary tonerally redoubled 
that recorded above. Ito repeated to the Uoalcao authorltlee 
the doialle »t tho econo la which ho aav the Horro, the 
Canadian and the Aaorlcan convornlnp tototbor. the delivery 
o< tho oonoy to the Aaorlcto by the Xaaro. and tho contort atlop 

' be orrrbeard.

1-33 adriaed the intorvlrvlnr Koxlcan offlolala 
that vpoa aeolng the photopreph cf osonio tn the nevapaporo

, follnlnf the aoauolnatlon of Prealdcnt Joint X. XCOilDr. bo 
rocoynixod CfyAlO aa the Aaorlcaa bo bad e.on at the Cuban 
Cannulate.

Ab eroerpt froa courco'o otatanont to I'arlcao 
autbordtlao. m traulated froa opanlab. l« aa follovel

133 «
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cn
*«(««»apoatancoualy tad attar roentuildnrtag ho 
desires to atato that Hr Asnricau to elms ho 
roforred la the body of >ln alotrvnab and whoa 
ho saw tho ifilh ot dnplasbnr of thia rear fa tho 
Cub a a Ceneulata had a r.oruis rrna alliance* about 
olatr per ccMi to I.KH IMuVhT ourAUl (•aceaata 
of tho Prceidcst of tho Unitnd Alatcaj. That 
after the aasasslnatlon of Prwiao&l XtnhlbT tho 
vltnoea took »drAi>tA/io of thia fact to bio itror 
to raplolt ltf iuratahifw vrralono auca so thooo 
taiMAllf sol forth* for Ikr purpnaQ of proaektaK 
*o cAcr<cMo reaction fro* li*o pilitlcal point ot 
olou on lUo part ot tho Unllri) KitlrA pt Inerlci 
fi£*inat tho covoruaeftl of r|il£i« CAliTAO GUI and 
that ho had ao active other U*ao tho prolouad 
hatred he fools tor coxaunlne. Tait all bls lift 
tho aitneaa had dedicated hlannif to coabstlng 
couwataa and ho regrets al thia anarnt not bsvlop 
sccoaplishod bls objective la the achso of Ciuainf 
a reaction on the part Of the* Aaortcsh Govorsaobt 
ocaioai HM CASTAO.*

truthful io ida&Hfptsp photographs of 03TAU) as bolse !• Ao tbo CubiA Consulate, sad bo tm coXod
for hid oxpluaMoa thereof* 1

v Bd wpHod that bo had full fattb U tho 
polygraph sdA vould not attoapt to refute its results* Sa th»» ?! !*• !nly ‘•’’I**- ■Ln t0 ‘O'*1* oiler ?*•
mt h* »U t«;; u AaaricM in tha mbu Cacaul.t* on 
SoptonVof U> MM, wio rcnonblul OSVAID, »<id tint upon

®0“CiQU»X7 OP (UtCOMCloutlr, O 

ojuso. • p“‘wl u m to tt* c’rt“

Pacaua* ef ihafici that eubs^nuorrt tosskinf tho 
Abovo»«eMloaod eiitcacnl to Meslcao authorities* source 
claimed that he bad cbmflod his atatonpal because of fctrt 
ho vao latorvicvcd it cuaaldcriblo loncth ca Docanbor & and 
9, U6J, Xa koxlco, 0. I.

After reiterating his storjf T-31 vso afforded 
> peljfrapb oAAfliAitloa oa Dccrabor 8, 16G9. DurXag the courao 
of the caasUition ho via anted* "Io thia the Asarlcad j«u oav 
la tho Cuban CoAOulitol" At the Mao ha vac shoos Bbotofrepba 
of C5UU). . .

Xich M«o ho vao ashed thia suob11oa( bo definitely 
roapoodedt *X«a»* but lt.vas doled that th* poijgriph indicated 
a “deception response" eo thoio ir.orarai those reaponoea aoi 
those Till respect to other ^utoliena 1*4 to the omgIusIoa 
tbi| T-31 via a fabricator. It v\e specifically pointed 
out to Ala that the poljrfrapb IsdUaltd that hi ata m bolcf
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Mexico City in early September to receive money and orders for the 
’■ > assassination/8' that he had been flown to a secret airfield somewhere in 
vj’ or near the Yucatan Peninsula,"63 that he might have made contacts in

Mexico City with a Communist from the United States shortly 
■ *'* before the assassination,"** and that Oswald assassinated tire Presi- 
' vr. dent at the direction of a particular Cuban agent who met with him in 
A,t the United States and paid him $7,000.”* A letter was received from 
:'*■ someone in Cuba alleging tire writer had attended a-meeting where 
t'f•• the assassination had been discussed as part of a plan which would 

• vf.** soon include the death of other non-Communist leaders in thp Ameri- 
cas.m The charge was made in a Cuban expatriate publication that in

• V* a speech ha delivered 5 days after the assassination, while he was under 
’ the influence of liquor, Fidel Castro made a slip of the tongue and said,

“The first time Oswald was in Cuba,”, thereby giving away the 
"2 fact that Oswald Had-made one or more surreptitious trips to that 

country?” ' ..... .
X"* Some stories linked the assassination to anti-Castro groups who 

•_ allegedly were engaged in obtaining illicit firearms in the United 
; ; States, one such claim being that these groups killed the President as 

part of a bargain with some illicit organizations who would then 
supply them with firearms as payment?73 Other rumors placed 

'■ Oswald in Miami, FLl, at various times, allegedly in pro-Cuban ac- 
■ si-tivities there.”* The assassination was claimed to have been carried 

out by Chinese Communists operating jointly with the Cubans.575 
Oswald was also alleged to have met with the Cuban Ambassador in 
a Mexico City restaurant and to have driven off in’ the Ambassadors 

.. car for a private talk.”* Castro himself, it was alleged, 2 days after 
the assassination called for the files relating to Oswald’s dealings with 

members of the Cuban diplomatic mission in the Soviet Union;
■ the inference drawn was that the “dealings” had occurred and had 

established a. secret subversive relationship which continued through 
Oswald’s life."77 Without exception, the rumors and allegations of 

’ conspiratorial contact were shown to be without any factual basis, 
’sti/in some cases the product of mistaken identification. *

■ ^^strative of the attention given to the most serious allegations . 
is the case of “D,” a young Latin American secret agent who ap- 
proached UJS. authorities in Mexico shortly after the assassination 

’"'i.zvf.and declared that he saw Lea Harvey Oswald receiving $6,500 to kill 
;..f ;• the President. Among other details, “D” said that at about noon on 
’•Xf September 18, waiting to conduct some business at the Cuban con- 
•5^ sulate, he saw a group of three persons conversing in a patio a few 

feet away. One was a tall, thin Negro with reddish hair, obviously 
'-dyed, who spoke rapidly in both Spanish and English, and another 

was a man he said was Lee Harvey Oswald. A tall Cuban joined the
• group momentarily and passed some currency to the Negro. The 

Negro then allegedly said to Oswald in English, “I want to kill the 
man.” Oswald replied, “You’re not man enough, I can do it.” The 
Negro then said in Spanish, “I can’t go with you, I have a lot to do." 
Oswald replied, “The people are waiting for me back there.” The

. SOT
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Negro then gave Oswald $5,500 in large-denomination American bill?, 
saying, “This isn’t much.” After hearing this conversation, “D” said 
that he telephoned the American Embassy in Mexico City several 
times prior to the assassination in an attempt to report his belief that 
someone important in the United States was to be killed, but wa? 
finally told by someone at the Embassy to stop wasting his time.

“D” and his allegations were immediately subjected to intensive 
investigation. His former employment'as an agent for a Latin Ameri
can country was confirmed, although his superiors had no knowledge 
of his presence in Mexico or the assignment described by “D.” Four 
days after “D” first appeared the US. Government was informed by 
the Mexican authorities that “D” had admitted in writing that his 
whole narrative about Oswald was false. He said that he had never 
seen Oswald anyplace, and that ha had not seen anybody-paid money 
in the Cuban Embassy. He also admitted that he never tried to tele
phone the American Embassy in September and that his first call to 
the Embassy was after the assassination. “D” said that his motive in 

• fabricating the story was to help get himself admitted into the United 
States so that he could there participate in action against Fidel Castro. 

. He said that he hated Castro and hoped that the story he made up 
■ would be believed and would cause the United States to “take action” 

against him.
Still later, when questioned by American authorities, “D” claimed 

that he had been pressured into retracting his statement by the Mex- 
. ican police and that the retraction, rather than his first statement, 
- was false. A portion of the American questioning was carried on 

with the use of a polygraph machine, with the consent of “D.” When 
told that the machine indicated that he was probably lying, “D” said 
words to the effect that he “must be mistaken.” Investigation in the 
meantime had disclosed that the Embassy extension number “D” said 
he had called would not have given him the person he said ha spoke 

. to, and that no one at the Embassy—clerks, secretaries, or officers— 
. had any recollection of bus calls. In addition, Oswald spoka little, if 

any, Spanish. That he could have carried on the alleged conversation 
with the red-headed Negro in the Cohan Embassy, part of which was 
supposed to have been in Spanish, was therefore doubtful. “D” now 
said that he was uncertain as to the date when he saw “someone who 
looked like Oswald” at the Cuban Embassy, and upon reconsideration, 
he now thought it was on a Tuesday, September 17, rather than Sep
tember 18.. On September 17, however, Oswald visited the Louisiana 
State Unemployment Commission in New Orleans and also cashed a 
check from the Texas Employment Commission at the Winn-Dixie 
Store No. 1425 in New Orleans. On the basis of the retractions made 
by “D” when he heard the results of the polygraph examination, and 
on the basis of discrepancies which appeared in his story, it was 
concluded that “D” was lying.”* •

The investigation of the Commission has thus produced no evidence 
that Oswald’s trip to Mexico was in any way connected with the assas
sination of President Kennedy, nor has it uncovered evidence that the 

308 •. ' '
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'■ T-Orl: Director of Central Intell Irenes

FROM

VIA

SUBJECT

Chief, Latin America Division

Deputy Director for Operations

Possible Accusations Against the CIA

1. On 30 July 1976 at 1630 hours, Latin America Divisio 
was advised the Office of Legislative
Counsel that he had just talked on the phone to a staff aide 
of Representative Thomas Downing, Democrat of Virginia. The 
staff aide told. White that Representative Downing had just 
received information from a Mr, Robert Morrow, author of a 
recent book (Betrayal) on the John F. Kennedy assassination. 
Morrow provided this alleged information to the Los Angeles 
Times, New York Times, a Richmond newspaper (Times or Newsiea 
perhaps), and others. According to this information, which 
the staff aide said is to appear in the New York Times on 
Sunday, 1 august:

a. President Richard Nixon promised a Mr., Mario 
GARCIA Kohly that if an. invasion of Cuba were successful 
Nixon would arrange that all Cuban leftists outside 
Cuba would be killed. The implication was that these 
killings would be carried out by the CIA.

b. British overflights from the Bahamas showed 
that there were Soviet missiles in Cuba as early as 
1960, and.they were not removed until 1964. President 
Kennedy knew of this information, but withheld it from 
the public.

2. The staff aide said that Representative Downing plan 
to call a press conference on Monday, 2 August, to disclose 
the above information, but not necessarily to attest to its 
accuracy.
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he has used nu."ercus high-level government contacts in an 
effort to associate himself with the CIA. In April 1964 
Garcia was sentenced to one year in prison for forging Cuban 
currency to introduce into Cuba to depress the economy. He 
claimed he did this with the knowledge of the CIA and the 
U.S. Government. CIA denied any knowledge of Garcia. This 
Agency has had no operational relationship with Garcia.

CONCUR:

x. e
' 2 n 3

■ • Kallen ,______  *
Deputy Director tor“Operations Date

2



Castro,
But

Castro
Got To

Him First1
LBJ,'{fr.

toe. Rorert I). Morrow, ha* spitted
a Ju/cu year* of secret* ink* a qomexMuiKil book. ”lte- 
tru/d.*’ published by the Henry Regnery Co.. Chicap).

Led Harvey Oswald wa* nut Ore as%uue. Morrow xv

/MARRY ALTSHUL£R 
MIDNIGHT Start Writte 

The CIA end Rd«i Castro ware 
bout betting on the samo agent 
— and Castro won.

The CIA plotted to murder Cas« 
tea by using a Cuban agent 
esde-named Am/Uash, wno 
agreed to lead a couo to overturn 
the Castro government.

Ktit Ant/Lash was a doublcagent. 
A Uuie:mte f.iuntul pul of Ua*tro. 
named J<s»ld(Hli»CuNrtu. he h*.»a the 
(.IV* money —and .spitted ii» piufli •• 
into Casiio’s ear.

In ungry retaliation. CuMrosei up 
the assussinuiioa ot‘ President John 
F. Kennedv.

I ha: i* the *tory — already long* 
known in some Washington circle* । 
— behind the reuniting of the fie 
on JFK’* murder.

But the truth may heeven more

OswuiJ win jum the chump mi up to uK< the plume. whUe 
me »eai kitlirr* escaped.

rding to Morrow. (Hw .IMJ was a xmaiLttmeCI A em*

ROBERT MORROW, former CIA man. holds 
Manniicner rifle ne was ordered to ouy before the 
assassination. Three men fired at oFK ne claims.

■at

t. £

’•4 -3vs
ROLANDO C’

Hazara wn.rf
an Potted : 
.car ManreJc. .r.

JOHNSON refused to 
spilt any details.

'Kennedy 
<Was 
Trying 
To Get

iV
J*

CIA blamed Kennedy 
lor Bay Of Pigs failure.

ployctt, working under orders. He had noideuwh.it it wa«a4 
about or where ms own action* fitted in)o the picture

\ gtoup inside the CIA ttscif. working ck»*ciy witnTj*. 
gfuntled Cuban exiles, plotted theussusUnutiun. suys'ALm 
row.

Oswald** boss was .uauherClA employee. Jack Rimy. 
Ruby knew the scope of «he plot and wanted no part <>f it. 
But Ruby had a mecct «*f his »»wn cn the <ide. Jnig-runnin$ 
fawn Cuba, it made him Miincranle to blackmail.

Rimy was the Dallas r.tghtcluh oncrutur who walked up te 
Oswald and. ax the nation watched on TV. shut him at c!u*e • 
range. Ruoy tuc* i* now Jeud. hut hisciaim was he performed 
the act out of !uve for tne dead Pre^dcnu Morrow says this 
is the truth about Ruoy:

He was t»rdercd to liquidate Osw-ald. to keep hi* mtniih ■ 
shut, and threatened with a jail sentence on a drug charge it 
he hesitated. . ;

What did the CIA cahai base uistinM. JFK? Morrow ex-! 
plains the CIA group .uid its Cuban exile friend* blamed ! 
Kennedy fur the Bav of Pig* invasion failure. And they 
charged mm with piayiug^iliiic* :a the Cuban missile crisi*.

•’If our President and hi* brother <it on the mi**iie infor
mation, he won't live through hu first term." Morrow Heard 
from an insider.

The Cl A-Cuban exile plotter* regarded JFK a* a traitor. 
They fell he wasn't readv cmwgh to battle Castro, whom 
they saw a* a deadly menace to the U.S.

Their first plan wa* :o nun (.'astro by counterfcitine 
Cuban currency to *ma*h the economy. They were runnin.; 
their counterfeiting operation with U.S. government funu* 
and salaries, but naturally iney had to keep it dark from the 
White House.

ice broke in anu arrcstcj them a* ordinary cuumerfettcr*., 
Mornw ciinjseit* hacueu a r&O^ar sentence. >u>*. 
pended, in connection with ?ne <cr,cme.

The insiders felt :ne White House had interfered w;:s 
their !.v»t hope — -nort of vivience —of breaking Castro

••If w» can’t u*« Castro because nf the Prriideni. «e“.l <•» 
the President first, so we can get at Castro,-* one of ihetr. 
warned Morrow.

I’he kingpin of

■emo Arre'j 
;9 eery cj-.s

ROLANDO CU8ELQ, almost a Castro idokahk 
with the beard and cigar, wore his arm in a slin 
as a result of wounds he received tn the Pres 

. oential Palace takeover in Havana on Caswo 
behalf.

now dead.aNewOrfeanxbuxineMman who was a power . 
rhe CIA. Morrow quotes him at declaring: -The astsada 
Utm of a President may «ma nwumrotM acu but nut if u 
alternative h an America under communist nxte.„”

Lung afterward. Shaw wu* indicted on «i conspire 
charge, and acquitted as innocent.

But meanwhile, as Morrow teiU it, thepldt went aheat 
Oswald wu* picked xs the fall guy. to he fed to :he po‘»s 
while the men who actually fired the shots tn Dallas th. 
Nov. 23 got away.

This pan of trie story fits in with recent Senate Intel 
gcncc Committee revelations of two Cuhu-connccxed tic. 
fives *oiL>w ii:g:heu*.*u*sin.’itiun. One tied Texas fur Mcxi. 
•he '.ime day. and a Cuba-bound airliner was held back *. 
he scrambled aboard.

The other reached Mexico tne following day. and w 
immediately flown out to Cuba on an airliner with no oth 
passenger*.

According to .Morrow, these were the men with Man 
lichcr rules .srmtiuc to »hc one Oswald owned.-who fired, 
'he President tram hidden vantage points; The expiahu::- 
:hat there was more than one man firing accounts fur 
pu/zhng profusion of wounds.

If the truth '-v-is known or suspected in Washington^ w?

Current talk in the nutun’s capital is that the first ones: 
realize i astro’* involvement had a temNe fear that J . 
were openly accused. ;t wotfid tend to a confrontation •*»: 
nts hncker. Russia — possibly the nudear holocaust 
whole world dreaded.

So they U*rt quiet— even the man in the White Hou'u 
Lvndun U. Johnson.

New * commentator Howard K. Smith nas nowreveateu 
con-rdentGii conversation wrfi? Johnson, .eng ego.

•♦HI tell »«»u MHnvthing annul KennvdsS murder that «• 
rmk }•»«.“ J.'hn*on cor.fiMga. ••Kennedy was tning to gt 
Castrn. out Castro got tu him first.”

"famnaumi

I
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APPROVED FOR RELEASE 1993 8
CIA HISTORICAL-REVIEW PROGRAM

MEMORANDUM FOR: Director of Central Intelligence

FROM :
Chief, Latin America Division

VIA : Deputy Director for Operations

SUBJECT : Citations from Robert Dietz Morrow's Book,
"Betrayal" in "Midnight," a Weekly Tabloid, 
entitled, "How CIA Plot to Kill Castrp 
Backfired"

REFERENCE : Memorandum for DCI from C/LA, Subject: 
"Possible Accusations Against the C-IA," 
Dated 31 July 1976

1. Attached is a copy of Subject article from the 
2 August 1976 edition of the tabloid "Midnight."

2. Also attached is a copy of. a 24 March 1976 memorandum 
for the Deputy Director for Administration from the Director, 
of Security relative to Robert Dietz Morrow. This memo 
indicates that Mr. Morrow was granted a Secret contract 
clearance in September 1962 for use by the Office of Commu
nications which contracted with Morrow Products, Baltimore, 
Maryland, to produce an adapter which would greatly reduce 
interference on radio receivers. The adapter was delivered 
.in February 1965 and found to be worthless and the contract 
was terminated. Subsequently, Morrow became involved with 
Mario GARCIA Kohly and made the plates from which Kohly 
produced counterfeit Cuban pesos. Morrow and his wife, 
Cecily, were arrested along with Kohly by the Secret Service 
on 1 October 1963. At that time Morrow told the Secret 
Service that he had become associated with a "certain agent" 
after building a device which he demonstrated to CIA.

E2 IMPDET
CL BY 9560
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3. To our knowledge the allegations in Subject article 
have no basis in fact nor did we have any relationship with 
Jack Ruby, Clay Shaw or Lee Harvey Oswald.

2 Attachments, a/s 

cc:- DDCI

CONCUR:

Chief, Counterintelligence Staff

for

Deputy Director for Operations

Date

Date
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APPROVED FO? 1993 
C!A HiSTORICAbK EVIEW PROGRAM

l’HMO?--ViDb?l FOR: Deputy Director for Administration •

FROM :
Director of Security

SU3J3CT : Morrow, Robert Diets

1. Tais nemorandun is for your information. only.

2. Mr. Angus M. Thuermer, Assistant to the DCI, has 
advised that Mr. Fred Blumenthal of Parade magazine had. 
tclophoaically contacted him and sale that a Robort D. 
Morrow had written a book entitled Betrayed, which was duo 
for publication in May 19 75. Mr. Blusentrial advised that 
he is currently reviewing this book, and that it contains 
some critical co mu cats concerning t.~a Agency, o.g. tae 
Agency was responsible for the assassination of President 
John F. Kennedy. Mr. Blumenthal also stated that Mr. Morrow 
claims to. have been a CIA contract man. Mr. Blumenthal 
desired to verify Mr. Morrow’s claimed association with 
the Agency, and Mr. Thuemer requested that this Office 
review its files to ascertain whether Mr. .Morrow was 
in,fact'associated with.the .Agency, and if so, what infer- 
nation could be passed to Mr. Blumenthal.



•J. Subseoueatlvj on ?. 0obar 1953, tin U» S. Secret
Ci—r»-r-f ;> ,-s — i 1 .-» 1 ^-> ^-. ■~- I7n» Vr'n1<-

Sr., Morrow and. Ills wife, Cecily, in connection with a 
plot to flood Cuba with o.5u,OuU, 000 in counterfeit pesos to 
depress the Castro economy. Mr. Kohly was tho leader of 
this selena, while Mr, Morrow and his wife were charged wit 
sxahing t-ha plates for the counterfeit bills. Mr. Morrow, 
when iatarrogated by the U. 3. Secrot Service, advised that 
Mr. Sohly supplied hin with a counterfeit 29 paces bill 
which Mr. Kohiy said was offered for- sale to him from 
agents of the CIA in. Mi and.. Mr. Morrow also stated that
he had baccna associated with a ’’certain agent" after 
building a device which ha doaanstrated to this agency. 
The Secret Service was advised in 1963 that the Agency 
did not have any interest in Mr. Xohly.

5. There is no infomation in this file verifying 
.'-It. Kohly*s allegation that he had obtained the counterfeit 
bill iron agents of the CIA.

6. Mr. Thuemer has been advised that he say tell 
Mr. Blumenthal that the Agency entered into a contract with 
Mottow Products, Inc., in Sen tenter 19-52 whereby Mr. Morrow 
was. to develop a piece of equipment, but that the coati-act 
was terminated in April 19-53 after the prototype of the 
equipment had been tested and found to-be unsatisfactory.

Distribution:
Orig. f, 1 - Adse

1 D/Sec
1 - CD Reading File
1 - Subj act File

OS/PS^MMBSSSSSS (IS March 19 76) 
RatypOThMi£fi«v*M^Fi (24 March 1976)
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..f™® FOR REEEASE 1993 
CMHKTOfflCAl REVIEW PROGRAM

MEMORANDUM FOR: Director of Central Intelligence
I

FROM : John H. Waller
Inspector General

SUBJECT : Washington Star Story, 1 October 1976

1. This is for your information only.

2. On 1 October 1976 the Washington Star published a news 
story with an Associated Press credit line, headlined CIA 
Viewed Oswald As Information Source (copy attached). The 
lead stated:

Contrary to sworn testimony, the CIA once con
sidered using presidential assassin Lee Harvey 

.Oswald as a source of intelligence information 
about the Soviet Union, according to a newly 
released CM document.

In sworn testimony before the Warren Commission, 
former CIA Director Richard Helms said the 
Agency never had "or even contemplated" any 
contacts with Oswald.

The news story, in another section, made the following 
statement:

The November 25, 1963, memo explained that 
the Agency’s interest in Oswald as a potential 
intelligence source was due to his "unusual 
behavior in the USSR, " to which he had defected 
in 1959.



.............

3. There was such a memorandum, written by a case 
officer then stationed in Paris, recently released under FOIA. 
Writing three days after President Kennedy’s assassination, 
this case officer recalled that there had been interest in Oswald.

• As soon as I had heard Oswald’s name, I recalled 
that as Chief of the 6 Branch I had discussed -- 
sometime in the summer of I960 -- with the then 
Chief and Deputy Chief of the 6 Research Section 
the laying on of interview (s) through KUJUMP or 
other suitable channels ...

I remember that Oswald’s unusual behavior in the 
USSR had struck me from the moment I had read 
the first ODACID dispatch on him, and I told my 
subordinates something amounting to "Don't push 
too hard to get the information we need, because 
this individual looks odd. "

.... I do not know what action developed there
after ....

4. The Helms testimony before the Warren Commission 
on this subject was.as follows:

Mr. Helms. On Mr. McCone’s behalf, I had all 
our records searched to see if there had been 
any contacts at any time prior to President Kennedy's 
assassination by anyone in the Central Intelligence 
Agency with Lee Harvey Oswald. We checked our 
card files and our personal files and all our records.

Now this check turned out to be negative. In addition 
I got in touch with those officers who were in positions 
of responsibility at the times in question to see if . 
anybody had any recollection of any contact having 
even been suggested with this man. This also turned 

: out to be negative, so there is no material in the
Central Intelligence Agency, either in the records or 
in the mind of any of the individuals, that there 'was _j 
any contact had or even contemplated with him.

- 2 -



5. Mr. Helms did state exactly the words quoted in the 
news story -- "or even contemplated." But the context of 
those words was what was reported to him as the result of 
a search of records and memories. To this day those- 
familiar with the extensive Oswald records state that there 
is no reflection in those records that anyone even undertook 
to propose or approve a contact with Oswald. It would have 
been natural to do so, but apparently any such thoughts did 
not progress to formal action. From the memorandum 
quoted, it is apparent that someone at Branch level did think 
about it, even if nothing ever came of it. This hardly con
stitutes a responsible or official or serious "contemplation" 
of the idea. Mr. Helms' full statement on this point seems 
literally correct in the full context of his statement, although 
more refined qualifications might have reiterated the basis 
for his conclusions. The news story is misleading on this 
point.

6. The news story statement that Oswald was considered 
due to his "unusual behavior in the USSR," is exactly the 
opposite of the statements of the quoted memorandum, which 
reported the care that should be used if Oswald were approached, 
because of his strange conduct.

7. The statement in the news story about Mr. Dulles 
consulting with Agency personnel on how to answer questions 
is basically true. The interpretation to be placed on this 
counselling will depend on the interpreter. The inference of 
the news story is that Mr. Dulles was counselling slanted 
responses on the Oswald issue, thereby tending to reinforce 
the interpretation of deception attributed to Mr. Helms.

Attachment:

John H. Waller

As Stated
cc: DDCI w/atts

DIG:SOBreckinricce:js (?. 1407} 6 October 1975
Distribution:
Orig w/atts - Addressee*
1 w/atts - DDCI- • \
1 w/atts - ER
1 w/atts - IG Chrono - 3 -
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ZX.TICLE
ON FAGS 2—_—~

Document Connadids assiimony

i Contrary to-sworn testimony, the 
CIA once considered using presiden-’-

’ tial assassin Lee Harvey Oswald as a a
■ source of -intelligence, information.; 
about the Soviet Union, according to

; anewlyreleasedClA-document.;.). -.<£ 
| In sworn’ testimony. before-_the-*i

Director . Richard( Helms, said the-, 
agency never bad..*.'or even epatem- 
plated” any contacts with Oswald.

The newly released document, 
written by an unidentified.CIA officer.. 
three days after President John F. 
Kennedy was killed in Dallas bn Nov. ■. 

■ 22, 1S83, says that?‘‘we showed intel-'; 
’ licence interest’..'in Oswald’ar.d “dis-'-' 
cussed- -. I-theylayir.g "on o' inteft.; 
views.’” *?■*•££ 
. The unidentified-officer added-that-- 
:"I do not know what action developed ■ 
thereafter.”-.'

' THS MSMOi »7AS’’ AMONG hun-li 
•deeds of pagesy-of._documents.from'; 
the CIA’s file-on.*Lee Harvey Oswald.' 
The material wae,lreleased ’to,-.The 
Associated -. Press yesterday - under■- 
the Freedom of Information Act.

j A- second -^document -reveals, that-.
’. former CiA. Director Allen Dulles,.- 
■while serving as. a member, oi .the- 
¥7arreh Commission, privately coun-- 
seled CIA officials on. the best way. to . 
answer cuestions-from the- corn mis- ■ 
sion about allegations.,that.Oswald 
was a CIA agent. -. ?... A ..

/•; Dulles "thought.language'• which. 
made it clear that Lee- Harvey Os
wald was never an employe or agent 
of CIA would suffice,” an unidenti-. 
fled CIA officer wrote Helms in April 
1954. A • : < ..

“I agree with.him that a carefully 
• phrased denial of the-charges of in
volvement with Oswald seemed most 
appropriate,’’.,the unidentified officer.

'.’“.When’he appeared before the.com- 
mission in May 1.984, Helms, ’ then 
head or. the. ’agency's-clandestine 
•services, testified. under *’ oath ,tha t 

(.."there’s no ^material in- the- Central 
? Intelligence;:.Agency,: either, in the 
'records or in the- mind of any of the 
individuals: that there-.was any con-, 
tact had or even comtemplated with” 
Oswald. ’ .; .’ ’... -’.
’ THENOV.’ 25,1953, memo explain? 

that the agency’s interest in Oswald 
as a-potential intelligence source was 

..due.; to. his. "unusual behavior in the 
USSR," to which-he had defected in’

• 1959.• y. 7 .’ .- •
;"We-were particularly interested 

' in the (deleted) Oswald might pro-- 
;.vide on the Minsk factory in which he 
(had been employed, on certain sec
tions, of the city itself, and of course-, 

(we thought-the usual (deleted) that 
'•(might help develop (deleted) person- 
i’ality dossiers,” the memo states. - 
h;?jThe memo, indicates.that Oswald;’ 
' was also of-interest to. the; CIA. be:.'. 
( cause .of concern that?his •'Russian.:'.-
.... r ;_ . -n-T
•bom wife,’Marina, might have been 
’.part of a trend for Soviet women to 
•marry foreigners', leave the country 
’and settle overseas where they could 
serve as spies. *’.' 

;’’. .ijtlE ABOUT ths agency's 
interest.’in} Oswald said the’ discus
sions about Oswald occurred “some
time .in summer. 19SC." The author 
continued:.',*! don't recall if this was 
discussed while Oswald and his fami-' 
ly were on route to our country or if it; 
was after their arrival.”,-.
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APPROVED FOR RELEASE 1533 
CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM

SUS Gil rto Nolasco ALVARA2

i

1. • On the morning or November an ofiuter of this Section, 
accompanied by Mr. Plambec^of the Security ffice, interviewed
Subject in a parked car on the uth edge of a city. The following . 

 

statements, unless otherwise noSfed, are thu/e of the Subject:

J in Ciudad Rama.
Ke entered Mexico by • • ’ 
Cuba io study guerrilla Warfare .

5 until false documentation.
nged through the Cuban

Subject was bora 31 January 19
Departaxnsnto Zelaya, Nicara 
bus on. 2’9 August 1963 oh his w 
tactics. Ha was to wait in Me; 
as a Mexican citizen could be a 
Consulate in- Mexico. The reayptSpposa behind his travel 
involved a penetration missio; lor a Nicaraguan Secret Service 
His superior in Mexico City J's Maj< Roger JEREZ, Nicaraguan 
Military Attache, whose o ^fce is looted at Pasaje Latino, 

. -Interior 513, telephone 4h-jo3-37

On 2 September Subject reported ih Mexico City to • 
Professor Edel her to TORRES, who liv^at General Zuazua 
Number 37, Interior ?/ TORRES is a N araguan and is in 
charge of Nicaraguan/Communiat travellers to Cuba 
well-known Communist and has a daughte. 
travelled there on false Mexican papers.

•rOn 2 September Subject discussed anti-S?(moza guerrilla 
activities in Departamento Atlantico, Hicarag with, TORRES 
and the brother* Gustavo and Humberto Jerez lavera.- .

acker in a Mexican female noi al school.
TORRES toldjsubject that he would receive 500 Mexican pesos 

 

monthlyj/subsistence allowance pending the a rangement

Fiq.3.<

ii b^li>



of his xravsl paper/.

0^50 v® her Subject went to 
turn over pasapo photos to Consul AZ 
in the waiting roo: , he saw a group of 
persona enter.the nsulate and go into A
he noticed that an u&mown person was sit‘

3 sittmz

3 office, but ; 
at AZCUDdesk

A Cuban employee of tha Consulate 
alias as Juan Jose, ac^ut 40 years old 
build, straight hair, e 
Subject to turn over his^nhotographs > . ■
asked to be shown the la ‘on ox the men’s room and was 
directed through, a door jasoagoway leading to a patio 
The door of the patio open^ off thia passageway.

own to Sub j ect in 
ustacha, normal -

"While standing by the bathroom door. Subject saw a 
group of 3 persons conversing on the patio a few feet away.

' One was a tall; thin Nagr^w^h reddish hair which appeared • 
to ba dyed. He had prominent cheekbones and a noticeable • • 
scar on'his lower right r£ida ordiis chin. He spoks repeatedly 
with a Cuban accent aa^f also spoke some Snglish. .Another . 

 

one was a white man ^hom Subject had previously seen 
holding a Canadian passport in tma waiting room. This person. 
had green eyes and^ark blond h which -was arranged in a 
.’’existentialist” ha/rdo with a pom dour. Ha wore glasses of 
the type with a ror-like outer’ rface. The third person 
was Lee Harvey/OSWALD (Subject v^ts completely convinced 

photos that this was OSWALD). He said therefrom oubliahe
was not a shadow ox doubt in his mindL

was wearing a black spa A coat, buttoned up 
with short collar tabs, no ti-.L dark gray pants ant 
clear eyeglasses. (Subject stuck to this «tory that he was 
wearing ^eyeglasses despite the fact that tley were not presen 
in published photos of OSWALD. )

OSWA 
white shir

Swbject saw a tall Cuban join th3 groupV 
as s «fc>ma Americ-ae’currency to the Negro*

Cuban man had apparently come out of AZCUib office into the



Subject ejdnsatad his age as approximately 37. Subject 
never saw tain rnan after 13 September.

• Subject overheard the following conversation between the 
egro and OS'A'ALD:

Negro: (in. English) I want to kill the man. '-

CSV/ALD: You're not man enough. I can. do it.,

Negro: (in Spanish) I can’t go with you. I have a lotto do.

OSWALD: The people are waiting for me back there. ’

The Negro then gave OSYVALD 6,500 dollars in large \ ’ 
dexs32nination:.U.S. bills saying "this isn’t much”. Of this aum, 
1,500 dollars was for extra expenses. The Negro also gave ■ 
OSWALD about 200 Mexican pesos. Later the Subject saw a. 
pretty girl believed to ba a Cuban employee ox the Consulate: 
give OSV/ALD an ’’abraso” and tell him that she was living at 
Calle Juares #407 in case he wished to find her. The girl . 
appreated to be about 20 years old and her‘manner reminded 
Subject of a prostitute. OSWALD, the Negro and the Canadian,, 
then went up stair s-

Subject left the Consulate building momentarily to buy a 
• popsicle at the corner and saw these three persons leave by 
the Embassy gate near the corner of Tacubaya where they 
entered a parked black car, probably a Chevrolet. Subject . . 
reentered the Consulate waiting room and later was approached • 
by the tall unidentified Cuban, who came out of AZCUE’a o££ice; 
and told Subject to return the next day at which time his finger
prints would he takan and he would complete a form for 
obtaining travel documents. •

Subject returned to the Consulate on 19 September at 
about 0345 and filled out the form. He was told at'this time 
that ha would be approached by an Embassy officer to make . 
up a story for his false Mexican papers. Many people were in 
the waiting room on the morning of 19 September and the door
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w?., finally closed to keep others from entering.

Subject was then told to contact fCRREo, whereupon he 
went to TORRES’ home but TORRES’ wife, a Guatemalan, 
told Subject that he was at the Soviet Embassy. Subject went 
to the Soviet Embassy about 1130 but was not allowed to eater ’ . 
although ha had been there on earlier occasions with TORRES. 
At thia point. Dr. Noel JARQUIN Toledo, Nicaraguan x ?' • 
Communist, who has been in Moscow, approached and. saw 
Subject standing at the gate. He asked Subject why he was' • ->. * 
there and Subject said, ha was looking for TORRES. JARQUIN ■ ■' 
informed him that TORRES was inside. TORRES soon came 
out and accompanied Subject to the Cuban Consulate. .. ..* . '■
TORRES entered AZCUE’s office alone and later emerged . . 
telling Subject ’’-you have nothing further to do here until I ; *’ 
contact you.” At this point, an unidentified girl entered tha 
-Consulate and greeted TORRES. TORRES replied ’’not now, , 
come back tomorrow. ”

On the night of 17 September TORRES presidedover a - ' 
meeting of about 13 Nicaraguan Communists held at his home ' 
to discuss a recent guerrilla attachkia the Segovia Region of 
Nicaragua. TORRES announced that 6 guerrillas had been 
killed and said that the next.year would he a tough one because 
the U.S. nnTT.ey might change and the Communist might find 
themselves isolated. TORRES asked Subject if he knew the . 
Laguna de Perlas area of Nicaragua where tha U.S. is training 
Cubans. He referred to it as "zona gringa”. Subject replied 
that he was not acquainted with the area.

On 26 September TORRES saiit Enrique CUADRA Collado, 
an employ ea of Carton Envases de Mexico, Lago de Canala 13, 
to tell Subject that he should go to tha Cuban Enn^ulate. Subject 
went to the Consulate but was told to wait because the Consul 
was very busy. • •

VZhile waiting for the Consul, Subject saw the Canadian - 
again. The Canadian was smoking a cigarette and. wearing a 
Rolex wristwatch which a Consulate employee was trying to buy 
from him for 1, COD pesos. The Canadian refused to sell, saying



that ha had purchased the witch La Me.-dco aed wi'.s taking it 
c-j;r.e as a souvenir. The Canadian carried a camera 
strapped across his chest and also carried a batch a: obscaae 
photographs which he was showing to Consulate employees. 
The red haired Negro mentioned earlier then came in and took 
the Canadian upstairs. As he was leaving ths waiting room,- • • 
the Canadian Hashed a large wad of U.S. dollars and said “Pm 
going. The skies are clouding up and they’re waiting fba me “■ 
at home. ” - . ••,

At tha end o£ September Subject phoned the American" • j 
Embassy several times to report his belief that someone ' 
important in the U.S. v/as to be killed. In making these call?, 

. he used the name Jorge KYNAUT (phonetic) to protect his 
identity. He was asked if tha call related to visa matters and. 
he replied “no, it involved a political matter, he wished to 
speak with a person of confidence. ” His first call was screened 
by two females and he finally spoke to a man who took Subject’s 
phone number (30-19-52) and said ha would call back. The man 
never called. Subject triad repeatedly to contact the Embassy 
by pnone but was finally told ’’quit wasting our time; wa are 
working here and not playing. ” " •

When Subject.saw the photograph of OS77ALD in a local news
paper, he contacted the Embassy Security Office on 25 November.

2. The officers interviewed Subject on 2$ November and agreed . 
that ha was a young, quite serious person who spoke with conviction. 
Ha showed that he knew enough English to understand rudimentary 
conversation in that language.

Subject said that he had taken training in the Panama Canal 
Zone when he was with the Nicaraguan Army and admitted that 
he was still a member of the Nicaraguan Communist Party, 
having originally been a convinced Marxist. Later he became 
disillusioned and for the past tour years has worked as a pene
tration agent for the Nicaraguan Government. He said he 
expected to enter Cuba within 2 months.

Subject explained that he was outraged cy the assassination 
of President Kennedy which he was “30 percent sure” was a



Co:n_n-.xiixst plot. Me said lie did r.ot wish. to become involved, 
in .my big publicity. splash and hoped that his name would be 
kept secret. but Shat he would be willing to -do ’’whatever 
iwciimry." Ac thia time. Subject was living at Pino 173, 
Col. Santa Maria da la Ribera, telephone 41-07-3i_.

Contact arrangements ware made so that he could be picked up and - •
interrogated further / . . •.■.■• .

3. On ths night ox 26 November ha waa interrogated by two officers 
ox this Section. His story remains substantially the same as set forth - . ' 
above. He recognized photographs ox the following Cuban Embassy - ' 
personnel: Silvia DURAN, Eranciaco LLAGOSTZRA, Grestes RUIZ, ■ .-•. 
Samuel PEREZ, Rogelio RODRIG tJEZ, Raul APARICIO, Rolando . •'
ESTEVA, Heberto J ORRIN, Oscar CONCEPCION, Antonio HARCIA,. ' 
Jose Ferraadas ROA, Andras ARMONA, Joaquin HERNANDEZ Armas, 
’’Puvfi*’,. Pereg’fina ALONSO, Luisa CALDERON, and Alfredo LHRABAL. 
He did not know any of these persons by name, but was able to- give.-’ •
partial descriptions such as duties, height, skin coloring, condition of 
teeth,* disposition,-accent, etc. He identified tha photograph of Oscar 
CONCEPCION as the tall Cuban mentioned above and a photograph of 
Luisa CALDERON, as the pretty girl mentioned above. He also identified. 
Eranci’sco LLAGOSTZRA as the mnstached Cuban whom he had known, 
under alias of Juan Jose. This was the same person incidentally who waa 
trying to buy the watch, from, the Canadian. Subj ect’ quickly identified 
the New Orleans mug shot of A? .n which had been supplied by your 
office. He said that he was positive of these identifications.

4. At this interrogation, Subject said

OSWALD had carried a green passport in his pocket 
and Subject believes he saw OSWALD wearing 3 shoulder 
holster pistol. He did not seem to be too sure of this . t 
point. Hs said OSWALD wore long shoes and had a wrist.- 
watch with a yellow metal band. He illustrated OSWALD’S 
manner of slouching in a. chair at the Consulate while in 
the waiting room at about noon on 13 September. He said 
tZiat OSWALD seemed to ba completely at home and, appeared
to know and be known by Consulate personnel. At ons point
he heard OSWALD use the Memcan slang expression ’’Cabron.”

. ?d9?6



badly pronounced.

S'-idject reenacted the conversation. o_id money pas is leg 
iiccne dijcribed above. His account ox t?.a convariadcd 
wag essentially the same as reported, except at this time 
he had OSWALD use the word kill ia his first reply to the . . •. 
Negro;.hence, "You’re not ths man. I can kill him.” - .-;.

He said that the U.S. bank notes were in a small / ..
pack about 1/4 inch thick bound with a paper band which the • <-/
Negro broke-before counting out 1, 500 dollars for extra - 
expenses and 5,000 dollars as ’’advance payment.” '

Subject said that ha is still a sargeant in the Nicaraguan ’ . '
Civil Guard and that ha entered Mexico illegally on 29 August 
without travel documents, paying a bribe at tha border and 
having transited Honduras, Guatemala and El Salvador .as \ . 
route. He said that he had been to Mexico in 1961 on a mission • ‘ 
for the Nicaraguan Secret Service after a contrived escape 
from falsa arrest in Nicaragua, follow ed’by a period’of asylum. ** 

'in the Mexican Embassy. He said that hia training'received.
in the Canal Zone took place in Fort Glick in March 1956 (note 
Subject would nave only been 16 years old at that time).

Subject said that ha had been to the Cuban Consulate on ' 
2 ar 3 September, 15 or 16 September, 13 September;- •
19 September, 26 September and 25 November.

He admito to having visited the Soviet Embassy approxi
mately 6 or 7 times; about 4 times with TORRES. He was - 

- somewhat fussy on reasons for these visits and was hot 
pressed for detail at this session. ■

5. In order to keep Subject available for further interrogation, ha 
was instructed to find other living quarters where he should register 
in. an alias. On the following morning, 27 November, he reported that 
he had registered as Alberto SANCHEZ, Room. 203, Hotel Necaxa. 
Ou 23 November he was arrested by Me:ticaa police atjzhe hotel. This 
office has no further contact with Subject.

DISSEMINATION OF THIS INFORMATION OUTSIDE YOUR OFFICE 
SHOULD BE CLEARED V/ITH CUR HEADQUARTERS IN WASHINGTON,
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1. Txls pcrfcxi (AL?A3.AxX>) r.iia-4 he ves 2t years old, 
vrrsxrrina,. a Ca^olic, a ohaisffeur, v'-Z> cone fron Clcind ?raaz 
L'e.Atrcian: r>f Celaya, J-e-j’.thlie of 5ic&-ra.-.raz vhs> live? i: 
C-aiix >l*o Lo. 173 in. tnia capital C^.-rira City).

2. Eb indicated that os Au^-qst 29 ci? this yjsr h& entered . 
Kasico illorjally, "brlbisi an csaylcj*=s of the cfflra
in Ciudad Csnsctesra, Chleras, Kaxlcoj, Saz SCO pesos- 2s added ’ 
tba."- ?jo vas re^ttiiasis* ccncsaiss sad for that raasoa the objrat . 
oT bln easing to &»isa uns Vt> try Vo ini’llraata ths yroraa e£ . 
that offiliaiioc, for the e©st jnrt Caban ^rm-ss, vith the ulti— 
Kata series* esf pawalstjj i^arsnacics to Liajcr 2ogar -J3S2S Alihro^. 
ttllirary Auracsar of thB ELsaxajcan Sshasny in 14ax±ao with tztea 
'css J»s baen col? .s sera e-lru: ftxr tlra=» years. and vec psyn hia -^CO 
pesos b. sentb ’Cor his %r==eese^- tha Isiesnaiian that he 
bs passtfts to raid' SHitasy A-teeh& ear ba rai-tha 15 ilrectly to 
C-crxnral Gnsra?n> Jjubth-ix*, Chief erf tha IbtalZ-i.Jhaaa terviea n? 
t'*> Zuloara^ias Asay^ WlVb T“s-i£aaca is 56105:^x0- . ..'

3, /^LTALiAii caZd that by pre^^naiy;;., to he a aswarard c4y ’ 
and. threar h rrofBascs? S^lha^.-o TurSSS, cJLrassujjisa
cossenistj be cet. tm iaSiri-ioal t*r tixj rasa of Cosrlos. Jsxvo, 
22 ix&QS'Zsxxt fscsksj^r CT? ths Cuban SZbassy. xte hasting ossctXKxa 
Last coptesiber 3 or -b.. Tbo prntan-, g£ Jte ecs'Jcy cao. that. 
AL'VACftbQ Tea-rsen to ;jo tp Cuba, ar>d Xba? that reason ha tola 
Csrlea Jcsa tbs”, he fcaa a <.cod coassstis”. Cn tie 10th or 12ih 
c£ the sasa ssnrth^ sn eryplnyee eZ the Cuban. Srfsxssy had bis fill 
out a jjxastdcpxaira end aakad his for xhres ph^u3*xa5h»y tjhiab. 
he bxis not i,iv3n herns yet-

4. 2xi the n«» jssssjer b=r inadented that vsis^ vsrioas 
ojrstoxta sa ccnti»hiA *-□ fsapaesr. tha Cuban Estotftsy tryinc to 
ob'.a±n isfosaatisa tt> send io iSaysT JaS£Z or to C-eraral ?ziJ«ESL. 
Cn css? oraasloa they told tl3 i-i the Satascy that in erdar to 
e-table h±a to ro=»ln id the country- (cu'ra)j tixry wero Loin? 
to have a lasyer £ei far «tln s passx^zrt, birth certXidcate^ 
.xx’. certificate of ailitary eerrioe aa a £ex*ran aai In that' 
vay c& t.’oul.'l travel to Cuba-



5. :'-Q c.'i'X-si on 13 ■ ep'^izber a- about LI:'Xi n.a. he vas
ir; v<ii*-£:<. r->~ra of chi? lobby t?f I-.'-a L-Gnwnla^o C-I-/ r.~,t 
he obtf-erve4 a ’Sorth African of 1 .voter 7J caniixetors la 
r^dixx bull*!, bi« rather thin, -»v,»-^rir>.;. ..T'V i>Lsc.< spom
co-ii, vjii-te uklrt, a Sosvs-styla cord tie a.:>j brtrsn accea* His 
mciccd its? individual hcegusa hs vas very Xslr ski'sed, soi Lcckia,; 
and hud vtsry dark sunken ayso. Zhe traa locked to kin Lika a drug, 
a-iddcc. Taa also znoticsu that thia ssa’s hair van, for cis cosh 
p=xr&, <5urfe:, bat uss str£=kask nith clerciU Ho cotlsata-A Chat ttxe 
s’aa va» abcsrt 25 Team old. -AL? ALA-Xi cail that frts. tha lobby ata 
oaa see tus street, aoi he eas iha-t opjnaiva cho Cosswixato a hxsi 
fallal up earryta* two people i one s. tali, a* shetsi I soter 
-2 szoaniawtess tall, a this nun, hut strong vita bslpLnz sjeo, lil^h 
cheek kenas^ thins; U53, reddish, L.irhy hair, -aed. •aesrissj a hroen 
suit* • The cthar -sas 'shito, 5. j*»e$ s=aa c£ ahesri 70, rather beasuik- 
looking, arrs^uuct-locssir,;, auA ssesriug darx trousers asA a Hjxs 
blue seat*. -was ahcui 1 seter 70 ceotiaetaro in hoiAhr, &Z 
ja’jsr .Tobuut hslZsU ALWd^SXSJ abt±»i thsi ba onrriod ±jj kii*. issxjil 
a ro4 •sssspcs-tji a jasepors ■aricb ?r±a "Eca color he tu
Consular. thase tso i~lL'rLdsskLs arrived^ the Scsrth ikscricaa 
;ict £k=s his seat anii .creerrf. thess ar£ Ise thn» sf tbfes- ■ 
•vest ir.to t;ss Ccxaulaha tareiher*

5.. _ AiX-er' 15 tuioaaas, ALVAL3LX1 crossaa the caiiisrs ms=> d? 
the Cbxaalate to to the rest rtxss, a>S cn -ia«es£ia£ £fee 
xjtairs, to casz a very rjoi^rfhl lookia:; iosiiyi-Susl;, darx in 
tall, *^ssrisi\ vhlta rinsed glasses*. IS» saa jrxrhc^i in tho Cricaa 
chnbas-Sj, because AHA?A20 'nnA seea Lin there be*ixre» Xo saw his 
rlv\j the red hairs^ i£a-<ro a trhiaij appesesa. to coniaix
GO“ty* Upon eesiiui eat o£ the rtst r&», ba that in a h«3.?. 
too ilsproy iho CagBinan sac ti» Sorth Ase-ica» -sera hsviu^ n . 
hea ted cosseKrss>4ij»- -ISar s»tic&i that-ths 7ejiro- h^ =rT“rp'-‘ziaibL> 
scar or. tbs tiyss site cT his chia and *bat he uas ecsxtio^ 
ntsx?7 jrod. £ivtx> i* to tia SerSh .’isajicno. ALTAxaLG taorf thasa 
GOUStio.; to tho asa o£ ALTJLiXlO went tack toward the* test
roc* and ncrtics^ that the Scrtb Asariesa and ite Csnaiictn. vom 
shculdsr hoLsters lilsa r-nn.'stem use, and he haaoi the U3.-<ro say 
to tba Sorth Ascriean, **X can -with, ycu." ihe ?ertu Assrisasi 
ans^rfe-ed, ”Sc» aro uot a ssan^” uad hASed, “I can -co it* X ccn. kill 
ixxa*M ALT5SSC IzZt, sad o» ra'.imin.i to tho lobey, uotic^X that 
t-sa xibsrth Anericas asii tie Casa£lno ^era axoixj enterics the 
©fTice cf the Ccasal hat ttwy stopped o few xxroects to talk vitk 
on es^L^yae o? tho Ccnsalato loohe-l libs? a prostitute oni 
vhose rzree wan &ari3 Luias.



T. ALTAHiZO fail aT-'.or -.ha; ;.e ve-r. cur, to t.-uy an les 
croan stick, end while Soli*.:; tide ’.e taw the nsj.xo, -.be i'enh 
Asneriesa end. the Canadian luave ..he ofh'ls^u and ..et Into a blech, 
In-vn-cuhel nutn^oclla, which nppenmd to be a Chevrolet.. 
AL'iAuAZO cs-Sii is thca-'.lit that — crine viis in the ndkn:: ahi it 
cccurr~-4 -io hto to ir^ors w» ijaitad its'-os Zabasay lut it did. 
not occur to h±a to .3,0 to the J-^sicsm nffinlals» 0= 20 
Septrstber ta tale^dswad the Aaard&an Snbossy, but boeaxue he 
<111 cot praee-ch hlas&lfc la person, they paid no .aitcatioc. co 
hits io opita <3? the fast '-hat its said tint ths sa-ttes- 'k.ojx 
confidential and that fee- -ttnxtsd. to taSS; to 3. hi£.h official* • -.••■_ 
So did unt j) to the Aserisna Zhbxuufy for faar of bd=2 ones’ • 
by tho G-3 or Cubsa suisa, sod so far- tea aesest cs forgot, ther 
iTx?j«aMt» AL7ASS£O sauli; tbax he rexA in. the BC^apasurs hbsan. 
the isath o? the -ftrssiiiact o? ths Lkxitad States acS that, cex ’ 
s^ei^g ths* pb©b©5»sh of tia assassin he reetxnixed hist -as. £xo ■ 
Zixr-ih Aeerfaaa zAtsxA ba baa sees in the Cuban Ccnsnla^r- Sa 
therefore- nsala call&J the Anesdce-a Ssbassy ans szeese-Saa lot. 
spesCdn^ to a hl^h oifiniaL vith ba nadia an a^xinhaesi. foi? 
that ssna tfay at 5*30 p^x- sear tha actol liarin Tea.hrL* Shits 
occurred on. 25 t’ep ta3b*3r-

S» 'ftxo ioairid35sls eepeaxa*. ior the op^odxtoerr=» ’they ' 
id^etin»A thesssalees» end bad thss •credswstiala tx? 53X ?»se?st3» £h 
told thfifli ebesrs the aho-^ facta ar4 they rase asother e^alnt— 
xsent for $:15 tbs next xscraiaj in the rostaaxant, ■Jans, locates, 
ca tlie Avenida Ssreloa a&l tbo ?oaeo &e la r>o.iosi=»p. S'» mx 
ho nejc the day befeetr, tsrrdrrd. for the seeond. app^intaesj-t: alOG.j. 
vith nnoshsr ren tjhcsMr rgs» s=aa Esaolfo GAV.Vfjl1!. aith tbes»> 
three can tst ¥aah to the cafa«s5fisi of ths EotoX itrancio ©iter 
•ghicJi they ernre an snA cb»n u faw straets in sm sutscixslLa, Ha 
a.'xdn told, then vtsi he had e’ssermd in tha Cuban Cczsulnaa «rA 
they ester hin a ICO ;>eso bill und told kin they weold sslX ixin st 
the nsshes tfhhei in the r.-uaisr c? the plsce uhem
ALYAZlihO livw- ‘Ussy called bin that ease day at St^5 and 
told bin to neat tlxso 30 niraxses later in front of the ikxnsoesa 
to Jxnren. ubey cat hin tburs at <hc appointed *-±=a-

9, GWS1D03 eni AlwASASO -yent la a peso cab to the comax» 
txT the IZotol Mario Isabel ui'srT? af-erthw Assricaa -=?na fer
then,' fcsl corAtbar they tins srreex cod to iu:
apertnent in a hnildin^. located vn the csrxss* of Cxfsrf. “tS. 
Gaos ti-era, to fvnir- related the dnolsents aci in on tares of photo- 
i*oshs iientified ths person 'Xto ava rroney to inn fesmr to the



.iipLsisailc casslai.

10. After this, the xan :jave AX.TA2A3O 500 pes??w, tola Ilia -;o 
.vo<e -o- a hohil, acul to 'ell them to hotel ha van novin-.,. ‘21Xs 
AX.TA2A20 did ths foliowis.* -lay, 27 Capnenher. ije cjr/a fe\5Aid>25 a 
card •wlttj '-ho icforsatlon Shay vasited, to Aa'a th-ssa sen. hsr® . 
no- iceoct&s'cad hiss. After Eskiac taa shove stateaeato, A12£A3SSO : . 
ladicaied. the follx»±3£t / .•>.?,

ct. ’ < That Bneataecettsly, and a*car racoesliasitiisi^ fae.i ■' 
desires to state that the Horth Anericapa, to urea he- bad -.. J? 
raTGarrisii la she body of his ataecsest aed 'si'sen ha eas co 
13 icptxnaher of this year Ik tto Oafcaa Ctsssslabs Loohoti ldisaz

.’ asS ba -was 6fl£ sure teat he locked llha, lee Surrey* G£A3I2>? • • •- 
the assa&sia of the Jreniaant of cha toi-tad iStor-as- ■ , .

b.' That ai>or the ■assaasiratioa tr? ?reai=aiit KaafiaSy, 
iALYA?A20 took adTen£a£& O? ih-^sa occxarreacas, TsrstsxEjk
such as the asover«», ior the pureese of* a atro»^
rwwt'Jjaa is fsTtsr of t2» Csital states a-.aicst tee saverrssc* 
Of jpUdel CA122O xhcc»

c. • That he had co other aoti-xe -shaa tha d&e^ hatrod ■sfsich 
ho- SfeeLs for cosassins, aca hats throttj'-cu* his Ul’e dedicated 
hls^elT to coAhnc'^io< ooasuziisEu.

•d. Ifeat be regrets no- ha’/ia-; aohiered his ab^-ectXTc? 
ex? ce®sio~ a reectlass on -ths part of the Unites -tacos ga'/crs~ 
sseat nu aiast that ci CAliSS.

6. ’ xhas tha ialepaasa conyarsatifes wh^ch Iso referred to 
ebo?e la his shatesejjt, na-t rada 12 £:eptesher as he 
said, hat rather a£ter the doatb of Itcoaiittit ?jats=eay, os 
25 ieptssaber. This call ttis os-la to »he nisaber 
vhich is the auaker of :-ho JVsericaa Srbfussy. >rm chin Etesbear' 
be naa coAoeetcd vids eKtetsloa Li-1 in order to re-leco ziis
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22 and 25 November to Havana were passenger flights, while the one 
7

on 27 November appears to have been essentially a cargo flight, with 

one passenger, the man referred to in the SSC discussion. All flights

[ to Havana apparently carried some freight.-

CIA conducted regular surveillance of Cubana flights, filing-cable 

reports to headquarters. There was one£" "J CIA surveillance C
that observed arrivals and departures of Cubana flights,

reporting any unusual incidents and providing copies of flight manifests.

The 22 November 1963 Flight

At pages 30, 60, 61 and 103 of Book V of the SSC Final Report,

reference is made to a reported five-hour delay of a Cubana flight from

Mexico City to Havana the evening of President Kennedy's assassination,

22 November 1963. The SSC Report describes the delay as being from 

°:00 P.M. EST to 11:00 P.M. EST. The especially intriguing aspect 

of the report was that the reported delay was to await arrival at 

10:30 P.M. EST of a private twin-engined aircraft, which deposited 

an unidentified passenger who boarded the Cubana aircraft without customs 

clearance and traveled to Havana in the pilot's cabin. The SSC Final 

-eport -gpigha si zed CIA's apparent failure to follow up by inquiring 

rurther into the matter.


